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Editorial
Where next for the Jewish Quarterly?
That's the question that popped
into my mind when I started
contemplating my guest editorship of
the magazine. Looming over me was
the extraordinary 60th Anniversary
Double Issue that appeared at the
close of 2013. Its guest editor, Devorah
Baum, had done a magnificent job
in bringing together an incredibly
diverse range of contributors - all
Jewish life was here, it seemed.
When I began commissioning for
this issue, I had no overall theme in
mind beyond upholding the JQ's high
standards. But over time, it became
clear that some clear direction/
pattern was emerging. While there
are a broad range of pieces in the
spring 2013 JQ, one theme appears
repeatedly. In a way it's the oldest
theme, the primordial theme, the one
Jews obsess about the most: what are
the boundaries of Jewishness? Or,
to put it another way, what makes
something Jewish?
The Jewish boundary-marking
activity par excellence is the system
of kashrut. Harvey Belovski's piece on
eating locusts shows how the tiniest
things form the boundary between
kosher and non-kosher; in this case, it
is a marking on the locust's stomach
that defines the permitted species.
There is a kind of wondrous beauty
in such a byzantine system, but also,
as participants in our roundtable on
Jewish food discussed elsewhere in
the issue, a frustrating opacity.

The physical boundaries that
mark Jewish space can also embody
this simultaneous liberation and
oppressiveness. Mya Guarnieri's
reflections on being a Jew living
in Bethlehem confront the ways
that Jewishness can both construct
physical barriers that divide people
and also transcend those barriers in
surprising ways. Jeremy Schonfield's
learned discussion on the Jewish
attitude to territory and Adam Blitz's
article on the remains of Jewish life
in Syria both capture the ways that
Jewishness is at the same time bound
to the materiality of place and also
floats free in the ethereality of time.
Boundary making is inevitably
bound up with the transgression of
boundaries. The autobiographical
graphic fiction presented in this issue
by Eli Valley and Keren Katz recount
incidents when the limits of what it
might mean to be a decent Jew are
threatened or crossed. The collection
of responses to my book, Uncivil War,
explore the boundaries of civility, of
what it means to be a responsible and
decent Jew.
It is in the realm of Jewish culture
that the boundaries of Jewishness are
most difficult to pin down. Playwright
Ryan Craig's review of Shiver reflects
on what it means to be a Jewish writer,
finding in his own Jewishness an
insistent voice that will not go away.
Daniel Jonas's article on contemporary
Sephardi music reminds us that Jewish
culture both embodies and disturbs
attempts to 'fix' a particular Jewish
identity. Jewishness can also be a
frame through which to view cultural
production, even when on the surface

there may be nothing Jewish to find.
Raphael Zarum and Nathan Abrams
offer Jewish readings of apparently
non-Jewish texts, and in doing so put
into question the boundaries of Jewish
and non-Jewish. Conversely, Jennifer
Davis looks at an instance where
Jewishness appears to be absent in a
text that could have been Jewishlyfocused.
It seems somehow appropriate
that as the Jewish Quarterly faces
the future, it does so by interrogating
what Jewishness itself means and
could mean. The issues raised by the
contributors to this issue will never go
away. Yet we shouldn't forget that just
as no one narrative can encompass
the entirety of Jewishness, so no one
frame can encompass the contents of
this issue. There is much else besides
boundaries to contemplate in these
pages: corruption in Israel, seders in
Japan, everyday life in Gaza, Israeli
punk, the playful art of Liana Finck, as
well as the usual engrossing reviews
and timely obituaries.
What I hope is that as the Jewish
Quarterly starts its 61st volume, it will
continue to pull off the trick that Jews
are adept at performing: constantly
probing new directions while
sustaining what has come before. If
nothing else, I hope this issue will
surprise, entertain, intrigue - and
raise more questions than it could
ever answer. — JQ

KEITH KAHN-HARRIS
EDITOR
DOI:10.1080/0449010X.2014.900317 ©Keith Kahn-Harris 2014
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Jonathan Magonet
A Seder in Fukuoka
Fukuoka, Japan ¶ I have had some memorable
seders. The most moving was in Moscow in the
seventies with the families of refuseniks, having
spent the day, at least in our imagination, being
watched by the KGB. Then there was a film set in
Matera, as technical adviser on the movie King
David (which opened in LA and went to video
within a week!). The Jewish producer offered
to hold a seder for the Jewish members of the
cast and crew, though few turned up. My wife
Dorothea instructed the French chef (for the
‘stars’) on the meal, and we read through the
Haggadah. Richard Gere held up the seder plate
for a few moments, presumably method-acting
his way into his role as David. This year in (fibreglass) Jerusalem.
When approaching retirement I thought
I’d like to learn a new language and settled
on Japanese. Perhaps I was influenced by the
memory of a Japanese friend of a friend, who
during a visit to my parents’ flat was introduced
as a ‘failed kamikaze pilot’. We talked martial
arts and he stood up, did a forward summersault
in our living room and arose in a fighting stance.
This must have imprinted itself on my teenage
mind, so Japanese it was to be.
One of my language teachers introduced me
to a friend on sabbatical from a university in
Japan. A connection was made and I was invited
to Seinan Gakuin University in Fukuoka. (For
those of a nervous disposition, it is pronounced
foo-ko-ka.) Founded by Baptist missionaries
nearly a century ago, the university has a small
theology faculty including a Professor for Old
Testament studies who was designated as my
‘closest colleague’ with the task of inducting
me and supporting me at the university.
Kobayashi-sensei had spent some years
studying in America and a year in Israel. He had

Image courtesy of William Walby
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The Seder in Fukuoka (image courtesy of J E Theriot)
A Japanese footnote. Japanese restaurants
show plastic versions of their food in the window.
Thanks to this technology, pride of place in
the museum display cabinet, are two mouthwatering plastic matzot.
Jonathan Magonet is emeritus Professor of Bible at
Leo Baeck College. His first novel is 'Netsuke Nation:
Tales from Another Japan'.
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brought up generations of Japanese students
to appreciate Hebrew. Alongside his gentle
courtesy we shared a similar kind of ironic
humour. He had developed a Biblical garden
on the grounds of the university and looked
after the Jewish artefacts in the small university
museum. Together we planned the first ‘lecturedemonstration’ seder ever held at Seinan.
Then began the hasty search for the
necessary elements. There are two Jewish
communities in Japan, in Kobe and Tokyo, and
the official Jewish population is 1,000 — though I
came across a number of ‘unrecorded’ Jews over
the years. From Tokyo we obtained ten boxes of
matzot. (In the year of the Arab Spring we learnt
that the ship bearing the matzot for Tokyo had
been held up in the Suez Canal. Luckily, things
were resolved and our matzot made their exodus
from Egypt in time.) The museum already had a
nice seder plate on display which we were able
to borrow. In our flat was a box of old kimonos.
Dorothea was told she could cut them up, and
made a serviceable matza cover which now
resides in the museum and emerges each year
for the seder. We had some difficulty explaining
what a shankbone is, though one of the students
managed to find a restaurant in town and
turned up with a hefty chunk of meat. With
my customary whimsy I preferred a different
solution, and after much searching in toyshops
found a small plastic lamb which also has its
place now in the museum. We ordered some
cheap Haggadot via Amazon, and Professor
Kobayashi produced a detailed translation into
Japanese, complete with his own explanatory
notes on the different technical terms.
Some improvisation was needed. In the
absence of horseradish we tried wasabi root, but
it is too moist and not as strong. In subsequent
years we brought the ‘real’ thing with us from
London and enjoyed the shock on people’s faces
when it exploded in their mouths.
We lived in the dorm for married students
of the theology faculty. In the first few days
we explored the local shopping facilities and
found a small supermarket just around the
corner. While browsing through the wines I was
astonished to find a bottle with an American
label proclaiming that it was kosher l’pesach,
complete with a hechsher stamp. How did such
a bottle get from the States to, of all places,
Fukuoka, with its zero Jewish population?
Did this qualify as a small miracle? Did some
Japanese wine connoisseur recognise the special
quality of this particular wine and insist that
the supermarket import it? My suspicion is that
some enterprising Jewish wine merchant in New
York, knowing that he could not sell last year’s
kosher l’pesach wine to the locals, figured that no
one in Japan would be unduly concerned about
either the kashrut or the vintage as long as it was
tasty and the price was right, so found the ideal
market for his unsold bottles.

DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.900322 © Jonathan Magonet 2014

Harvey Belovski
Focussed on Locust
¶ A couple of years ago a friend visiting from
Israel asked if he could have some locusts
delivered to my house. He was interested in
exploring their kosher status but, as they are
a pest in Israel, he couldn’t obtain them there.
When the small plastic tub arrived, I had a peek,
found them rather disgusting and thought no
more of it until, in a throwaway remark during
a lecture I delivered at the 2012 Gefiltefest Food
Festival, I inexplicably promised to talk about
locusts the following year. The organisers of
Gefiltefest called my bluff, so I found myself
researching the topic in depth ahead of the 2013
Festival.
My research took me to some unexpected
places. I studied classical Jewish sources, a 180page ‘final word’ academic study of the tradition
of eating locusts among Jews across the globe,
a record of the devastating Jerusalem locust
plague of 1915, advice from environmentalists
on the protein content of insects, several
rather nauseating recipes and a wonderful
novella byBritish author David Garnett about
a plane-crash victim who survives by eating
grasshoppers.
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I also began buying live locusts so that I could
examine them. Fortunately, as my friend from
Israel had already found out, they are easily
available by post from a reptile food supplier in
the Midlands. I discovered that locusts come in
different sizes (conveniently graded to match the
gastronomic needs of your pet reptile), have a
penchant for organic cabbage leaves and thrive
in a hot, crowded environment. I also learned
from YouTube how to dispatch them humanely
and then decapitate and eviscerate them.
Having lectured about locusts at the 2013
Gefiltefest event (where, of course, I made no
promises for 2014), I subsequently delivered
a keynote address on the topic at the London
School of Jewish Studies’ ‘Big Bible Weekend’
and delivered classes at several private venues.
I would present classical, historical and modern
sources about locust-eating traditions and
then offer members of the audience a chance
to handle and examine live specimens, and, if
they are feeling brave, to taste a cooked one.
Interestingly, I quickly lost my initial revulsion
and worryingly, became quite comfortable
handling and even killing them. My family,
however, remain less than enthusiastic about
the presence of my ‘little friends’ at home and
are hoping that my eccentricities will swiftly
manifest in matters less entomic.
Leviticus 11 mentions that of all insects,
only some kinds of locusts (or grasshoppers)
qualify as kosher. According to the Mishnah and
Talmud (Tractate Hullin), the Oral Law includes
a clear tradition that distinguishes kosher ones
from their non-kosher cousins. In short, mature
locusts that have four regular legs, two additional
‘jumping’ legs and four wings that cover the
majority of the thorax, are kosher. Rashi (11th
century) calls this variety ‘langosta’, early French
and modern Spanish for locust.
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Ashkenazi Jews lost the tradition as to which
types of locust are kosher because they lived
in places where they rarely, if ever, appeared,
but among Yemenite and some North African
Jews, locusts were commonly eaten and even
considered a delicacy. (For an un-rabbinic source
mentioning early locust consumption, see
Matthew 3:4).
Although Leviticus actually describes four
types of kosher locusts, the identity of only
one variety seems certain based on tradition
and observation: the so-called arbeh midbar
— the desert locust or, to give it its proper title,
Schistocerca gregaria.
This identification is based on a reliable and
ancient tradition, supported by the presence
of an extraordinary physical feature — a
marking on Schistocerca’s meso-metasternum
(its underneath) that uncannily resembles the
Hebrew letter chet. When my ten-year-old
daughter was taught this invaluable nugget of
information by her school teacher I assumed
that it was a myth, but it is absolutely true, and
provides the most fascinating aspect of my
presentation. The existence of this marking is
referred to in many traditional sources, including
one dated to the fourteenth century and is a good
way to cross-validate the kosher identification.
The most popular locust enquiries I receive
are: a) whether they require shehitah (ritual
slaughter); b) whether are they considered meaty
in the context of the prohibition against mixing
meat and milk; c) which brachah (blessing) is
to be recited prior to eating them; d) whether
a non-Yemenite may rely on the Yemenite
tradition to eat a locust. The answers are: a)
kill them how you like; in case the thought of
crunching a locust isn’t revolting enough, it turns
out that some Yemenites used to eat them alive,
a practice permitted by Maimonides; b) they are
pareve (neutral), so sauterelle au gratin remains
on the kosher menu; c) recite shehakol (catch-all
blessing said before meat, fish, eggs, etc.); d)
there is no consensus, but those who are lenient
are on strong ground.
Intriguingly, this study might actually fulfil
a little-known (and clearly hardly-observed)
commandment. At the end of the passage
dealing with kosher food, Leviticus 11 mentions
that we should distinguish between creatures
that may be eaten and those that may not. While
Maimonides points out this is an instrumental
requirement designed to ensure that one only
eats permitted foods, Rabbi Y. Kanievsky, a
contemporary authority, suggests that even if
one has no intention of eating locusts, there is
a positive biblical injunction to study and know
their laws.
It is surprising how many locust recipes one
can find in cookbooks and online, some from
societies where insect consumption is common,
others for more unusual — i.e. emergency —
circumstances. One of my own follows:
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Ingredients: 10 locusts; Oil; Honey; Za’atar
Instructions: Blanch the locusts and dry with
paper. Remove the head, viscera and large
legs. Roll in honey and za’atar and sauté in oil
until golden brown.
Finally, to express my thoughts on the locust
project in minimalist fashion, I end with a haiku:
Locusts in a tub
Frantic to make their escape
Soon to be my lunch.
Harvey Belovski read mathematics at Oxford,
received Semicha from Gateshead Yeshiva and a
PhD in hermeneutics from the University of London.
He is rabbi of Golders Green Synagogue, principal of
Rimon JPS, teaching, research fellow at the London
School of Jewish Studies and much much more.
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.900328 © Harvey Belovski 2014

Daniella Peled
Spongebob Gaza
Gaza City, Palestine ¶ Spongebob Squarepants
is huge in Gaza. His goofy grin and luridly yellow
visage appears on bath towels in the market,
alongside inflatable toys strung up outside shops,
on sticker books and numerous other products.
So normal life goes on in a place that is very
far from normal.
You can argue about who is to blame for the
situation Gazans find themselves in, with eighty
percent receiving international aid and more
than a third of the population unemployed.
Is it the fault of Israel, which still exerts
an iron grip on this tiny strip of coast, despite
evacuating its settlers in 2005? Or the Hamas
Government, which remains committed to the
destruction of the Jewish state and is proud of
its ability to strike far into Israel? Then there is
Egypt and its military rulers, whose closure of
the smuggling tunnels last summer has utterly
devastated an economy already in freefall.
What’s clear is that it is ordinary people who
have been caught in the middle of these myriad
tensions and they’re suffering as never before.
Repeated rounds of hostilities are still clearly
visible in the scarred buildings, with stretches
of wasteland where buildings belonging to the
security apparatus once stood, flattened long ago
in Israeli airstrikes. Rebuilding efforts, however,
have ground to a halt.
Cheap Chinese-made tat is still available —
Spongebob and all — but other commodities
are increasingly scarce or so expensive as to put
them out of the reach of many.
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Electricity is available for a daily allotment of eight
hours and if you want more you need to pay for fuel
for a private generator. Of course it costs double now
the smuggling industry no longer brings in a million
litres a day from Egypt. And all along the coast, you
can see the towers of Ashkelon’s power station in the
misty distance, a reminder of what luxuries lie in the
land of the enemy.
People with money can afford to shop in the
scattered Western-style supermarkets around the
city, but the Saha market in Gaza’s Old Town is a sad,
depleted sight. Everything is political here — even
peaches. Two years ago, Hamas put an embargo on
imports of most Israeli fruit, ostensibly to protect
Gazan farmers. Some say this was just an excuse; the
big producers are mostly Hamas members and the
Government want the profits to go them, I am told.
So fruit has become exorbitant. "Oh my God, we
miss Israeli fruit", sighs one local. "It was expensive
but so good."
Almost all the women wear the hijab, and some
the face-covering niqab, but that’s not to say they
don’t dress with care. I see more than a few pairs of
skinny jeans being worn. Sequinned mini-dresses are
on show in the display windows of bridal shops and
the murals liberally splashed over the walls of Gaza
city seem to celebrate the armed struggle, the hajj
pilgrimage and the latest wedding in equal measure.
I have coffee at the Delice restaurant, where
there’s a plaque to Vittorio Arigoni, the Italian activist
kidnapped and murdered by Salafi jihadists in April
2011. For a month after his death, his habitual table
near the doors was left empty as a sign of respect.
There aren’t many internationals in Gaza anymore.
In the market people call "erev tov"— good evening in
Hebrew — some confused logic denoting a foreigner
as Israeli, even though Jerusalem has banned citizens
from entering the Strip for many years now.
At my seafront hotel, I’m the sole guest. As dusk
falls, the few staff sit around a table in the darkening
gloom of the lobby, only turning the generator on with
my arrival. In the morning, I discover that the soft
drinks and pistachios I nibbled from my mini-bar cost
the same as they would in a central London hotel.
Armed men don’t roam the streets here. The
poverty you see in Gaza is like that anywhere in the
developing world; its physical proximity to Israel just
makes that all the more jarring.
Gaza is an hour’s drive from Tel Aviv. It takes
nearly that time again to traverse the strange security
airlocks of the Erez crossing and trudge the mile or so
through no-man’s land.
But what is different here is the psychological
disconnect. Some people don’t have enough to eat,
true, but of all the commodities in short supply in
Gaza, the most longed-for is freedom of movement.
And whose fault is that? The blame game will
continue to play out for years, decades. In the meantime, normal life continues: arrested, sad and strange.
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Daniella Peled is a journalist who writes regularly for
Ha’aretz, The Guardian and other publications.
DOI: 10.1080/10.1080/0449010X.2014.900319 © Daniella Peled 2014
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Suzanne Perlman

30th April – 17th May 2014
10am – 5.30pm daily

The Gallery, 28 Cork Street, London W1S 3NG
0207 437 5545 • www.benuri.org.uk

“Talking Art” with the artist on Thursday 24th April 2014 at JW3, London
Please check our website for full details.

Ben Uri Celebrates Suzanne Perlman’s
25 Years ‘Painting London’

Trafalgar Square, Oil on canvas, 1996, detail

‘Painting London’

Poems by Peter Lawson

Holocaust Poem (1)
The superﬁcial no longer attracts.
Today’s realization: teaching is
fundamentally ﬂirtation.
I’m ﬂirting my ﬂeeting life away.
Every afternoon after school, mother
would nourish me with food and attention.
“What did you do today in class?”
By the age of seven she had me
under her thumb. That’s the dynamic
I have repeated with women until now,
when I am 47. Nourish and attend
to me, and I am yours.
Between childhood and middle-age were the years
of mock independence. So tied by hands and neck
to mother’s apron strings, other loves
were merely moments of reprieve:
no woman possessed me because I belonged
to her. Well, mother died last November,
and it’s spring here in Poland. Tomorrow
belongs to me, so Auschwitz-Birkenau
beckons. According to the Lonely Planet
guide, it’s “Poland’s most moving sight.”
How ﬁne to be far from bad taste!
How ugly I ﬁnd English women
when I brieﬂy visit London. My circular
argument runs thus: I know
they are English because they are
physically and morally grotesque,
devoid of digniﬁed bearing, enervated,
ignorant and dull as the glossy fashion
magazines they skim through on
overcrowded trains and buses. Running on high

heels to scream in the street on Saturday nights
to other loud mates, their words precede
their binge-drink vomit, saying more or less
the same thing, several senseless hours
between them. Or maybe I am prejudiced
against white English Protestant women?
The Holocaust is unrelated to the above.

Holocaust Poem (II)
So I am waiting in the lobby of the Novotel Bronowice
for the minibus to Auschwitz-Birkenau.
If you were here, I would be squeezing your hand and you
would be stroking my ﬁngers, interlacing yours
among mine. But the bachelor sits alone in hotel lobbies
feeling the ache of absence. The idea being
to exterminate a degenerate ‘race’. I wonder what Poles
think of Jews in this lobby now: American tourists,
middlemen, useful for good relations with the West?
Better not overstaying their welcome in Poland?

Autobahn
Today we drive east. My German friend
relishes the autobahn, limitless speed
making Dresden an easy target. I am
crashing my friend’s seminar series,
pushing post-Holocaust poetry.
His university will pay the costs.

PETER LAWSON
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Jeremy Schonfield explores
the knotty issue of the Jewish
relationship to the land

12

The Land of Israel presents one of the most conflicted
issues in modern Jewish thought, dividing communities
and friends, and dominating the Jewish agenda. It
tends to be seen in ‘either/or’ terms. For some Jews
it was promised to the patriarchs and is therefore an
inalienable right. For others, it is a territory acquired by
Jews against the will of existing inhabitants. Both groups
claim Jewish tradition for their views. This article will
look at a previously unrecognised grey area of the debate,
in which Jewish ambivalence towards the land comes
to the fore.
All of us, as individuals and groups, live with multiple
narratives of identity. It is not their historical accuracy
that matters, but their continuing relevance as ‘memory’.
Such stories subtly influence the way we think about
the world, as Yerushalmi argues in his book Zakhor, and
because they tend to be only tacitly agreed, rather than
publicly acknowledged, they have the ability to include
more than one set of assumptions. Paradoxically, we want
them also to be seamlessly consistent, and, if they are
not, we either adjust details to smooth over the gaps, or
ignore the problems. At a deeper level, we remain aware,
however subliminally, of the concealed inconsistencies.
Given the powerfully felt nature of such memories,
public or private, it is surprising to find them changing.
Yet change they do. The narrow escape of Allied forces
at Dunkirk, commonly held to exemplify fortitude in
face of adversity — the ‘Dunkirk spirit’ — is often cited,
usually without much understanding of the original
events, as a core British narrative. Over the Atlantic, a
backwoodsman ‘can-do’ self-image based on the colonial
farmers’ battle for independence seems to continue to
underlie some Americans’ thinking about superpower
policies, however incongruous this may seem, given
changed circumstances.
The choice of which myths gain prominence
and which remain obscure is dependent on complex
psychological factors. Hitler looms large for many
British schoolchildren, almost invariably shorn of the
context of the Enlightenment, the rise of nationalism,
science and European post-imperialism. This economypack approach to the past serves our natural need for
key myths or ‘public memories’, which, as Benedict
Anderson argues in Imagined Communities, are basic
to the formation and cohesion of society and affect our
power to think. In modern Jewish history the Holocaust
looms large as a key to Jewish self-understanding in the
postwar years, a phenomenon deplored by Avraham
Burg, in his The Holocaust Is Over: We Must Rise From its
Ashes, in which he discusses the role of the Nazi period
in forming modern Israeli self-awareness.
Bruno Bettelheim, in his Uses of Enchantment,
attributes a similar power to classic children’s stories, and
shows how such narratives subconsciously help young
people develop psychologically, by representing the shift
between modes of consciousness as they emerge from
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ending that creates suspense about arrival. Even those
who do enter the land have to remain close to Torah if
they are to stay there. Leviticus 26 and Deuteronomy 28
describe the expulsion of the people if they neglect Torah,
accompanied by social breakdown and mass suffering.
Each such banishment concludes with a return, though
this is due not to Israelite virtue, but to a gratuitous
change in God’s behaviour. The inscrutability of God’s
ways is most clearly stated to Moses at Sinai, when God
says “I will show grace to whom I will show grace, and
mercy to whom I will show mercy” (Ex 33:19). Suffering
and wellbeing, unrelated to reward and punishment,
depend on God’s inscrutable will.
The idea that the land is held conditionally looms
large in rabbinic thought. The most important daily
liturgical text, the Shema, quotes a biblical source for
this: “If you turn aside and serve other gods the anger of
the Lord will be kindled against you and you will perish
quickly from off the good land which the Lord has given
you” (Deuteronomy 11:16-17).
The omission of the arrival in the land from the
Torah’s narrative therefore seems to be a template for
the entire span of Israelite and Jewish history: inevitable
loss of land followed by hope of a restoration yet to be
fulfilled. For Moses, as for Jews still, territory lies in the
future. When Jews read the Torah in synagogue, they are
still left, each autumn, at the end of the liturgical year,
with Moses and the Israelites, outside the Land.
This narrative pattern is echoed in the parallel cycle
of prophetic readings — the haftarot — that accompany
each weekly Torah portion. The entry into the land
appears effectively only in one haftarah, that for Simhat
Torah, the feast on which the Torah is both ended and
begun. Its prophetic reading, from the beginning of the
book of Joshua, which follows on chronologically from
Deuteronomy, is not continued, however, and most
haftarot are dominated by the loss of the land and the
hope of a future return that is never actually experienced.
The arrival in the Land to which the Torah points is
therefore replaced, in the synagogal cycle, by threats of
expulsion, by actual exile and by dreams, that are never
realised, of return. The reader, at the narrative level, can
only hope for a better future. In this way, the dominant
emotion of territorial loss resonates around the year as
a leitmotif of Jewish existence.
A sense of exile dominates another annual cycle
that is not usually thought about in narrative terms, or
even as a cycle: the calendrical round of feasts and fasts.
If we take each event in isolation it is easy to miss the
connections between them, since their subjects seem so
disparate. But there are a number of dominant themes,
the most obvious of which are the Exodus and the
destruction of the Temple, leading to the present exile.
These themes are seemingly intertwined round the year
without obviously affecting each other. But in the annual
cycle, as we will see below, the absence of arrival is a
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the vulnerability of infancy to adult independence and
responsibility.
For many Jews, perhaps for most Jews, the twin
doctrines of Holocaust and Israel underpin their post-1948
identity, more so, according to Jacob Neusner, than any
other aspect of ‘Judaism’, traditional or secular. In most
cases these function in tandem, the Holocaust creating
the need for a homeland, an idea central to modern
political Zionism, for which a homeland is a solution to
antisemitism. But it is not clear where the sources of this
or any other Jewish sacred narrative are to be found.
The most natural place to look is ‘Torah’, which
usually used to refer to the Pentateuch, but in practice
is more widely applied to Scripture in general, and even
to discussion of it. Since ours is an interpreted tradition,
the interpretations are as much part of Torah as the text
itself. Running through biblical texts and rabbinic debate
about them, one Jewish narrative in particular not only
captures this process of change but also has as its subject
the transfer from one mode of thought to another. This
narrative — so familiar that we barely think about it
— can, like Bettelheim’s tales, be analysed to reveal a
covert message. The story concerns the acquisition and
retention of territory.
Many major biblical narratives touch on territory or
land, including creation, covenants with the Patriarchs,
exodus, revelation at Sinai, arrival in Canaan, exile, return
from Babylon, and the threat, and reality, of longer-term
exile. Lions and sheep still tend not to dwell in peace and
Jews remain exiled, lending the stories added power. The
hope of eventual messianic rescue, implicit in the closing
biblical scenes, ensures their continuing relevance. But
only part of this sequence is in the forefront of Jewish
awareness: those scenes encountered in the most sacred
Jewish texts, the Five Books of Moses, read annually in
the synagogue in fifty-four weekly portions.
This text, which opens with creation and covers the
covenants, Exodus and Sinai, ends just short of the arrival
in the land, the goal of the Exodus. The fact that this
climax is missing, even though it is the natural corollary
of all but one of the first five books of the Bible, surely
deserves analysis. It is so surprising that it cannot be
dismissed as a mere detail.
One possible reason for the omission of the arrival
in the land is that the loss of the land is predicted and
described as practically inevitable. Deuteronomy 4:25
says that after prolonged stability the Israelites will
become complacent and corrupt and deserve expulsion.
In other words, the biblical narrative suggests that merely
by possessing the land for a number of generations, they
will deserve its loss.
Landlessness is implicit in the very way the Torah
ends with the death of Moses, the leader who dominates
the Pentateuch and who devoted his life to leading his
people to their homeland. His passing, outside the land
in the climactic scene of Torah, is a surprisingly tragic
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major feature of the calendrical narrative.
The Exodus theme is dominant in the three so-called
Pilgrimage Festivals. Passover in the spring marks the
Exodus. Shavu’ot, seven weeks later, was biblically an
agricultural feast but became the anniversary of the
giving of the Torah at Sinai from the third century onward.
Sukkot in the autumn commemorates the Israelites’
survival in the wilderness. There is no feast marking
the arrival, and then the cycle begins again. The Jewish
year contains a clear indication of the Temple actually
standing — its rededication at Hanukah — and sacrifices
are detailed throughout the traditional liturgy. The Land
theme differs from that of the Temple, as the annual
cycle contains no celebration of the Israelites’ arrival.
The possession of the Land is implied by the seasonal
agricultural themes of the three Pilgrimage Festivals, but
never celebrated. (Purim belongs in neither cycle, and
seems to offer a variant reading of the Passover theme.)
Non-arrival is therefore implicit in the narrative scenes
selected for commemoration.
Throughout the year, however, there is a narrative
sequence tracing the fall of the Temple, and therefore
the beginning of exile. This starts in the autumn (Fast
of Gedaliah), continues in the winter (10 Tevet), and
dominates the summer months, when the fasts of 17
Tammuz and 9 Av mark the breaching of the walls of
Jerusalem and the burning of the Temple respectively.

‘At the end of the liturgical
year, Moses and the
Israelites are still left
outside the Land’
The climax of the exile therefore falls in the midsummer
at a time when, arguably, the Exodus narrative that began
with Passover might be focusing on arrival rather than
departure.
The summer fasts do, however, have secondary
associations with the Exodus narrative in the rabbinic
tradition, and these reinforce the theme of non-arrival.
That of 17 Tammuz is linked in rabbinic literature to the
episode of the golden calf, and 9 Av to that of the spies
(Mishnah Ta’anit 4:6). These themes also reverse the
theme of arrival, since the calf led Moses to break the first
set of Tablets and almost caused the destruction of the
entire nation, while the way the former slaves believed
the spies’ negative reports of the Land led them to wander
out their lives in the wilderness for forty years, only their
children entering the Land. Here again, non-arrival is
central. The fact that the Exodus is only a subordinate
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theme of the summer fasts shows how it becomes a
ghostly shadow of its former self.
Why does the festival cycle not mark the arrival in the
land, the goal towards which the Torah points from the
third weekly periscope of the year, read in the autumn?
The idea that Abraham’s descendants would eventually
have a land of their own (Genesis 12:7) underlies the
narrative plot of the Pentateuch. So why has no attention
been paid to the way this expectation of arrival, that by
any standards should form the climax to the year, is
disappointed not only in Torah and haftarot but in the
annual calendrical cycle?
I believe the implications of this omission to be
central to any nuanced reading of the Jewish view of
territory. It appears that the thinkers who organised
the calendrical cycle viewed the entry into the land as
something to be treated with ambivalence and caution.
Not only did they avoid celebrating the entry during the
summer months, they replaced it with fasts that highlight
the loss of land. The first of these events, the golden calf,
was eventually made good by Moses’s descent with the
second set of tablets, dated midrashically to Yom Kippur.
Yet the return of the spies remains unresolved, at least for
the Exodus generation, and sets the scene for continuing
landlessness. The association of these days with the fall
of Jerusalem merely reinforces the link between the
summer months and exile, which is traced day by day
in real time. The three weeks between the breaching of
the walls and the burning of the sanctuary are as closely
experienced as the weeks between the departure from
Egypt and the arrival at Sinai.
What can account for this substitution of exile for
triumphal conquest? The silencing of joy is so striking
that there must be some reason for it. I believe it has
something to do with the process of the conquest itself,
and with the way this was to be accompanied by the
removal — the killing — of all the previous inhabitants.
There are signs of ambivalence about this even in
the Torah. A passage immediately after the source of the
first paragraph of the Shema, in Deuteronomy 6:10-11,
promises the Israelites “cities you did not build, houses
full of good things that you did not fill orchards you
did not plant”, before recalling the need to stay close
to Torah or to be “destroyed off the face of the earth”
(v. 15). The rabbinic editors of the Shema avoided this
passage and substituted for it one that mentioned neither
the way the Israelites would enjoy the property of others
nor the destruction that would result from deserting
Torah (Deuteronomy 11:13-21). Did the passage that was
circumvented in this way remind early rabbis of their
own defeat and exile?
The Israelite conquest of Canaan was the flip-side
of the fall of Jerusalem, as is implied in the biblical
threat that if the Canaanites are not destroyed root and
branch, the Israelites will in turn be driven from the
land (Deuteronomy 8:20). This suggests an equivalence
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‘...merely by possessing
the land for a number
of generations, they will
deserve its loss’
pity because their experiences are equivalent to one’s
own, and their land, even though it has been promised
to the Jews, was not held unconditionally by them. Rashi
quotes a midrashic gloss to Genesis 1:1 — the first verse of
the Torah — that confirms this conditionality. Predicting
the accusation that the Israelites had stolen their land
from its native inhabitants, he suggests the following
reply: “All the earth belongs to the Holy One, Blessed be
He, he made it and gave it to whom he pleased. When
he willed he gave it to them, and when he willed he took
it from them and gave it to us”. The concern that the
land of Israel was acquired at someone else’s expense
is not rare in midrashic thought, and is evident also
in biblical thinking. It is most evident of all, however,
in the festival cycle, where doubts about the justice of
holding the land come closest to being made explicit, if
only by the omission of all celebration to its conquest.
The ambivalence runs deep in the sacred narrative,
challenging us also to rethink our relation to territory.
The rise of nationalism in nineteenth-century
Europe offered an opportunity for Jews to arrange for
their own return to the Promised Land, rather than to
await a messianic age. Retrieving it was central to Zionist
thinking and the fact that others were living there tended
to be forgotten, at least by some. Colin Schindler reports in
his The Triumph of Military Zionism how Israel Zangwill’s
suggestion early in the twentieth century that the Arab
population of Palestine be transferred to Mesopotamia
was opposed by none other than Jabotinsky, who in 1938
wrote that “It must be hateful for any Jew to think that
the rebirth of a Jewish State should ever be linked with
such an odious suggestion as the removal of non-Jewish
citizens”.
Silent concern for the Canaanites, implied by the
non-arrival at the Land both in the Pentateuch and the
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annual cycle, was further obscured by the introduction
of annual events designed to remove all sign of the
ambiguity. The post-1948 narrative of Zionism —
according to which the Holocaust led to the State of
Israel — transformed a nuanced and deeply human
narrative based on Exodus and Exile, into a simple linear
progression. The springtime feast of the Exodus was
supplemented by Yom HaShoah, closely followed by
Yom HaZikaron and Yom HaAtzma’ut, suggesting their
equal status in a divinely ordained scheme. Introducing
this third narrative — Holocaust and Israel — into the
annual cycle seems to tidy up a gap in both the written and
ritual Jewish tradition. But the older one of destruction
and exile still remains the focus of the summer months,
ensuring that the early rabbinic ambivalence about
territorialism continues to echo through the layers of
Jewish narratives.
Ernest Renan long ago argued in his Qu’est-ce qu’une
nation? (1882) that one has to read public narratives not
only in terms of what they say, but for what they do not,
and that part of their meaning lies in what seems to be
forgotten. He remarks how public memory tends to
repress recollection of national crimes. It is therefore
perhaps understandable that the dispossession and
purging of the Canaanites is relegated — along with the
unrealised dream of entry to the land and the actuality
of exile — to a lower order of consciousness in the public
Jewish narrative of our day. I hope I have shown that
this still exists, however, even if they seem to have been
forgotten.
Omission from a narrative does not necessitate
absence of awareness. Gabriel Josipovici, in The Singer
on the Shore, describes some narrative gaps in the Bible
as ‘vibrant silences’. Failing to tidy up details so that
characters ‘live happily ever after’, he explains, leave
the reader to face the paradoxical, conflicted and
uncomfortable nature of real life. Only in romantic fiction
or an ‘if only world’ are all loose ends tied. If this is the
case here also, then the silence around the Israelites’
arrival in the Promised Land, temporarily dropped
from the Jewish narrative in recent years but never truly
forgotten, opens the door to an acknowledgement of the
irreconcilable complexity of reality.
So we arrive at a third stance about the Land of Israel.
In contrast to the either/or terms of the 'inalienable
right' versus 'improperly acquired' discussion, this
stance first requires a recollection of the complex and
contradictory view of the entry into, and possession of,
the Land of Israel, as expressed both in Torah and the
Jewish calendrical narrative. Secondly, it requires that we
read that 'vibrant silence' with the attention it deserves.
Thirdly, perhaps, it requires an acknowledgement that the
public narrative about Israel might be subject to change,
to reprioritisation, to nuance  and, most importantly, to
ambiguity. — JQ
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.900332 © Jeremy Schonfield2014
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between the two peoples that perhaps led Jews to link the
command to kill the inhabitants of the land of Canaan to
their own fate. Once Jews had known exile in 586BCE,
they could not celebrate the exile of others, even of
enemies they had banished and killed long before in
acquiring possession of their own land.
If this is why the conquest was silenced, it has
implications for the way Jews relate to Canaanites and
their land, if only subconsciously. Canaanites deserve

It’s August and I’ve not yet committed to living in
Bethlehem. I’m in a sub-lease, trying it out for a few
months. This is actually the second sub-lease, the second
time I’ve spent trying it out. The first time went well.
Maybe I’m waiting for things to go wrong, to stop me
from moving to the West Bank: somewhere I have to hide
my identity as a Jew, as a Hebrew-speaker, as an Israeli
passport holder; somewhere my Palestinian partner can
reach me.
It is a place I both do and don’t want to live in.
Because Mohammad holds a huwwiye, a green ID, he
can’t enter Israel without a permit and permits are hard to
come by when you’re a thirty-something Muslim. When
I lived in Jerusalem, ‘inside’, as I call it — Mohammad
calls it ‘outside’ — he would sneak through a hole in
the separation barrier to visit me. He could have been
arrested. Or worse: every once in a while, soldiers shoot at
Palestinians coming in without permits — people looking

Mya Guarnieri
reflects on the
complexities
and ambivalence
of being a
Jewish resident
of Bethlehem
Bethlehem wall sign — IMAGE COURTESY OF JAMES EMERY

for work, medical care, or trying to reach their loved ones.
We decide that it’s less risky for me to be out here.
I consider moving to Ramallah, where Mohammad
lives, but it’s far from Abu Dis, where I teach at the
university. If I’m to be completely honest with myself,
though sometimes being so is hard, there is something else
stopping me. I visited Ramallah for the first time several
years ago, and afterwards I mentioned my trip to an Israeli
friend who responded, “You know, they lynch Jews there”.
I bristled at the comment. Caught up in my own
knee-jerk reaction, I excused the lynching saying, “They
were soldiers serving a brutal occupation. There was an
intifada. What do you expect?” I was repulsed by my own
words. But I refused to back down.
The friendship didn’t last but the remark has stuck
with me, a dark seed planted in my subconscious that
blooms black at moments I least expect it, like when
my partner suggests I move to Ramallah. “You know”,
I say, my voice suddenly not my own, “they lynch Jews
there.” I feel like someone has taken possession of my
16
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Despite the distance, despite Mohammad’s concerns
about his family’s reaction to our relationship and how
we’ll handle their reaction — should I convert to Islam to
quell their complaints about my background? — we try to
be as normal as possible. So we do ‘normal’ things, like
having a friend of his over for dinner on a Friday night.
My apartment is at least 100 years old and the floors
are covered with those hand-painted tiles that were
common before 1948. Oddly, the tiles in one room depict
the Star of David and a menorah.
Yasser, the friend in question, notes the design and
then, over the lasagna I’ve made, remarks on the name
of the city, musing that some of the original occupants
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might have been Jewish. “Beit Lechem”, he says,
pronouncing the name like an Israeli, even though he
doesn’t speak Hebrew. Then, assuming I know nothing
of the language, he translates, “House of bread”.
“No, Bayt Lahme”, I say, taking care to use the Arabic
pronunciation, bayt instead of beit. “House of meat.”
I’m not worried that Yasser would harm me. But I like
Yasser and I want him to like me.
“Beit Lechem”, Yasser insists.
I push back. “Bayt Lahme.”
I’m careful in public, too. Whenever I’m speaking in
Arabic and I’m moving towards or bump against a word
that is close to Hebrew, I slow down and make sure I
use the right one. My Arabic is already bad and being
so careful makes it even worse, even more laboured and
broken than it really is.
My brain can’t take this battle for extended periods
of time and in Arabic class I mess up and ‘code-switch’
(as linguists call it) constantly — moving from one
Arabic to Hebrew halfway through a sentence, toggling
between the two languages and uncomfortable in both.
The fact that my last teacher in Jerusalem spoke better
Hebrew than he did English and often had me translate
things from Hebrew to English for the class doesn’t help
matters. I’m used to speaking Hebrew during lessons.
Now, suddenly, just miles away from where I used to
study, I can’t.
My accent slides around, too. In Hebrew, I have
an American accent; in Arabic, I sometimes have,
inexplicably, an Israeli accent. All of this makes it hard to
hide my identity from my teacher, who is a West Banker
and a green ID holder who does not speak Hebrew and
has never met a Jew that wasn’t a soldier or a settler.
Later, I’ll hear through the grapevine that she regards
me with mistrust, wonders if I’m a spy and whispers
that I’m a Jew.
I tell myself over and over again that I don’t miss it
‘inside’. But one afternoon, just as I’ve left the university
and am heading towards the container, the checkpoint
that separates the north West Bank from the south, I
pass a walled garden. A ripe pomegranate is hanging
over the limestone, the branch bowing from the weight
of the ripe fruit.
Bowing before the new year, I muse. Today is Erev
Rosh Hashanah. I didn’t forget — I’m rushing home

‘maybe I’m waiting
for things to go wrong,
to stop me from moving
to the West Bank’
17
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body. I feel as sick as I did when I defended the lynching.
I apologise to Mohammad, saying I didn’t mean it,
which is true really. I argue with the voice in my head.
99.9 percent of the Palestinian population wouldn’t lay
a finger on me. I’m not a Zionist, I’ve never served in the
army, those men have nothing to do with me.
Right?
Still, I have to admit that I feel relieved when I see the
checkpoint that marks my passage from the territories
to Jerusalem. And I feel even more relieved when I pass
that checkpoint and am back ‘inside’.
So I drift from one sublease to the next in Bethlehem,
but I keep hold of the keys to my old apartment in Kiryat
Yovel (a neighbourhood in southwest Jerusalem) where
my ex-boyfriend has taken over my lease.
It’s hot but I close all the windows whenever he calls
because we speak Hebrew and only Hebrew together. We
have always spoken Hebrew, even when I barely could.
Like a third generation Israeli, like a “good Jerusalem
boy” who did his army service, like the brother of a tank
commander, like the brother of a female officer, like
the grandson of a woman who was in the Irgun, like the
grandson of a man who has a square named after him,
and as would be expected, he put the language of Hebrew
in my mouth. He gave me the words to criticise Israel; the
state that he insists is mine, too, whether I want it or not.
“At gam israelit, Mya”, he always said. You’re also an
Israeli.
“Carrying an Israeli ID doesn’t make me Israeli”, I
answered.
Right?
On the phone, from my sublease in Bethlehem, I tell
him challas, enough, I want to give the keys back. There’s
no reason for me to hold on to them anymore. He says
that I should keep them “in case of an emergency”.
“Why would I need access to your apartment?” I ask
him.
“In case your boyfriend’s family comes chasing after
you.”
His remark angers me. But I’m even angrier that I
still can’t let go of those keys. And I’m angry that I don’t
understand why.
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17 to make a holiday dinner for Mohammad and
myself. I’ve been feeling ambivalent about celebrating
Rosh Hashanah in Bethlehem. But, just as he insists we
observe Shabbat, Mohammad urges me to mark the new
year. He researches it online and, late this afternoon,
he will arrive knowing more about the holiday than I
do. But he will also confuse Rosh Hashanah with other
holidays, remarking that we should have four glasses of
wine with dinner. I will laugh and tell him he’s thinking
of Pesach, Passover. And he will ask me questions that
help me realise that I understand Rosh Hashanah in a
way that can’t be learned.
It has something to do with the rhythm of the year
in Israel. When I see the pomegranate hanging over
the garden wall, I realise how strongly I have come to
associate this fruit with the holiday, how seeing it in the
shuk (market) always signals to me that Rosh Hashanah is
near. Suddenly, I miss the market in Tel Aviv, where I lived
during the most important years of my life, the years that
made me an adult, so much so that when I’m speaking in
Hebrew, I sometimes accidentally say that I grew up there.
I miss the fellow I bought my apples from and my
cheese man who smiled and waved at me even when I
wasn’t buying anything from him. I miss the old IranianIsraeli man I used to get juice from and the stories he
would tell me about south Tel Aviv and the “one who got
away”, a girl he asked on a date once but he stood her up
because he realised he didn’t have a grush in his pocket.
Today he’s married with children and grandchildren but
he still wonders about her.
I wonder about Israel.
If I still lived there, I would see pomegranates
emblazoned on the cards that read “shana tova”, I would
hear people wishing one another “chag sameach”, I’d feel
the year drawing to a close, chat about what I’m doing
for the holiday.
The stores will be closing early today, shutters
banging down. Silence will descend on the city as public
transportation stops. People will go out on lazy, after
dinner walks and will wish each other a happy new year
when they pass each other on the sidewalk.
The service, a minivan-cum-taxi that I use to get
around, slows as it approaches the container. Checkpoints
make me clench my teeth. I’m enraged but, when the
soldiers open the service and peer in, or just ignore it
as it rolls through, bouncing over the spikes, I can’t do

‘Suddenly, women on the
street are stopping me,
asking me for directions,
mistaing me for a local.’
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anything. I can’t say anything. So I clench my teeth.
The container upsets me more than the other
checkpoints, not because I go through it everyday but
because Mohammad was once randomly pulled off of a
service here. He was on his way to visit me in Bethlehem
but got a late start. It was dark and everyone out here
knows not to travel at night because soldiers are on edge
after sundown.
They stopped Mohammad’s service and peered
in. “You”, one of the teenage soldiers pointed at him,
gesturing for him to get out of the minivan. They checked
his ID and searched him.
When he arrived in Bethlehem, Mohammad was quiet.
He rolled a cigarette. Then he told me what happened.
“You should have told them that you were on your
way to fuck your Jewish girlfriend”, I say.
He hadn’t said anything to the soldiers.
“Weren’t you angry?” I ask.
“Of course”, he answers, stopping there, not saying
what I already know: that he was scared.
His confession that checkpoints frighten him comes
only during a fight, when I tell him I’m tired of living in
the West Bank illegally and alone, waiting for his family
to warm up to the idea of a Jew marrying in. I tell him how
much I hate going through the container everyday, and
that I feel like I’m just waiting to be arrested.
“I feel like I’m doing something illegal every time I
go through a checkpoint, too”, he shouts, “even though
this is my land. Do you know how that feels?”
He reminds me that a twenty-three-year-old
Palestinian man, Anas Fouad al-Atrash, was shot and
killed by soldiers at the container recently. The army
claimed that al-Atrash tried to attack a soldier but his
father told the Palestinian news agency Maan that
“soldiers came to the car and opened the door and my
son tried to get out and they shot him”.
That could have been Mohammad.
I think of all this every time I go through the container.
I think about the night that I saw a Palestinian man
hogtied on the ground here, his arms pulled behind
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him, his wrists tied to his ankles, his eyes covered with
a blindfold.
As the shared taxi rolls through the checkpoint, I want
to break the glass of the service, bust the window and say
“chag sameach” to the soldiers. I want to wish them a shana
tova u’metuka. I want them to put their guns down, smile,
and wave and call me by my name. I want them to say
“chag sameach, Mya”, as I smile back and continue on to
Bethlehem, my hair flying out of the window in the breeze.
¶
In the beginning, when I fumbled for a word in
Arabic, I often found myself asking my teacher “how
do you say…” in Hebrew, “ech omrim…?”, rather than in
Arabic, “kif bikulu…?”.
But, lately, kif bikulu is winning out. I’m speaking
Arabic faster and Hebrew is interfering less.
Word through the grapevine tells me to forget
everything I’ve heard about what my teacher initially
thought about me. We’ve rounded a corner; she talks
now about how fond she is of me. I feel it in class from
the way she says my name, from the fact she calls me
“habibti” (my love). She hugs me after lessons, telling
me how much I’m improving. Her suspicion has been
replaced by curiosity. She asks me about Jewish holidays,
customs, culture, and even Hebrew. She’s excited about
the connections between our Semitic languages.
Something else has changed. Suddenly, women on the
street are stopping me, asking me for directions, mistaking
me for a local. I can’t put my finger on what’s different. I
look the same. I dress the same. I guess it’s something
in my walk, the way I move through the city, like I know
where I’m going. Like I know what I’m doing here.
I’m heading home from Jerusalem on a Friday
afternoon — and Mohammad is on his way from Ramallah
— when I hit a flying checkpoint. It’s just outside the base,
at the entrance to Beit Jala. They’re pulling cars over and
checking IDs. It makes no sense. If the army is here to
protect Israeli citizens, as it claims, why are they stopping
Palestinians entering Area A?
I’m not Palestinian and I never will be. But will they
stop me anyway? Will they ask for my passport? If they
open it, will they ask for my visa? If they do, how can
I explain that I don’t have one? This happened once,
several years ago, and the soldier switched to Hebrew and
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asked “Where is your teudat zehut?” I handed my Israeli
ID over, and, when asked what I was doing in Bethlehem,
I explained that I’m a journalist and that I was covering
a story. The soldier waved me on.
But I’ve not always been so lucky. Once, coming
through Qalandia after a day of interviewing in Ramallah
I was detained and locked in a closet-sized room that had
two red doors, one at each end of the room, both painted
in the same red as that sign outside the checkpoint. At
some point I started to panic and I couldn’t figure out
which door led in and which led out.
Everyone tells me that I need to learn to lie to the
soldiers. But I’m a terrible liar and I hate lying, so I just
avoid them.
I’m ten minutes from my apartment in Bethlehem.
Traffic inches forward. A soldier is standing in the middle
of the street, about ten metres away now. He’s deciding
who to pull over, signaling to drivers by tipping his hand
towards the shoulder of the road, a strip of sand between
the street and the base.
I’m hoping my light skin will get me through. If it
doesn’t, maybe I should just tell the soldier the truth:
that my partner is Palestinian, that we have no other
way to make our relationship work. Would this open the
soldier’s mind? Would he see that Jews can live amongst
Palestinians? Would he understand that the occupation
and separation aren’t about security? Or would he just
think I was a traitor?
The soldier looks through the windshield, sizing me
up. He gestures for me to pull over.
I don’t know what to do. So, I just react. There’s no
traffic coming from the other direction. I turn the car
around in the middle of the street and speed away, back
towards the checkpoint that leads to Jerusalem.
I call Mohammad and tell him that I can’t get home.
“What if I can never get home?” I ask.
He stays calm, tells me to go back to Jerusalem, have
a coffee, and to drive back out. “The soldiers won’t stay
there forever”, he says.
“But what if they do?” I insist. “And I can never get
home?”
A week later, I will go to my old place in Kiryat Yovel
while my ex-boyfriend is at work. I will tuck the key under
a potted plant and will send him a text, in Hebrew, telling
him where it is. And then I will drive back to Bethlehem.
When I pass through the checkpoint, I will no longer
feel angry. I’ll feel sad for everyone here — Palestinian
and Jewish.
But my sadness will go away when I get home and I
put on Dikla, my favorite Israeli singer, and sing along,
with the windows wide open. The sun will stream in and
I will sing in Hebrew. I will not be afraid. And I will not
feel alone because I will know that even if I never live
among my people again, I will never leave them. — JQ
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.900334 © Mya Guarnieri 2014
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‘When I pass through the
checkpoint, I will no longer
feel angry. I'll feel sad
for everyone here’

How
corrupt
		 		 ıs
Israel?
Nick Kochan surveys
recent cases of political
corruption in Israel
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¶
The first Netanyahu case The first case against Bibi
Netanyahu was typically byzantine. It centred on the
appointment in January 1998 of the attorney general,
who was allegedly put in place as part of a deal with the
leader of the Shas Party, Aryeh Deri. Deri was on trial for
corruption himself and offered to back Netanyahu so that
charges against him could be lessened.
When the case against Netanyahu was dropped,
apparently as much because of its complexity as any
confidence that the Prime Minister had not been involved,
he said, “I made a mistake, but I did not commit a crime.
In future I must put around me people I can trust”. Even
that comment has an ambiguity, as the matter of trust is
extremely important for politicians taking liberties.
¶
Arieh Deri The best case of a politician making money
corruptly for his party is that of Arieh Deri. He is Moroccanborn and had built Shas into the third largest group in
Parliament, with seventeen seats in the 120-member
legislature and the power to make or break governing
coalitions. The party drew on religious sentiment and ethnic
resentment among working-class Orthodox Sephardic Jews,
who felt discriminated against by an elite of Ashkenazi Jews
from Europe. It used its partnership in both left-wing and
right-wing governments to gain funding for its expanding
network of schools and charities.
In 1999, Deri was convicted of taking bribes worth
$150,000, as well as for fraud and breach of trust while
he was a lawmaker and cabinet minister. He accepted
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t times of economic change, corruption can be used as a
weapon to undermine democracy. This is nowhere more
true than Israel, where capitalism is in the ascendant
and socialist politicians are under fierce attack. Business
lobbies use corruption to pursue their self-interest.
Corruption is a threat to stability. It also presents a moral
challenge for religious and secular alike. Israel has had
more than its fair share of corruption charges, yet it has
managed to retain its stability.
There are a number of reasons for this. Israel has
society geared round security; economic issues serve
the states survival. Another is the regions tolerance of a
certain amount of latitude in economic dealings. A third
is perhaps the relaxed character of the people towards
economic rules of behaviour.
For all this corruption, international agencies do
not rate the problem especially seriously. For example,
Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index
ranks the country thirty-six out of 175 countries, alongside
Taiwan and one step above Brunei. A good reputation can
only help international trade, so a higher ranking would
help Israel’s GDP.
Here are some corruption charges that have upset the
Israeli political system, in some cases wounded it:

21 bribes from three associates in return for channeling
large sums of public money to a yeshiva when he was
director general of the Interior Ministry and later when
he was Interior Minister. He received a three-year
prison sentence. Press reports at the time say that there
was outrage in parts of the Sephardi community. They
regarded the court decision as induced by Ashkenazis
dedicated to attacking a Sephardi revivalist like Deri.
¶
The second Netanyahu case Netanyahu’s second brush
with corruption authorities came in 2000: he was accused
of accepting free services from a private contractor during
his tenure from 1996 to 1999, and then of holding on to
official gifts after he left power. The attorney general
Elyakim Rubinstein said that he felt “discomfort” about
the case but doubted there was enough evidence for the
charges to stand up in court. He said Mr Netanyahu’s
wife, Sara, would not face trial for allegedly trying to
receive bribes. This opened the way for Nerthanyahu to
return to politics, which he did a little over a year later
in Ariel Sharon’s government.
¶

N I C K KO C H A N

The Talansky affair Ehud Olmert likes his creature
comforts, if New York businessman and Orthodox Rabbi
Morris Talansky is to be believed. In 2008 Talansky told
a court that in 1992 he offered to write Olmert checks for
his campaign, but was told to give cash. Talansky testified
that Uri Messer, Olmert’s lawyer and righ-hand man, had
at one point asked him to sign a promise to hand over
$300,000. He said that he knew some of the money was
used for “expensive cigars and expensive pens”. Despite
the thousands of dollars that both Olmert and Talansky
admitted changed hands, Talanski told the court, “I never
received anything, and I never expected anything [in
exchange]”. This has received an incredulous response
from some commentators, but others say it testifies
to Olmert’s persuasiveness and nose for a gullible or
perhaps highly ideological deep pocket.
Talansky recounted meeting Olmert during the Gulf
War, when Olmert was Minister of Health. “We became
close”, Talansky said. “I saw that he wanted to run for
mayor of Jerusalem, that he believed in a strong, united
city...I had great admiration for him. We used to call
him the ‘prince of Likud.’ I truly loved him. The most
important thing for me was the unity of Jerusalem.” When
asked why he “loved” the then-Likud politician, Talansky
replied that, for him, Olmert represented someone who
could unite the religious and secular sectors of Israeli
society.
Prime Minister Olmert has claimed the money from
Talansky was used to cover campaign debts, and that his
friend and attorney Uri Messer handled the donations.
Talansky testified that Messer had at one point asked him
to sign a promise to hand over $300,000. Talansky said
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he responded, “Are you crazy?” but later signed a note for
a smaller sum of money. He said he did not know what
he had signed, but that Messer had assured him, “You
can count on me. I am your lawyer and Olmert’s lawyer”.
Talansky said that much of the money was earmarked
for election campaigns, but that some was for Mr. Olmert’s
personal expenses. It included at least $25,000 for a
vacation in Italy and almost $5,000 to cover Olmert’s bill
at a Washington hotel because Olmert’s own credit card
was 'maxed out’. Talansky said he handed over more than
$150,000 to Olmert, but that part of it was to be repaid.
Talansky said he never received any reimbursement,
including for over $4,000 he paid for a three-night stay
by the Prime Minister and his wife at a Washington Hotel
and $15,000 for a stay at the Regency Hotel in New York. It
is no wonder, after all the publicity that Talansky received,
that he cut his links with Olmert in 2005, feeling let down
by Olmert’s politics as well as his loose sense of legality.
Uri Messer said that five times he directly gave
Olmert envelopes with money. At Olmert’s request,
Messer sometimes had the money converted to shekels
at change kiosks before giving it to the minister at his
home or office. Messer told police several times that he
had been responsible for launching the Talansky scandal
by unveiling the truth about the funds the American
gave Olmert.
¶
The Holyland affair The plan to redevelop the Holyland
site dates back to 1998. The Holyland Hotel is situated in
an attractive, historic place that symbolises an older Israel,
with colonial resonances. However, in the brash new Israel
of the mid-90s, where commercialism was embraced
alongside economic growth, and all this fermented by
the conservative governments of Netanyahu and Olmert,
one should not be surprised that a businessman made a
pitch to develop some prime spots.
The Holyland Affair was the mixture of bribes,
complex deals and unspoken agreements to be expected
from a group of people who are trying to pull off something
that cannot be publicly acknowledged. The tragedy of
the Holyland is that it created a blight on the Jersulalem
landscape, tugging at the heart strings of the Israeli people,
who love their capital city, in a way that the funding of a
yeshiva, or a secret political payment or the backhanded
appointment of a politician does not. The Holyland blight
is there for all to see, and it is Olmert’s name that is in
the frame.
The larger question is why a group as large as
seventeen came together to accept money or favours
to bend the planning rules. The answer is that Olmert
is capable of gathering others around him by his ability
to energise others. Just as Talansky believed in him, so
did this group, which included bankers, town planners,
lawyers and also his successor, Lupolianski, who would
succeed him as mayor of Jerusalem.
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Conclusion So does Israel have a corruption problem? A
very large number of Israeli politicians have fallen foul of
corruption allegations. Some have ended up in jail. This is
highly embarrassing for the state within the international
community. It is also not good for internal democracy,
if its politicians can not be relied upon to look after the
wider interests before their own.
There is a school of thought that Israel has become a
normal state when it has the vices of other normal states.
But one might contend that Israel does not treat itself as a
normal state, in the sense that its laws regarding political
corruption are simply too sensitive. The country doesn’t
help itself by exposing politicians to a superfluity of laws
involving issues like breach of trust. In the end by seeking
to police the political system too assiduously, governance
is impeded. There are no brownie points to be won by
putting politicians in jail unless it deters other politicians
from corruption. There will be no return in a modern Israel
to the abstemious days of Golda Meir and Menachem
Begin. In my opinion, Israel needs rules and controls more
relevant to issues of fraud and corruption.
So what happened to the rash of corruption in the
last two decades? Israel largely discarded the state based
socialism of the early years. The kibbutz has gone into
decline, the corporate and banking sectors have been
extensively privatised, there has been a total restructuring
of the state. So, whereas the political system was very
accountable to the grassroots in the early decades of the
state, that accountability has withered on the vine. Indeed,
it is rather tragic to those who look back with affection to
that democratic period, that some of today’s politicians
are prepared to use their influence to sponge off groups
on which the state was once based, like religious groups,
trades unions, Zionist organisations. These groups have
been gulled by Israeli politicians who pay lip-service to
Zionistic groups, while skimming off them.
Some might say corruption is irrelevant when a
country has external security as a priority, when its
survival is at stake. My view is that society is stronger
when its people trust their politicians, and an economy
is stronger when politicians’ decisions are determined by
the general good and not by the particular good of one
particular group or by their narrow political self interest.
That accountability needs to be restored. Yet there
is one salutary and more optimistic note to end on.
Though they are only coming to court now, these cases
occurred a decade ago. Perhaps we are looking at a historic
phenomenon and there is no suggestion that Israel’s
politicians are behaving with such heavy corruption today.
Or perhaps they do their dirty deeds more shrewdly than
before and Olmert was a clumsy operator. That is for
history to judge. What we do know from opinion polls, is
that Israelis are not particularly bothered about corruption
in the highest places any more. When all Israel has to
worry about is corruption, it will be able to rejoice. — JQ
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.900336 © Nick Kochan 2014
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The bribery has been described as the worst the City
has known, and academics have noted its blatantness.
The police had the benefit of an informer who gave
evidence on an understanding of anonymity. Years after
the Holyland case broke, it remains unresolved. The
eyesore remains in Jerusalem to remind its citizens that
rules need to be policed.
Yet it could have been worse. In the wake of the news
of the scandal and subsequent arrests, the second part of
the Holyland project was halted and seems to be on its
way to cancellation. The city’s skyline has been spared
four additional high rises and a considerable burden on
the quality of life of the Ramat Sharett residents. The
original plan of the Holyland project was to construct a
large hotel on a slope of the Holyland Hill (named after the
charming little hotel that stood at the top of the hill) which,
according to the municipal plan, was the only purpose for
which that land was zoned.
During the years in which the project was approved
and constructed, more than ten people, including
entrepreneurs and businessmen, as well as high-ranking
municipal officials and city council members, were
allegedly involved, all of whom have now been indicted.
Right from the beginning, Hillel Cherny, the owner of the
plot, knew that to change the use of the land from hotel
to luxury housing, he would have to persuade a series of
high ranking officials at the municipality, starting with
the municipal engineer.
According to the police investigation, not only did
he obtain the zoning change but he also obtained, at an
unprecedented speed, authorisation from the engineer
and local planning and construction committee to add
thousands of square metres to the original project. As it
turns out, the 'persuading’ in this case took the form of
a series of bribes to various people down the line.
So the biggest question that remains is, how could
this happen? How is it that no alarm bells went off along
the way? Why, despite numerous articles in the local
press, a Ramat Sharett residents’ action committee,
which raised a lot of public awareness of the situation,
a legal adviser to the city council and a comptroller and
opposition members on the city council, did no one put
a stop to the project or at least minimise it? In fact, if it
hadn’t been for some petty disagreements among the
different parties within the project itself, we probably
wouldn’t be aware of this enormous corruption at all.
The Holyland Affair came to a conclusion on 31 March
2014, when Ehud Olmert was convicted of receiving
bribes. The conviction not only brought to an end any
hope Olmert had of a political comeback, but was seen
in Israel as casting a poor light on governance and ethics
in public life. Judge David Rozen, who oversaw the case,
said it “exposed governance that grew more corrupt and
rotten over the years, with bribes paid to public officials”.
It left many Israeli’s with much to consider about the
attitudes and practices of their politicians.

Adam Blitz explains how
the Syrian civil war is
the latest in an unending
round of upheavals
that reverberates in the
ancient synagogue site
of Apamea

Ghosts
of Apamea

As the doors to Rome’s College of Vestal Virgins closed for
the last time Mnemosyne, goddess of Memory, took flight.
A decade before in 381 CE, immediately after the
First Council of Constantinople re-affirmed the Nicene
Creed and the vexed question of the Trinity, the Roman
emperor Theodosius [347-395] issued two edicts. Both
compelled a Catholic interpretation of the single
Godhead: Father, Son and Holy Spirit, equal in part.
Theodosius’ edicts went beyond doctrine. They
signified the first attempt for the Byzantine Church
to proscribe a muscular faith and eradicate its rivals.
By decree, Theodosius abandoned the time-honoured
tradition of Roman tolerance and ushered in an era of
unprecedented hatred.
The reverberations were felt far and wide. In the
Western half of the Empire Vesta’s sacred hearth was
extinguished. At Delphi the oracle was silenced never
to prophesise again. In the East Maternus Cynegius,
Theodosius’ First Minister or Praetorian Prefect of
the Oriens forbade pagan sacrifice and destroyed the
most revered temples of Hellenistic Egypt and Syria.
He attempted to destroy Apamea’s Temple of Zeus
Belos, famed for its oracle, but Moira, goddess of Fate,
intervened. The honour (or crime) fell to the Bishop
Marcellus, Cynegius’ ardent follower. He laid waste to
all of the temples in and around Apamea on the Orontes
in North West Syria. A terrain which had once witnessed
the might of Alexander’s general Seleukos Nicanor, the
Roman Republic of Pompey and the Empire of Augustus,
was now altered for ever.
200 kilometres away from Apamea in Callincum,
present day Raqqa on the Euphrates, Judaism became
the victim when a different bishop, though no less angry,
burned down the synagogue. Times were changing.
Though surrounded by acts of violence, within and
beyond the city walls, the Jewish community of Apamea
appeared wholly unaffected by Christian rage. In 392CE,
as Vesta’s flame dwindled, the Apamean Jewish elite
sought sôtêria (salvation) and inscribed their pleas in
tesserae. In Greek, upon the newly founded synagogue
floor, Jason the Deacon or archisynagogos would declare:
Iiasios son of Eisakos, archisynagogos of Antioch made
the mosaics of the entrance for the salvation of Photion
[wife] and children and for the salvation of Eustathia
[mother-in-law] and in memory of Isaac and Aidesios and
Hesychion [his] ancestors. Peace and mercy on all your
blessed community.

In its day, the synagogue at Apamea was very much
part of the urban landscape. As with the monumental
synagogue at Sardis which was incorporated into a bathgymnasium complex, the Apamean house of prayer
was conspicuous to even the most inexperienced eye.
It sat midway, immediately off the Cardo or Grande
Colonnade: the main North-South axis upon which
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Apamea’s Grande Colonnade as viewed from the East — IMAGE COURTESY OF ADAM BLITZ
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24 the Hellenistic and the Roman city were built. In
the other direction on the Decumanus, eastwards and
perpendicular to the Cardo, the synagogue could be
found on the street descending from the great theatre
in the shadow of the hilltop citadel which Pompey had
razed long ago.
Inside the synagogue was a large mosaic floor,
approximately 120 metres square, sub-divided into
geometric carpets and inscribed panels. Unlike their
fellow brethren at Dura Europos with its murals
emblazoned with scenes of the patriarchs, the Apamean
Jews adhered to the Second Commandment with its
prohibition against representation. Nevertheless,
strictures aside, these individuals failed to make any
reference to their god whatsoever. Were it not for
the smallest of Menorah, there would be nothing to
distinguish the mosaic floor from that of an imperial
villa, save the twenty dedicatory inscriptions.
In one such inscription the same Iiasios would boast
to his Fourth Century congregants that he “made the
entrance of the mosaic [for] 150 feet [in the] Year 703
Audynaios [December] 7 a blessing to all”. Women too
left their mark. Mnemosyne’s handmaidens featured
prominently as wives in three conjugal inscriptions and
as women in their own right. Nine donations testify to this
fact. Abrosia, Domnina, Eupithis, Diogenesis, Saprika
all lent their names to posterity as did Alexandria who
“having made a vow made a 100 feet for salvation of all
her own”.
The synagogue was identified in 1934 during
the Fourth Season of excavations by the Mission
Archaeologique Belge under the directorship of Fernand
Mayence. From the outset the Belgian archaeologists
focused their investigations on the South-East region of
the City, off the Grande Colonnade. However, the team
had no notion of a potential synagogue at Apamea at this
time, the textual references being sorely lacking.
In actual fact there is very little information about
Jewish communities in Late Antiquity. The Rabbinic
sources rarely mention the Jews of the East Roman and
Sassanian (Persian) provinces. At the other extreme
the Christian sources, bar the legislative Theodosian
Code, provide a highly polemicised account of Jewish
Life. In this regard we are very much dependent upon
archaeology and the donor inscriptions, which have since
come to light at the Diaspora synagogues of Antioch,
Apamea, Sardis and those of Upper Galilee and Golan.
By good fortune, the first indication of a synagogue
emerged with the discovery of the Iiasos inscription:
the first find. The use of the term archisynagogos, the
reference to Iiasos, (one of the Council of Elders at
the capital Antioch north of Apamea) and the Seleucid
calendar date of 703 (392 CE) established both the origin
and the Jewish context beyond doubt. In the course of
the season, and subsequent campaigns, it became clear
that the synagogue and the Grand Atrium Church of the
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Donor inscription now in Damascus National
Museum, reading Eupithis, having made a vow,
for the welfare of herself and her husband and
her children and all her household, made the place.
— IMAGE COURTESY OF SEAN LEATHERBURY

‘Thousands of potholes
scar the ground as
looting and illegal
excavations persist.’
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¶
Sadly, here good fortune ends. Be it Vesta’s revenge
or inordinate bad luck, the Belgian excavation reports
were destroyed in two separate fires at the Musee du
Cinquantenaire, Brussels, in 1944 and 1946. All that
exists are the Preliminary Reports which are, by nature,
limited. Nonetheless, we should be grateful that, two
years before the calamity, Eleazer Sukenik of the Hebrew
University, Jerusalem, published the plan of the mosaic
floor. On the basis of this work and the measurements
cited in the panels, the layout can be reconstructed. And
whereas we may not be able to give a monetary value
to the inscriptions, as the cost of the mosaics per foot
is unknown, we can still glimpse the competition at
play as the patrons jostled for attention in the name of
sôtêria. This includes women who were anything but the
weaker sex. On the contrary, they constituted over half
of the donors and sponsored fifty percent of the design.
Here was a community in which women as well as men
held positions of influence, wealth and prestige and this
extended to Antioch, Beth She’arim and Jerusalem.
The last days of the synagogue remains a mystery.
The Church Fathers offer no comment. Yet archaeology
may provide some insight and it is to the stones of
antiquity to which we must turn.
The mosaics, which now reside in the National
Museum of Damascus as well as in Brussels, are in an
extraordinary state of preservation. The floor is very
much complete and the niche, which would have held
the Torah, is still discernible. There is no indication of
fire or damage from earthquakes, a frequent occurrence
at Apamea (and in the entire Orontes region). Equally,
there is no sign that the mosaics were removed from
their find-spot and recycled in one manner or another.
All of the archaeological evidence points to the
deliberate construction of the first of several churches
built immediately over the synagogue floor. This had
the effect of sealing it from the then world which may
well have been the prime motivation: an act of damnatio
memoriae on the part of Church authorities, to rid Apamea
of its Jewish past and inter Mnemosyne.
Jean Charles-Balty, the former director of excavations
at the site, dates the first phase of the Atrium Church to
approximately 415-420 CE. In which case, the synagogue
existed for barely twenty years before its demise. This
date corresponds closely with the textual evidence for
the resurgence of antisemitism at Immestar (present
day Qinnasrin), twenty-five kilometres South West of
Aleppo and in close proximity to Apamea. Socrates
Scholasticus writing in his Historia Ecclesiastica during
the reign of the Emperor Theodosius the Second (305-435
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CE), reveals that “at a place named Immestar situated
between Chalcis [ad Bellum] and Antioch in Syria…[the
Jews] impelled by drunkenness, were guilty of scoffing
at Christians and even Christ”. He then recounts the
sanction for the alleged murder of a Christian child by
the Jews. The emperors ordered their men “to find and
punish the delinquents. And thus Jewish inhabitants of
this place paid the penalty for wickedness”.
Whether the penalty resulted in destruction of a
sacred site at Immestar or Apamea we cannot say for
certain. However, we do know that, near and far, the
synagogues at Antioch, north of Apamea, and Rabbat
Moab in the Jordan were destroyed within a few years of
each other; and that in 423 CE the Emperor Theodosius
the Second was petitioned not to re-build the Antiochene
synagogue.
Today Apamea is one of the many Dead Cities of
northern Syria. It has yet to be inscribed as a UNESCO
World Heritage Site and remains on the Tentative
List as it has done for the past fifteen years. The city’s
regional prominence has long since waned; it has been
eclipsed by metropolitan centres of Aleppo, Lattakia,
Hama and Homs. Apamea, an ancient city in the plateau
and fortified hillside, perseveres. It has endured the
indiscriminate wrath of Poseidon, god of earthquakes.
It has also expanded and contracted in size in response;
but at no time was it fully abandoned or dead. Apamea
continued to exist, as it does to this day, in the hillside
town of Qala’at Mudiq, the ancient citadel and tel, from
where it began.
¶
Of recent, Apamea has become enmeshed into the Syrian
Conflict which has devastated the country and deprived
the nation of much if its heritage. The 'lower' city, the
ancient colonnaded town mentioned above, has become
one of the worst affected sites. Mnemosyne has been
raised from the dead only to be pillaged. Thousands of
potholes scar the ground as looting and illegal excavations
persist. Paradoxically, by virtue of a militant Christian
past, Judaism is not under threat; rather Christianity,
with its footprint all over Late Antiquity, is.
On higher ground, the Mameluk fortifications of
Qala’at Mudiq have been badly shelled and the town
has been abused by both Regime and Rebel forces. The
damage has been severe. Should Apamea be drawn
further into the abyss, it may well be the case that, for
a dead city which has survived for millenia, a eulogy is
fast approaching. — JQ
The author would like to thank Lea Roth-Gerson, Emma
Cunliffe, Andreas Schmidt-Colinet and Jean-Charles Balty
for their photographs and comments. The views expressed
in the article are those of the author alone. Any errors or
omissions are similarly those of the author.
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.900330 © Adam Blitz 2014
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5th and later the 6th Century shared hallowed ground;
the churches were built directly over the smaller fourth
century synagogue which was intertwined with the larger
ecclesiastical structure.

Poems by András Mezei
translated from the Hungarian & edited
by Thomas Ország-Land
The poetry of András Mezei (1930-2008)
mourns the murder of some half a million
Hngarian citizens committed by the
Hungarian state in collaboration with
Nazi Germany at the close of WW2. The
following pieces will be included in The
Hundred Years War, a landmark anthology
to be published by Bloodaxe in April.

Gustav!
Feinstein, a Jew from Memel,
recognized his neighbour
in the execution squad.
And he cried out to him:
Gustav! aim
straight between the eyes!

Letter from Nusi
And now at last we are quite certain
we shall be taken shortly — but where?
Kolozsvár? Várad? Újfalu?
And then the wagons? Where from there?
But you don’t need to fret about us,
outside, the bags are all prepared,
the basket of food, a pot of honey,
a pair of backpacks, the bedding linen —
the cart is waiting by the portal
for grandma’s ride (poor gran’s old feet!)
and mum has sent a card to dad.
No time left. Still, what really matters,
the place is tidied up for winter.
Sanyikám, darling, I take my leave.
And tell our father he’s in my heart.
Whatever our lot, we shall be safe —
God shall provide.

Statistics
No cry of anguish, no manner of wailing
is more heartrending than the sheer numbers:
147 trains
for the transportation in 51 days
of 434,000
provincial Jews by 200 SS troops
aided by 5,000 Hungarian
gendarmes and hundreds of volunteers –
they were detained at first in the ghettoes,
they were then taken into the brick-works
already stripped of their family savings,
then caged in cattle-trucks, 80 in each, and
conveyed without water and food to Mengele
from the first day of the occupation —
processed by people obeying orders
who never outdid the German commands
but willingly obliged the commanders —
Nearly half a million provincial Jews:
Nearly 10% of them stayed alive.

Tally
Counting heads at the gate,
the Düsseldorf guard kept tally.
Beneath a detailed statement
about the deportation,
1,007 lives
are described on the sheet
by groups of vertical lines
crossed out.

THOMAS ORSZÁG-LAND

Thomas Ország-Lan is a poet and awardwinning foreign correspondent who writes
from London and his native Budapest.
His last book was Christmas in Auschwitz
(Smokestack, 2010).
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.900350 © Thomas Ország-Land 2014
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The state
of Jewish
food today

A conversation over lunch
with Eran Tibi, Michael
Leventhal, Judy Jackson,
Lara Smallman, Amy Beilin
and Lindsey Bennett.
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Appetizers
Marinated house-cured Syrian olives
Assorted pickles: Cabbage, carrot, cucumber, turnip
Mixed bread basket & seasoned olive oil
Mixed tomatoes, garlic croute, red onion and coriander
Mixed heritage carrots, orange and anise glaze,
marinated feta
Roasted beetroot, goats’ cheese and dukkah
Labneh, za’atar, sesame and preserved lemon
Pickled aubergine, sweet potato, anchovy
and sunflower seeds
Hummus, tomato and cardamom, salsa, soft-boiled egg

The opening of the restaurant Zest in autumn
2013 at JW3 marks a new chapter in the history
of Jewish food in the UK. The statement made
by the restaurant couldn't have been clearer:
a dynamic Jewish community centre needs a
dynamic Jewish restaurant; Zest eschews the old
standards of chicken soup and salt beef in favour
of healthy, Middle Eastern-influenced food,
featuring dazzling combinations of flavours and
striking presentation.
This was clearly a good time to reflect and
take stock of the UK Jewish food scene: how far
it's come, where it's going and what are the most
important issues it faces. So in mid-February
2014 the JQ hosted a lunch at Zest with some of
the most interesting people in UK Jewish food.
The guests were:

ERAN TIBI

Executive chef at and
co-creator of Zest

MICHAEL
LEVENTHAL

founder and director
of Gefiltefest, the Jewish
food festival

LARA SMALLMAN

director of the Jewish
Vegetarian Society
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JUDY JACKSON

Cookery book author
and daily food blogger at
lookitcookit.tumblr.com

AMY BEILIN AND
LINDSEY BENNETT

founders of Kosher Roast,
the ‘pop-up’ restaurant

JQ: Let’s start with an old chestnut: what is Jewish food?
And how does Jewish food relate to Kosher food, and to
Israeli food?
ET: I think that the core of Jewish food lies in Jewish
holiday food, what Jewish cultures and communities
around the world developed within their tradition. And as
a consequence we see today in Israel a massive orgy of all
those communities from all around the world. So there is
an Israeli cuisine that comes from the Jewish communities
that previously existed all around the world.
ML: Jewish recipes are the appropriation of other people’s
recipes. Wherever the Jews have been, they have adapted
what’s available and local and they have made it their
own because they have had to, due to dietary restrictions.
AB: I remember the first brainstorm before we launched
making the very clear distinction between Jewish roast
and Kosher Roast. We made that distinction because we
simply wanted to eat kosher food in a cool environment, in
a normal restaurant. To have an eating experience where
the food’s great, it just happens to be Kosher.
There’s often a British element in our food: we started
doing scotch eggs because a lot of people hadn’t had them.
When JW3 launched on launch day we did do bagels but
we deep-fried them!
LS: We get asked all the time where the Jewish bit comes
into the Jewish Vegetarian Society. People phone us up
who are thinking of becoming vegetarian in the Jewish
community, and the first question we get asked is what
do I tell my family, what am I going to eat, what is there?
JQ: It’s quite striking that JW3 in their flagship restaurant
went for a meat-free restaurant…
LS: Do people complain that you don’t have meat?
ET: Yeah, we get questions. We had to have dairy but
the operation to have meat and dairy in the same place
was too complicated. It would take half the size of the
restaurant just with the kitchen, the labour costs, and
basically it was a business decision. But our experience
working with Ottolenghi, our vegetarian experience,
showed us that we can be very stylish and different and
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Main Course
Blackened aubergine, Iraqi tabit, strained yoghurt
and mixed herb salad
Vine wrapped sardines chraimeh, saffron and
nigella French toast, green chilli fennel salsa
Whole sea bass, majedra stuffing, currants, lemon yoghurt,
pan-burst cherry tomatos and flaked almonds
Braised artichoke, grilled leek, broad beans, peas,
chilli croute, crisp egg and Arabic smoked tartare

The conversation turned to the issue of Kosher
supervision — a bugbear for most of the guests…
JJ: Kosher supervision has moved very far from what it
used to be. My grandparents would have sat down and
eaten all kinds of things which are off-limits now. In a
catered place you can’t have asparagus, you can’t have
artichokes, all kinds of things. A friend of ours was having
a party in London that was being catered by a Manchester
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unique without meat. One of the dishes that you’re going
to taste is aubergine and yoghurt and it’s a vegetarian dish
and we played with spices and cooking it very slow and
some people think it’s haggis!
ML: At this years Gefiltefest we’ll have meat, we’ll have
‘meaty’ stalls. The reason that we haven’t done it before
is that it’s very difficult to have milk and meat on the same
site. The reason we’re doing it is that so many people have
asked for it. It will be on the same site, but using separate
facilities, all under supervision. People have been asking
every year.

kosher caterer, and on the menu they were having snow
peas. A week before the event the caterer phoned up and
said “I’m really sorry, we cant have snow peas, because
I’ve found out that they’re not kosher in London.” So our
friend said okay we’ll have mange tout instead but she
was told they couldn't have mange tout either, because
they’re not Kosher in Manchester.
AB: We have many similar anecdotes! There are a lot
of ingredients that you can’t eat and it can be really
heartbreaking and frustrating.
ET: The Kosher food authorities in the UK! I have never
been introduced to such strict and weird rules – and I’m
coming from a religious family. Here I had a customer and
she wanted everything that was kosher. And I recommend
her one of my beef dishes and I went to a butcher and they
said no that cut’s not kosher and I laughed and I went to
another one and again they said that cut’s not kosher.
It’s beef! Then I said let's have leg of lamb instead and
they said it’s not possible but we can shape the shoulder
like a leg!
JJ: Because it’s from the hindquarters. In this country, due
to politics dating back to the 1930’s, we’re not allowed to
eat hindquarter meat.
LS: When you say you’re frustrated because certain things
are not certified kosher, I come at it from a different angle.
I think about meat and fish and dairy and the story behind
how those things are produced and the cruelty and the
exploitation and I think, how can that possibly be kosher?
Whilst some things might have a kosher stamp, we all
know what’s going on behind the scenes. It doesn’t make
sense that the kosher authorities will stop you from eating
asparagus and yet an animal that has been caged all of
its life without fresh air that has been suffering from day
one to the very end – how can that be Kosher? I had a big
battle trying to get free range eggs at Limmud and for
seven years the orthodox rabbis said no.
AB: You have no idea how much the quality of the meat
that we use is really important to us. And it’s really painful
knowing that you don’t have ethical organic provenance
and so on. I kind of blame the lack of people who keep
kosher. If more people kept kosher, if we can keep those
numbers up, then maybe we’ll end up with really good
quality free-range meat and so on.
ET: But you still have the cost problem. I’ll tell you an
example: one of the things that I wanted to sack the
authority for is the price of cream. You know how much
cream costs in a typical shop? Say Tescos? About £1.40.
But at Kosher World two litres of cream costs £8.50!
ML: At the first Gefiltefest, I asked people "if you could
get kosher organic meat and it was a little more expensive,
would you buy it?" I expected from the audience that
came that about ninety-five percent would say yes, but
in fact only about ten percent said they would pay more
for organic kosher meat, which is shocking.
JJ: In New York, where there is a massive Jewish
community, you can buy organic grass-fed beef, you
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a way which is totally different from what we get here. But
the reason is that there is such a vast number of Jewish
people there, compared to a tiny number here.
LS: What I would say is let’s start by looking at the origins
and the welfare, because Kosher is really about looking at
the origins of food. Do we need to have meat, fish, cream,
eggs at every meal every day? Maybe we can reduce that
consumption and increase the welfare standards at the
same time. I get more irate, more angry about a calf being
separated from its mother on day one and being injected
with chemicals than I will about paying £8.50 for cream
because as a Jew, I’m compelled to worry about that.
The conversation turned from kosher supervision
and ingredients, to the quality of kosher restaurants.
ML: The regulatory network here is a problem, but it’s
not just about the regulations. Because what Eran is
doing here at Zest and what Amy and Lindsey are doing
at Kosher Roast, is making it about the experience. The
dining experience at most kosher restaurants is awful.
JJ: The reason I think the service lets them down is
because many Jewish restauranteurs go into business
without ever having eaten out anywhere else. So they
don’t know what a real restaurant should be and so
when they come to start their own restaurants with no
experience they don’t understand about service, they
don’t understand that in a really good restaurant the staff
all get together at five o'clock in the afternoon and are told
what the new dishes are, and what’s in them, and how
you can tell people about them. I think they sometimes
think that you just have to be Kosher, and that’s enough.
LB: The thing about kosher restaurants here is that the
menus are ridiculous, sushi next to burger next to chicken
soup.
JJ: You are so right Lynsdey! There is a restaurant, which
shall not be named, where they have about 300 items on
the menu and by skillfull mathematics it’s a combination
of maybe ten, fifteen vegetables, and they have a sauce, it’s
a Thai sauce or an Indian sauce, and you slosh the sauce
on top and that makes a whole lot more combinations!
And it is ridiculous, and no chef can properly cook all
these dishes.
JQ: Is it different in America where the restaurant market
is a lot bigger?
AB: Jezebel is a good story, This place opened, very sexy,
very cool, the waitresses were hot, they wore hot clothes,
but it was kosher, in New York, and it was really exciting
and people loved it. They had really great parties, and a
great menu and you could eat any time in the evening,
and people loved it! But eventually, the Rabbi said you’ve
got to change the name so it went to J Soho, and then
eventually it closed, because they’d taken everything
from what the owners were trying to do.
One of the striking things about Zest is how well
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it’s been reviewed in the non-Jewish press by Jewish
restaurant critics. Jay Rayner’s gushing Observer review
was particularly impressive.
ET: Bless that Jew! When he walked in on the third day
we were open I hadn’t slept in forty-eight hours — because
that’s what you do when you open a restaurant — and
when I saw this big guy come in I was like "No Way!" But
he gave us an excellent review.
Giles Coren is another secular Jewish critic who seems
to love Zest.
ET: Giles Coren — on his fifth visit I had a drink with him
and he said "Listen, for years I’ve been avoiding my Jewish
side, I didn’t want any connection to it. I lost any faith in
Jewish food". And he said "this centre has something that
shouts Jewish culture without shouting Jewish religion".
So we’re not forcing the religion on you. You don’t see
a mashgiach coming here. The authority has nine cameras
in the kitchen and they can watch us and give me a call
any time they want. They can zoom in, zoom out, they
can listen to noises and voices and everything. And you
see that there are non-religious and non-Jewish and all
spectrums of Judaism coming here to eat. We have a group
of Japanese ladies who come every week!
Sometimes there seems to be an odd duality to Jewish
food: it’s central to Jewish culture but the quality is often
uneven.
LB: The importance of food in Jewish culture is not
necessarily the food and ingredients, per se. I think it’s
largely about sitting down and eating together.
JJ: I think some people just think quantity is what matters.
If you go to a traditional Ashkenazi Friday night dinner,

‘Food is a great leveller;
it’s a lovely way
of connecting people’
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cholent, we did tsimis, pickled our own cucumbers and
made cow’s foot jelly. We had lots of different people
coming on the day and we had old men who haven’t had
chicken soup since their mother made it, and hipsters
trying the jelly which was gross but really fascinating.
I think that really does constitute Jewish British food.

Dessert
Sticky Date Pudding, cardamom cream and fig compote
Bread and Butter rugelach, glazed apple and cranberry,
green pistachio and crème Anglais

you will get soup and fish and meat, and by the time
you get to the meat you’re stuffed! But in my Sephardi
background we didn’t have this.
If the quality of Jewish food in the UK might be
starting to improve, how far is the influence of Israeli
food part of this?
ET: Growing up we didn’t have foreign produce in the
country [Israel]. We didn’t have good pasta, we didn’t
even have good ready-made couscous. That’s why my
mum still insists on making it from scratch for four hours.
The produce wasn’t there and when the produce did start
to arrive, I remember that it was so expensive that we
didn’t even think of tasting it! We had a Toblerone once
a year if somebody was lucky enough to go abroad. But
that’s how it was, and once the markets started to be
opened and goods started to be exported and imported,
that’s when the cuisine started to grow.
AB: Lately a lot of Israeli chefs have been going back
to their roots and their influences, and the influence of
Ottolenghi here today is enormous.
JQ: Is there a distinctively British-Jewish cuisine?
JJ: There was — Florence Greenburg. Eighty or ninety
years ago, she was the Jewish food writer, before Evelyn
Rose. A little while ago I wanted to make roast beef and
Yorkshire pudding, and I remembered that Florence
Greenburg made a Yorkshire pudding with Marmite —
instead of adding milk she did it with water and marmite.
And it actually works! So that’s at least one Kosher British
dish.
AB: Lynsdey and I did an event called Yentaville Kitchen
in collaboration with Rich Mix in a space in east London.
It was the first thing we’d done where we wanted to do
inherently Jewish food rather than just Kosher food. We
developed a menu by researching turn-of-the-century
Jewish food in Brick Lane. So we did fish balls, we did
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ML: There’s been an explosion of interest in the general
community in Middle Eastern food. I think British
and British-Jewish people are getting slightly more
adventurous.
JJ: I think we’re actually very lucky because we do have a
huge choice in London. One of our sons lives in Boston and
in the whole of Boston, there are two kosher restaurants
and Boston's Jewish community is huge. We’re very lucky
to have a really good choice and I think that with all of our
criticisms and all of our complaints and our difficulties
with the authorities, I still think we’re pretty lucky.
ML: I think genuinely it is quite an exciting time, there
are very positive things happening and I think that can
only be a good thing for the Jewish community. Food is
a great leveller; it’s a lovely way of connecting people.
Where else are you going to see a table of Japanese people
eating next to some haredi people?
AB: A couple of years ago there was an article by somebody
in the JC talking about how kosher restaurants are really
good now and you’re not going to be embarrassed about
taking your non-kosher friends there. I really disagreed
with that until I came to Zest. What we’re all trying to do
is going to take some time. Places like Zest and companies
like Kosher Roast need to be supported by the retailers,
by the product manufacturers and all the rest of it.
Thanks to Eran Tibi and Zest for hosting the lunch and to
Michael Leventhal for suggesting guests.
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So what of the future? Where is British Jewish
food going?

Civil
reactions
Three responses
to Keith KahnHarris’s new book
Uncivil War:
The Israel Conflict
in the Jewish
Community

34

What’s an editor to do when his/her own book
comes out? How do you commission a review of
your own book?
That’s the dillemma that I’ve faced in this
edition of the Jewish Quarterly. My book Uncivil
War: The Israel Conflict in the Jewish Community,
which came out in March 2014, deals with issues
that this magazine has long been interested in. In
a nutshell, the book argues that the British Jewish
community, like other diaspora communities, is
becoming increasingly divided over the question
of how to relate to Israel. Further, these divisions
are leading to conflicts that endanger Jewish
community and peoplehood. My book argues that
the Jewish community needs to promote civility
in discussions over Israel, nurtured by practices
of dialogue. I myself have tried to do this through
convening private dinners at my home with Jewish
leaders and opinion formers, in which differences
can be discussed in a convivial environment.
I’ve thought long and hard on how to
balance my need to promote the book with my
responsibilities as editor of this issue of the JQ.
I certainly didn’t want to commission a ‘tame’
reviewer. So what I’ve done is not to commission
a review at all. Instead, I’ve commissioned three
think pieces that take the arguments the book
makes as their starting point. I asked them to
reflect on the question of civility - what it is, what
it should be and how necessary it might be in the
context of Jewish conflicts over Israel.
All three writers have responded in very
different ways. They demonstrate that my book is
not the last word on the subject, but part of a much
wider debate on Israel and on civility itself.
— Keith Kahn Harris
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Why should it be that Jewish communities find
talking about Israel in a meaningful and civil way
increasingly difficult? Support for Israel, once perhaps
the single most unifying factor in diaspora Jewish life,
is fast becoming a primary cause of disagreement and
disagreeable behavior. Where Israel was once elevated
to the status of a civil religion to which diaspora Jews
enthusiastically subscribed, it is now easier and easier
to find examples of conversations about Israel that turn
ugly, of relationships that sour, of communities that
unravel under the stresses of differences of opinions.
This is the Uncivil War at the heart of sociologist Keith
Kahn-Harris' recent book on the conflicts that surface
when diaspora Jews discuss Israel.
Whilst outbreaks of incivility are often given great
publicity, it is far harder to identify the conversations that
never happen for fear of disagreement, although those
are perhaps even more worrying. If the results of the Pew
Center’s recent survey of American Jewish life apply to
other diaspora communities, then it seems that diaspora
Jews are already finding it difficult to forge a meaningful
relationship with Israel. It will be even harder to do so
if we can’t find satisfying ways to talk with each other.
On the face of it, the conversation about Israel
amongst Jews most naturally resembles a family
discussion, albeit a geographically, ideologically and
generationally extended one. Whilst different Jews
have adopted radically different world views, there is
an underlying sense that the differences between us are,
after all, fewer than what we have in common.
Perhaps that’s part of the problem. Paradoxically,
deep hatreds seem to flourish not only between those
who are most unlike each other, but also between those
who are, or at least those who seem to be, most similar.
Sigmund Freud even found a term for it: “the narcissism
of the small difference”. Freud didn’t turn the world
upside down, claiming that minor differences are more
prone to creating animosity than major differences.
Indeed, he accepted that greater difference leads to
even greater hostility. He did, though, suggest that
“it is precisely the minor differences in people who
are otherwise alike that form the basis of feelings of
strangeness and hostility between them”. We amplify
the little differences between ‘us’ and ‘them’ — however
similar we are — in order to reinforce the cohesion of our
own group, however small it is.
Doesn’t that sound familiar? Increasingly, the Jewish
conversation about Israel is held between apparently
distinct groups who adopt a particular position or set of
ideas, with Freud’s “strangeness and hostility” between
groups in full view. It is an interesting thought experiment
to imagine the alternative: discourse amongst people who
feel themselves to be part of the same community, and
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share a set of basic values — support for Israel and a sense
of Klal Yisrael, for example — but who are able to disagree
on the details in a way that reinforces, rather than frays,
their sense of community. For his part, Kahn-Harris
urges us not to leave this situation to fester: “too many
people are hurt, alienated and abused by the conflict”.
But what to do?
In German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer’s fable
of the porcupines, a group of animals were huddling
together to shelter from the cold. Finding that they were
pricking each other with their sharp quills, they moved
apart, only to feel the cold again. And so on, back and
forth, until they found it best to be a little distance from
each other – not too close, and not too far away. Yet,
notes Schopenhauer, a prickly character himself, “by
this arrangement the mutual need for warmth is only
very moderately satisfied”. The human equivalent of
the optimal distance found by the porcupines — neither
too close and prickly, nor too distant and chilly — “is

‘It is far harder to
identify the conversations
that never happen for
fear of disagreement’
the code of politeness and fine manners, and those who
transgress it are roughly told — in the English phrase — to
keep their distance”. In order to avoid each others' barbs,
in other words, we compromise on the intimacy we need
for meaningful interactions.
When conversations about Israel turn sour, as they
often do, it is easy to blame those who are prickly and
disagreeable, and to call for Schopenhauer’s “politeness
and fine manners”. But are better manners the only
remedy for such cases? On one hand, taking a polite
distance from each other can certainly hamper our ability
to engage in genuinely satisfying human encounters. We
can also set the bar too high, straitjacketing debate in
formal rules and excluding those whose ideas we find
challenging, leaving little energy left for the conversation
itself. On the other hand, if good manners are the only
criteria for engaging in conversation about Israel, we
may be selling ourselves short. Engaging in meaningful
dialogue may demand much more of us than just
being polite — sharing our uncertainties as well as our
conclusions, being willing to talk with people whose
perspectives may appear to be different to our own,
and undertaking the difficult task of seeking answers
together.
Jewish history offers a different approach, acknowledging that meaningful dialogue — “controversy for the
sake of heaven”, as the Talmud calls it — must necessarily
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Jonathan Cummings

35 include differences of opinion. Disagreement is not
to be avoided, dampened down by codes of civility and
courteousness, but to be celebrated. After all, “both this
and that are the words of the living God”, we are taught.
Minority opinions of ancient Talmudic debates are
recorded and preserved, both to remind us that there were
alternatives to the opinion that was eventually accepted
and so that we can revisit them, learning once more the
value of examining different answers to the same question.
Disagreement need not be a disagreeable experience.
In the later parts of his book Keith Kahn-Harris
elucidates this point as he moves from observer to
practitioner and shares his experiences of trying to
bring those of different views together. With refreshing
honesty about his own positions — “tangled up in the
conflict I describe” — he makes a timely and valuable
contribution. Its hybrid nature is no obstacle. Part
academic analysis, part policy paper, part anecdote, it
is always an enjoyable read.
So, as we try to engage in constructive conversations
about Israel, we should be conscious that searching for
civility by shuffling politely away from each other may not
always be the best option. Our disagreements are those of
a community, not of opponents. Although good manners
are certainly important, real conversations about Israel —
those which embrace diversity, acknowledge difference,
offer the real possibility of disagreement and include
a commitment to continue nevertheless — are best
undertaken in the warmth of honest and passionate
debate we find when we huddle together, barbs and all.
Dr Jonathan Cummings is Director of Intra-Communal
Affairs at the Jewish Community Relations Council of New
York, where he heads The Israel Talks, an initiative to address
the tone and content of conversations about Israel. Living in
Israel for the last twenty years, he previously established and
headed the Israeli office of BICOM, worked as a parliamentary
assistant at the Knesset and serves as an intelligence officer
in the IDF reserves.

Stephen Frosh
The contemporary vocabulary of relational ethics, which is
concerned with the quality of the connections that people
form with one another, centres on acknowledgement,
witnessing and responsibility. The deployment of this
vocabulary can challenge patterns of exclusion and
dehumanisation in zones of intense political conflict
in many situations in which destructive hatred reigns,
including several where there have been post-conflict
'truth and reconciliation commissions'. Relational ethics
is also used in some situations in which conflict continues,
especially where there is a history of oppression and injury
looming menacingly over the present.
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Perhaps because it is one of the most intractable of
these situations, the theory and practice of recognition
and acknowledgement is particularly visible in relation to
the Israel-Palestine conflict. The orientation of this work,
articulated especially by Jewish critics of Israeli policy, is
towards advocacy of Jewish 'responsibility' for conflict
and suffering there. As Keith Kahn-Harris reminds us in
his new book, Uncivil War: The Israel Conflict in the Jewish
Community, feeling in this area is very intense, and this
has knock-on effects on the way Jews treat one another.
Accusations of stupidity, betrayal and self-hatred
abound, even of Jewish antisemitism, making Israel
one of the main fissures within the Jewish community,
rather than the unifying force that its supporters — which
in one form or another includes most Jews — would like
it to be. The complex layering of responses to Israel and
specifically to the occupation has provoked a kind of
crisis for many Jews influenced by, and feeding back
into, our notions of Jewish ethics, culture and historical
legacy, as well as our attachment to and identification
with Israel itself. It also provokes a communal crisis:
how do we live with others, as we must, when so much
dissension is so hurtfully stirred up?
¶
Relational Ethics and Acknowledgement
Hurt and abasement figure prominently in the vocabulary
of relational ethics, as do, in more hopeful moments,
reconciliation and reparation. Presumably this is because
personal and communal relationships are so difficult to
manage, and are so frequently damaged and damaging.
An ethical relationship — which might just be a grander
term for what Kahn-Harris calls “civility” — is one that
responds to this essential difficulty, trying to find a
way around it without sacrificing one's beliefs but also
without losing the impulse towards connectedness. It
does not deny that hurt occurs, but raises awareness of
harm that is done and asks how to undo it. Kahn-Harris
references the philosophical perspective of Lévinas,
referring to an ethics based on face-to-face encounters.
Lévinas, however, also stresses how appreciation of the
precariousness of the other is central to ethics, and how
we might be tempted to attack the other and must fight
that temptation in ourselves. The struggle is within each
of us; if it were not so, then there would be no ethics at
stake — all would be smooth and easy; there would be no
temptation that one needs to resist. It is like the religious
issue of freedom of choice and evil: what is the virtue of
virtue if one cannot choose to do wrong? There would
be no ethical stance involved if there were no struggle
to be undertaken.
Yet this does not mean that our responses to others
must be violent; rather, it shows how the struggle with
and against violence is intrinsic to human subjectivity.
This is true too of the injured response that is core to the
way people lash out into 'incivility'. All of us are liable to
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‘This is a dark vocabulary
that stirs up wounds
and that faces people
with existential anxiety’
bruise, and you acknowledge that there is hurt and pain
and that you may have responsibility for that, and in
doing this, you alleviate a whole level of tension that
makes it possible, then, to talk about, to explore”. Taking
responsibility for others arises from recognition of their
existence as genuine centres of subjectivity, not just as
possessing rights but also having the capacity to be hurt.
For those who wish to speak of 'acknowledgement'
as a Jew in relation to Israel, the stakes are high, opening
them up to accusations of Jewish antisemitism, as KahnHarris shows. It might be said here that this charge of
antisemitism is a crucial silencing device within the
Jewish community and that silencing is not only imposed
from outside: a good deal of self-censoring goes on,
fuelled by anxiety about being marginalised, but also
by a genuine dread of hurting those to whom one is
close. For some, any criticism of Israel is an anathema,
a betrayal of identity and identification. For many others,
it is legitimate but immensely painful and always likely
to implode when it seems 'unbalanced' or unfair. What
is it that we are supposed to acknowledge? What damage
have I done? For what can I be called into account?
What about Jewish suffering and, of course, the victims
of Palestinian terror? Who cares for us that we should
care for them? What about the blending of anti-Zionism
and antisemitism, which even careful, scholarly critics
of Israel acknowledge exists? The prominent Jewish
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philosopher Judith Butler, herself a victim of considerable
'incivility', states, “The only way to fight against the
equation of the criticism of Israel with anti-Semitism
is to clearly and repeatedly, and with strong collective
support, show both that the criticism of Israel is just and
that all forms of anti-Semitism, along with any other
racism, are absolutely illegitimate”.
Butler addresses the dilemma of Jewish identification
and self-criticism by uncovering a strand of Jewish
tradition that refuses the defensive retreat into the
self-justifications provided by even genuine injury. She
calls on “Jewish frameworks of social justice”, which
she pursues through a series of moves that draw on
Hannah Arendt and Walter Benjamin, proposing that
the suffering of the Jews sensitises Jews to the suffering
of others. One's experience of injury does not legitimise
injurious behaviour; instead, it places one in the position
of empathy. One might however ask a very conventional
question about this: does the stance that emphasises
taking responsibility also place an unbearable ethical
burden on those who have been victimised more than
others, perhaps because they have been subjected to
systemic or institutional violence?
Whilst this might indeed be a familiar question,
dangerously establishing the ground for an opt-out
from responsibility ('We have been so badly hurt that
recognition and acknowledgement does not apply
here; we are the victims of violence so why should we
forgive?'), it has practical consequences. It forms exactly
the argument adopted by many Jews in their defence of
Israel: the hurt we have suffered is such that we cannot
be held responsible in the same way as others. For those
ranged against this position, it is almost unbearable to
hear it expressed, but this does not mean that one can
ignore the problem: at what point does my injury and
victim position mean that others have to go first in their
acknowledgement before I am called on to own up to my
own destructive urges?
¶
A Dark Vocabulary
The vocabulary of relational ethics is a dark vocabulary,
one that causes strife. It cannot be reduced simply to
questions of politeness, as Kahn-Harris notes; 'civility'
has more at stake than that. It demands renunciation
of the preciously cultivated victim position that is so
often used to warrant incivility and even violence. It is
a vocabulary of responsibility, including responsibility
for hurts that one has not perpetrated oneself but has
witnessed. It is a vocabulary of acknowledgement, if
acknowledgement means taking on the responsibility
of stating one's own injurious behaviour, one's own
destructive intent. In relation to the damage done,
this is a dark vocabulary that stirs up wounds and that
faces people with existential anxiety. If we cannot take
refuge in our victimhood, then we have to face both the
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feel injured and are tempted to express that in relation to
others with whom we have contact and to whom we might
feel connected. When we share a space, whether physical
or psychical, we are likely to do harm. Recognition of
this tendency to violence, this temptation to destroy
everything, leads to recognition of the responsibility
one has to struggle against that temptation and to
acknowledge what one has done when the struggle fails.
The American-Jewish psychoanalyst Jessica
Benjamin has worked acknowledgement into both
her clinical and her political practice in relation to an
'acknowledgement project' in Israel and Palestine that
reaches across lines of conflict. Benjamin is a forceful
advocate for a mode of taking responsibility through
acknowledgement that has direct implications for
reconciliation work. She links this with the psychoanalyst's
realisation that, whilst she or he might be the “activator of
old traumas, old pain” rather than their instigator, “you
acknowledge that you have...bumped into the person's

37 suffering we have undergone and the suffering we
cause. This prises open identities closed around historical
self-justification and stresses the dependence of each of
us on the others amongst whom we live. Incivility, the
building of walls, the shutting down of communication,
the separation of communities are all modes of defence,
explicitly and intentionally; they are also acts of violence
that explicitly and again intentionally rule the other out of
the domain of the human, to whom damage can be done.
[This piece is heavily adapted from Stephen Frosh's article
'The Relational Ethics of Conflict and Identity', published
in Psychoanalysis, Culture and Society, Volume 16, 2011]
Professor Stephen Frosh has, since 2003 has been Pro-ViceMaster of Birkbeck College, first with responsibility for
Learning and Teaching and then for Research. His academic
interests are in the applications of psychoanalysis to social
issues; gender, culture and ‘race’; and psychosocial studies.
His latest book is 'Hauntings: Psychoanalysis and Ghostly
Transmissions' (2013).

David Hirsh
There is a war of words between the diverse majority of
the Jewish community and its tiny but influential antiZionist fringe. Many Jews are worried that hostility to
Israel is sometimes antisemitic, sometimes mirrors
antisemitic forms and sometimes brings with it
antisemitic exclusions or ways of thinking. The antiZionists tend to dismiss this worry about antisemitism
as an illegitimate attempt to silence criticism of Israel. Of
course we may civilly disagree about what is antisemitic
and what isn’t; and we may argue, present evidence and
discuss. But the space for rational discussion is often
closed off in advance by an accusation of bad faith.
It isn’t said that Jews are mistaken when they think
something is antisemitic, it is said that they’ve invented
it, disgracefully, for short-term, tribal, or nationalist,
reasons; that they are crying wolf.
This struggle happens in public and it is influential
upon wider non-Jewish civil society. Blanket denial of
antisemitism becomes an enabler of antisemitic discourse,
boycotts and ways of thinking. Anti-Zionist Jews play a key
role in licensing, leading and encouraging movements
which single out Israel as a unique evil on the planet.
A South African trade unionist declares that he
intends to make life hell for ‘Zionists’, Zionists are like
Hitler and they should leave South Africa on an El Al
plane. The Jewish anti-Zionist fringe insists that this is
only to be understood as a vulgar way of carrying on a
debate about Israel and Palestine. Anti-Zionism tends to
treat talk of antisemitism as a dirty tactic in the Israel/
Palestine debate.
People get angry and upset because they are
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afraid that the actions of a small minority of Jews are
influential in bringing antisemitism down on the heads
of their fellow Jews while others get equally angry and
upset because they are convinced that their fellow Jews
are trying to silence criticism of Israel with a dishonest
accusation of antisemitism.
There is no nice way to accuse someone of being soft
on antisemitism; there is no nice way to accuse someone
of raising the issue of antisemitism in bad faith. It is the
content of the claims, not their form, which is hurtful.
Re-framing the issue to make us all right will not do.
The Livingstone Formulation, the response to an
accusation of antisemitism which declares that the
accuser speaks in bad faith, makes debate impossible.
If you say that somebody who raises the issue of
antisemitism is just a liar then there is no discussion
which can bring us towards agreement. It silences Jewish
fears and portrays them as disgraceful tactics.
Because Nazism had already been defeated when we
were formed politically, it was easy for us all to recognise
it as the enemy. Because colonialism and racism had
been discredited, we could all understand dockers who
marched with Enoch Powell and racist Afrikaners as
throwbacks to a disappearing age. But caricature might
have been the price we paid for unanimity.
Whereas we thought of Nazism as representing
the culmination of antisemitism, it was actually
an exceptional form. We were tempted to ‘other’
antisemitism, to construct it as being something which
could only exist outside of our own, civilised sphere.
But in fact, antisemitism had always existed very
much within our own spheres: within Europe, within
the left, within radical philosophy, even amongst Jews.
Antisemitism has often taken political forms, it has
attracted ‘people like us’, it has not always been easy
to recognise; it has melded with criticism of capitalism
and banking, nationalism, modernity and imperialism.
There have always been some Jews who have succumbed
to its logic. Nazism itself grew partly out of radical antihegemonic political traditions and was attractive to some
within ‘our world’. But it was comfortable, afterwards,
for us to imagine antisemitism only as appearing with
a silly moustache and a fascist uniform; and as being
permanently discredited.
The defeat of colonialism was not so straightforward
either. It was defeated by nationalist movements which
had a tendency to succumb to the most ethnically-based
forms of nationalism and they tended to create regimes
which mirrored some of the worst race-thinking and
kleptocracy of the old empires. The Soviet Cold War
common sense of a world divided into imperialism
and anti-imperialism gave the gloss of the ‘progressive’
to some of the most despotic regimes. The notion of
‘progressiveness’ attached itself to peoples and nations
rather than to political movements or to ideas. The
violence of this black/white binary is illustrated by the
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‘ The force of the ‘as a Jew’
preface is to bear witness
against the other Jews ’
of thinking; either Jews are simply victims of the hostile
antisemites around them or Arabs are victims of the Israeli
white settler-colonialists. Israelis and Palestinians tend to
attain a symbolic importance which is out of proportion to
their actual weight in the world. They become an empty
vessel into which everybody pours their own issues,
a template by which people recognise themselves, a
language in which they discuss their own angst.
There is an antisemitic threat in our world.
Antisemitism is objective and external, recognisable
through a set of clearly established characteristics.
The French comedian Dieudonné makes Holocaust
denial funny as he constructs a worldview where
anti-imperialist thought and the right to Zeig Heil are
curtailed by overwhelming Zionist power. Mainstream
British and American academic organisations host
campaigns to exclude Israelis, and only Israelis, from
the global academic community. Open antisemitism is
commonplace amongst Islamist and Arab nationalist
movements which are considered by some to be part of
the global left. The idea that Zionism is the key form of
racism on the planet is common in radical circles. The
assumption that Jews who fight against antisemitism
are actually fighting for Jewish privilege lurks below the
surface of much public debate. The possibility that the
Israel lobby is responsible for war is taken seriously. The

impulse to boycott Israel is thought to be respectable;
anybody who says it is antisemitic is thought to be vulgar
and tribal.
There is a tiny minority of Jews which leads
the movement to exclude Israelis from the global
community, which insists that Israel is uniquely and
essentially racist, which educates people to recognise
anybody who worries about antisemitism as dishonest
apologists for Zionism. Hardly any Jews are anti-Zionist,
but many anti-Zionists are Jews.
This minority often mobilises its Jewish identity,
speaking loudly ‘as a Jew’. In doing so, it seeks to erode
and undermine the influence of ordinary Jews in the name
of an authentic, radical, diasporic and ethical Judaism.
Jews who worry about antisemitism are written off
as tribal and self-interested; they are constructed as
‘Zionists’ and hence not as antiracists, intellectuals or
legitimate members of the left. This hostile, external
construction of Jews is in sharp contrast to the eager
self-definition of the ‘as-a-Jew’ critics, who parade
their Jewishness in order to discredit, in the eyes of the
onlooking world, the fears of their fellow Jews.
The ‘as a Jew’ preface is directed at non-Jews. It
tempts non-Jews to suspend their own political judgment
as to what is, and what is not, antisemitic. The force of
the ‘as a Jew’ preface is to bear witness against the other
Jews. It is based on the assumption that being Jewish
gives you some kind of privileged insight into what
is antisemitic and what is not: the claim to authority
through identity substitutes for civil, rational debate.
Anti-Zionist Jews do not simply make their arguments
and adduce evidence; they mobilise their Jewishness
to give themselves influence. They pose as courageous
dissidents who stand up against the fearsome threat of
mainstream Zionist power.
Ironically, this positioning by the tiny minority
tends to set the boundaries of civil discourse in such a
way as to exclude and silence the legitimate concerns
of the majority. It characterises antisemitism as a rightwing issue and it teaches antiracists to recognise talk of
antisemitism as an indicator of racist apologetics.
We need to agree that antisemitism is serious and
that it is real. It is not only a threat to Jews but it is also
a threat to the labour movement, to intellectual culture
and to wider society. Of course we need then to be able to
present and discuss arguments and evidence as to what is
antisemitic and what isn’t. How we define it and how we
recognise it are rightfully up for democratic discussion.
The phenomenon which most definitely closes off the
possibility of civilised discourse is the claim that Jews
raise the issue of antisemitism, knowing that they’re
lying, in order to stifle free speech and criticism.
David Hirsh is a lecturer in Sociology at Goldsmiths, University
of London and founding editor of EngageOnline.org.uk, a
network and resource for fighting antisemitism.
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fate of those who fell between the two camps: Tutsis,
Tamils, African Asians, Jews, Armenians, Bosniaks,
Tibetans, Kurds.
The colonialists who ran the great cosmopolitan cities
of the Middle East were replaced by movements which
tended towards ethnic nationalism in Cairo, Alexandria,
Baghdad, Beirut, Tehran, Damascus, not only in Jerusalem.
We thought anti-Nazism was enough when we should
have understood the complexities of antisemitism and we
thought anti-colonialism and anti-racism were enough
when we should have made more effort to forge a positive
cosmopolitan politics.
Now we find ourselves in a world that we have
trouble understanding. Jews are thought of as white
and therefore never potential victims of racism: nobody
looks like the Nazis so how can there be antisemitism?
Israel, the refuge of the un-dead of Europe, is thought
of as colonialist or apartheid. Jews, except for those who
disavow, are conceived of as ‘Zionists’, which has become
another word for racists or oppressors.
The conflict between Jews in the Middle East and their
neighbours tends to be mystified into ready-made ways
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‘NO LONGER
THE TUNES
MY GRANDMOTHER SANG’

music

The Sephardi music
scene has never
been more vibrant,
argues Daniel Jonas,
so why is he so concerned
about its future?
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ephardi music is now undergoing
what might almost be called a
renaissance akin to the klezmer
revival of the late twentieth century.
There is a healthy pipeline of
established and emerging artists
operating in folk, early, world and
fusion/rock spaces, each bringing
their own flavour to a canon that is
amongst the oldest in the world. The
original modern interpreters, based
in folk and community traditions
in Israel and the Diaspora, like Voice of the
Turtle, Janet & Jaq Esim, Judy Frankel, Fortuna,
Gerineldo, Flory Jagoda, Yehoram Gaon, Esther
Ofarims and Los Pasaros Sefardis drew on a
substrate of ethnomusicological research and
family tradition provided by the likes of Susana
Weich-Shahak and Isaac Levy. Stricter focus
on the mediaeval and geographic aspects of
the music from the likes of Alia Musica, Ruth
Yaakov, Winsome Evans, Joglaresa, Aman Aman
and the Al-Andalus Project has been contrasted
with the approaches of feisty, genre-busting
innovators like Sefarad, Sarah Aroeste, De
Leon and my own group, the London-based Los
Desterrados.
Sephardic music also has its global
professionals, working the mainstream world
music market, including Francoise Atlan, Gerard
Edery, Esti Kenan-Ofri / Kol Oud Tof, Mor
Karbasi and, of course, Yasmin Levy. Whilst most
of these artists sing in the Judeo-Spanish idiom
known as Ladino, interpreting secular songs of
love and life, the revival of the piyyut form of
Hebrew liturgical poetry has used the platform of
the ‘al-Andalus orchestra’ format, most notably
in the case of the Orchestra Andalou d’Israel, to
showcase the soaring cantorial acrobatics of Jo
Amar and the legendary Emil Zrihan. Even the
occasional non-Jewish singer dips into the canon,
from the flamenco cantaora Estrella Morente to
the Arabic voice of Transglobal Underground,
Natacha Atlas and the siren of the ancestral
Greek city of Salonika, Savina Yannatou.
There have never been more people playing
and listening to Sephardic music of all types
than there are now, and, with the advent of
technological democratisation and the Internet,
it has never been easier to produce and distribute
recorded material. But there are those, like
myself, who fear for the future despite this
success, and we do so for a number of reasons.
The Ladino language remains stubbornly on
UNESCO’s endangered list, with less than
50,000 native speakers worldwide and there is
a decline in the strength of the global Sephardic
community. Add to this an increasing religious
polarisation in the Jewish world and a global
market that forces the distribution of artistic
culture away from risk-taking investment and
towards a ‘winner-takes-all’ model where
stupendous resources are poured into the best
prospect for becoming the next Susan Boyle or
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In some ways [standing out as being exotic] has
served people like us well; in other ways it has
been frustrating, perpetually being considered
on the margins. I struggle with the issue – do I
embrace being on the fringe, or do I fight to be in
the mainstream?

Both the desire to appeal beyond the niche
and the artistic individualism of Western society
has exacerbated the tendency for musicians to
appropriate local, non-Sephardic influences
into their music. In many ways this has been
beneficial. Traditional Sephardic communities
failed to develop a performance culture in
the way that the more secularised Ashkenazi
communities did. In the words of the noted
academic expert on Judeo-Spanish song, Judith
Cohen:
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Andre Rieu, and you can see reason for those
fears.
Much has been written of the contortions
of the music industry’s attempts to stave off
its own decline, but what remains is still a
small, heavily networked and overburdened
set of channels relying on the disproportionate
influence of opinion-formers and clinging onto
facile ethnicity- and image-based segmentation.
Leaving aside the dubious distinction between
'folk' and 'world' music – essentially, 'world'
music is folk music sung in languages other
than English or Irish – Sephardic music is far too
much of a niche to provide many opportunities
to scale, particularly for artists that challenge the
established 'memes' of the circuit – the 'Warbly
Diva', the 'African Party Band', the 'Gipsy
Nutters', the 'Indie-folk Hipster Crossovers',
the 'Ambient Spiritual Experience' and the
'Distance-Based Novelty' – the high concept
equivalent of the Pakistani viral sensation,
the 'One Pound Fish' Man. Artists who can
position themselves to take advantage of these
can benefit, but many quality acts struggle to
make an impact in the cut-throat, short-termist
commercial environment.
In many ways, this seems odd, as Sephardic
music is the most quintessentially cosmopolitan
of musical categories, incorporating as it does
elements of early music, Spanish, Portuguese,
North African, Turkish, Bulgarian, Greek and
gypsy culture, not to mention its religious
aspects, but it can perhaps be explained, in
the Anglophone world at least, by the general
ignorance of Jewish cultural traditions. In the
exoticism-driven world music market, Jews
are disadvantaged by being considered ‘local’
or even ‘white’, which is almost as damning
as having a native British or American accent.
Jewish culture, in the popular imagination and
perpetuated by lazy journalistic stereotyping,
is overwhelmingly Ashkenazi, split between
bourgeois, nouveau-riche suburbanism and overintellectualised, neurotic nerdishness. In the
words of Sarah Aroeste:

I don't think the actual performance aspect
of Judeo-Spanish songs has ever really been
grounded in one or another Sephardic community,
the way klezmer was grounded in pre-WWII Jewish
life, say. Also, because the songs are largely a
women's repertoire – or were – the social dynamics
worked differently; they were mostly sung in a
domestic setting, or semi-domestic (weddings).

The emerging tier of artists all are familiar
with the history, with the work of their
predecessors, unafraid to introduce new
influences on the basis either of personal taste,
local considerations, or hard marketability.
But while modern performance culture brings
modern influences to bear, whether these
are the norms of classical musicianship, early
music instrumentation, folk festivals, rock
showmanship or the increasingly globalised
world music sound, there are strong concerns
about how this distances Sephardic music from
its roots. Some consider this to be a route to an
anodyne, diluted mess. Judith Cohen outlines
the issue with characteristic sharpness:

For some reason, although there have been
movements to play klezmer ...and to sing Yiddish
songs, traditionally, there hasn't been much in the
way of a parallel movement with Judeo-Spanish
music – it's used more as a convenient me-filter
(“This is how I , like, FEEL it, I'm expressing
myself creatively”). One doesn't hear so much of
that approach with Balkan, klezmer, or even, say,
sub-Saharan African drumming, where people go
to great lengths to study with a master in Ghana or
wherever... one rarely hears non-Indian students
of, say, Carnatic singing say “Yo dude, I don't care
what it's SUPPOSED to sound like, I'm being, you
know, creative and expressing myself...”

This view has some resonance with
musicians like Sarah Aroeste who both have a
family tradition to draw from and work hard
to incorporate Sephardic themes in original
material:
I do see non-Sephardim or non-Jews appropriating
Sephardic traditional music for their own purposes
(because they think it's exotic? Cool? Who knows?)
and I have mixed feelings about that. On the one
hand, I like the fact that Sephardic music is getting
more exposure, but perhaps, in some people’s
hands, it is getting diluted and losing some of its
true meaning? I don't believe anyone should have
a monopoly on a culture though, so I feel a real
internal tension about it.

So although concerns about a lack of
authenticity are significant amongst artists and
scholars, there is some irony, in an era which
questions ancestral entitlement, that having the
right parents and the right background can be
considered to be crucial to one’s credibility when

‘Sephardic
music is the most
quintessentially
cosmpolitan
of musical
categories’
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dealing with a traditional canon. Moreover,
given the importance of transmission across
generations, a number of factors, like the lack of
native speakers, have reduced the effectiveness
of this transition over recent decades. Professor
Gloria Ascher, who has been teaching Ladino
at Tufts University since 2000, sounds a more
positive note:
[On] the last day of Hannukah was the first
International Day of Ladino there was a
remarkable concert to benefit the (Yiddishsinging) choir of the Boston Workmen's Circle, a
traditionally Ashkenazic Jewish cultural group,
at which the Guy Mendilow Ensemble not only
performed their creative interpretations of Ladino
songs, but also collaborated with the choir – each
group singing together in both Ladino and Yiddish.
It was touching, inspiring – and worked well
musically! Like the members of Guy’s ensemble,
none of whom is Sephardic, fans and even
performers of Sephardic music come from diverse
ethnic and religious backgrounds, like my Ladino
students this past semester: Hindus, a Nigerian,
and Christians, as well as Ashkenazim and even
one half-Sephardi.

Another factor is the place of culture in the
Jewish community, which has long been short
of support and prioritisation. Whilst it always
seems possible to find sponsorship for a building,
Israel advocacy or religious outreach, cultural
centres in the UK at least have been a recent,
London-centric innovation and it is too early to
gauge their impact; there is a lot to go into a tiny
amount of bandwidth that must also cater for
food, fine art, drama, literature, film, costume
and much more as well as music, not only
Ashkenazi and Sephardi but Mizrahi and Israeli
as well. Culture costs – and competition for
funding is fierce. Aroeste agrees:
At least in America, I think a lot of the problem
stems from the American Jewish educational
system, which really lacks in terms of its Sephardic
education. It's just so unfamiliar still, at least here.
I think it's changing – there are more and more
Sephardic themed festivals or programs now, but I
think overall, it's still considered niche.

‘Judaism has
always been a
learning culture,
but this learning
capability is not
being applied
in cultural
transmission’
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The obvious place for Sephardic music to find
support is from within the traditional Sephardic
community – this, after all is where the songs
come from, where the languages are spoken and
where this kind of music is the norm, rather than
the exception. However, here too the reduction
in transmission across generations is having
effects, as Sephardim marry non-Sephardim
and the oft-cited legendary pool of 'singing
grandmothers' reduces. There are fewer and
fewer chances to sing the songs, people that
know how to sing them and occasions on which
they can be sung outside a performance context.
This contrasts strongly with the plethora of

initiatives for increasing religious commitment,
observance and familiarity with texts. Judaism
has always been a learning culture, but this
learning capability is not being applied to
cultural transmission. Moreover, in traditional
communities where Sephardim are normally
to be found, certain aspects of religious
culture can conflict with the requirements of
cultural transmission – prohibitions, on the
grounds of modesty, on performance to mixed
audencies and much of the lyrical content, or
on incorporating the female voice – a significant
challenge, given firstly the fact that much of the
canon was written for or by women and sung
by them, as well as the exclusion of half of the
population from performance.
Less obvious to outsiders, but just as
unfortunate, is the monoculture that is taking
over the traditionally religious world, having
already co-opted many Mizrahi communities
(although the Spanish & Portuguese have
not yet succumbed) which is centred in the
haredi sector and franchised through kiruv
(outreach) organisations and initiatives. It is
unfortunate because the culture of haredism
is near-universally Ashkenazi, grounded in the
Hasidic and yeshiva worlds of Eastern Europe
in the pre-Holocaust era and, presently, in the
aggressive tone of modern Israeli religious
politics. This culture has not only no room for
female participation in public life, but little room
for aesthetics and even less for experimentation.
This is evident in the sanitised, safe music it
produces – anodyne ditties for children and
bowdlerised, middle-of-the-road soft rock, about
as musically interesting as anything that has to
undergo an exacting degree of censorship. To the
extent that it looks to traditional music, it looks
to klezmer or Hasidic nigunim. The religious
side of music is not, however, entirely bereft of
a future – the revival of the piyyut, starting in the
Israeli traditional sector, has now reached the
diaspora and this is increasingly penetrating the
artistic community. This movement, moreover,
is spearheaded by the Sephardic and Mizrahi
communities.

S

¶

o what are the most important
elements needed for the future of
Sephardic music to be secured?
There are numerous channels likely
to be of significance. In-community
education will largely depend on the
identification of major donors who
can be interested in the field and will
remain strong in the face of religious
restrictions, declining numbers
and cultural assimilation. If these
can be engaged, specialist support
and finance could enable further growth of the
professional sector, otherwise totally subject
to market mechanisms and business pressures.
Wider community education within the context
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of Jewish music and Jewish education are a
vibrant, though competitive option, which
within the UK includes national organisations
like the Jewish Music Institute, which organises
the annual Klezmer In The Park and summer
workshops, and local ones like the annual Jewish
Music Festival held by North-Western Reform
Synagogue. Although there are issues with its
ability to deliver arts programming, the Limmud
organisation is an important international
platform.
Within a religious context, there are grassroots options already emerging as the canon
piggybacks on the liturgy, with increasing use of
Sephardic melodies for such standards as Lekha
Dodi, Yigdal, Adon ‘Olam, the Qedushah and even
Psalm 126, sung at the beginning of grace after
meals. Another important element could be the
propagation of a culture of piyyutim sung to both
religious and secular melodies. The generation
of new melodies to traditional lyrics and even
the generation of entirely new melodies could
also be encouraged along with the engagement
of academic channels; specialisation within
ethnomusicology degrees like that offered
by London’s School of Oriental and African
Studies and courses in Ladino like that at Tufts,
specialisations within Spanish, Portuguese,
Hebrew, Arabic, Turkish and even Serbo-Croat
courses could open up new audiences and
practitioner expertise, leveraging initiatives
such as the International Day of Ladino. By far
the most powerful option, however, would be an
investment in cultural literacy (not just music,
but language, literature, food and arts and
crafts traditions) for both adults and children,
although it would be fighting for bandwidth
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and dependent on increasing the capability
of cultural centres such as the London Jewish
Cultural Centre and the new JW3. It would be
necessary to learn some important lessons from
how other ethnic groups such as the Chinese
have preserved and propagated their culture in
their overseas communities.
In terms of artistic quality, times are good –
the community of Sephardic musicians remains
a close-knit, collegiate circle characterised
by a high degree of collaboration and mutual
appreciation. Audiences – surely, the most
important arbiter – continue to be enthralled
and fascinated, whether they are new to
Sephardic music or not. But just as Sephardic
music is increasingly known and popular with
musicians, it is increasingly unconnected with
the music's roots in the community. This is not
the same thing as inauthenticity or other sterile
categorisations; it is only that the community
itself is increasingly unconnected to Sephardic
music, losing the familiarity with the material,
becoming culturally assimilated, losing the
spoken language and subject to the tyranny of
the common musical denominator. The group of
musicians interested in it is clearly growing, as
is their skill and command of the repertoire, but
without a growth in cultural literacy, even as the
music is preserved on behalf of the community, it
may end up marooned in art. — JQ
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UNABLE
TO SCREAM,
UNABLE TO
KEEP SILENT

Avi Pitchon on the
work and influence
of Nosei Hamigba’at
(The Top-Hat Carriers)

music

Nosei Hamigbat live in Tel Aviv
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n celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary
of the release of Nosei Hamigba'at's debut,
originally out on audio tape cassette and
in 700 copies, the album was re-issued
in digital, CD and tape formats and
launched in a series of public events with
the participation of all the original band
members: vocalist and lyricist Ohad Fishof,
keyboardist Ishai Adar, guitarist Tamir
Albert and drummer Alon Cohen (who lives
in New York and was present via Skype). The
anniversary is a chance to assess the specific
nature of the band's importance. The band, who
emerged out of Jerusalem's tiny underground
scene of the late eighties and played a noisy,
angsty post-punk, are often considered the most
influential independent band in Israel who, so
to speak, 'invented' the nineties, both musically
but more importantly in terms of the poetic,
nightmarish Hebrew of the lyrics. The lyrics
addressed Israeli reality but in a convoluted,
psychedelic, almost stream-of-consciousness
manner, which nevertheless touched the hearts
and minds of thousands.
In the musical underground of Israel in the
1980s, it wasn't difficult to be a band who was
the only one doing what it is doing, for the simple
reason that the scene was tiny. Almost every band
from that time was one of a kind. However, when
one considers the fact that this scene existed in
real time side by side with a global underground
scene, very few bands who were one of a kind
were also truly unique.
What all of us underground types wanted,
like that ingenious Sesame Street skit, was to be
'there', and just like in the skit, we didn't realise
that here is there and there is here. That is to
say, these were really two different things. Here
is there, since unconsciously and obliviously,
our scene was manifesting the original Herzlian
vision: Zionism as an extension of Europe,
as an alien colony by definition, ignoring its
location in the Middle East and realising, in
single-minded militancy, an imported model of a
modernist utopia. Unconsciously and obliviously,
we simultaneously disarmed Zionism of its
imperialism, since everything we did was
motivated by hatred towards what came out of
it, what comes out of every utopia: decadence,
banality, cruelty, homogeny, heartbreak. And
what we put in its stead was a cultural, artistic
manifestation of being alien: my heart's in the
west yet I am in the east. And why does my heart
yearn to the west? Because this is who I am and
that is where I came from. The punk and new
wave we were 'influenced by' was ours and was
us in the first place. Here is there.
And the other thing, there is here: this is
where the potential to jump from one of a kind to
unique is: the possibility not to ignore the bizarre
mutation of us being 'Sabras', the native-borns
of this schizophrenic project; blood and soil
upon which we were born because our parents
and grandparents decided to move to another
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continent in order to realise themselves, 'like all
nations' (ha!), a late nineteenth century/early
twentieth century utopian modernism which
we realised anew with guitars, bass, drums and
synth, while being certain we were spearheading
the resistance to it. We resisted the story's ending
without knowing we were retelling its beginning,
because nobody told us the story, because the
story itself forgot that it is a story. The story's
always beautiful, what really happens is always
ugly. We were “the last not knowing they're the
last”*, thinking we're “the first not knowing
they're the first”. “You can not do two things at
the same time.” But Nosei Hamigba'at did, and
that is why they are unique.
There were other unique bands. Intensive
Care Unit, with its minimal synth and songs
about being “lost in infinity”, was unique, but it
is not certain to what extent its members were
aware just how much the concept of an ICU
(complete with green paramedic uniform and
surgeons' masks) was a perfect metaphor to
react to a dying ethos. Duralex Sedlex's brutal,
abstract industrial music, directly addressing the
apocalyptic fear of the rise of the extreme right,
“our” Nazism, was unique. But those are two
extremes of two dominant tendencies prevalent
within the Israeli underground, tendencies
Nosei Hamigba'at were the first to transcend
and succeed in being both here and there. Not
intentionally, not consciously, and without
choice. They couldn't do it differently.
The Israeli musical underground of the
eighties was typified by two ways of 'escaping
reality': fantasy and political radicalism. But,
for the most part, fantasy. However, in the
cultural climate of the time, the creation of an
Israeliness-free bubble carried political meaning,
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marked by the very birth of a community which
refused to take part in the Israeli space, which
tore itself out of it, which created a European
bubble oblivious to the fact that the historical
and cultural connection to Europe is much more
concrete than the mythical connection to Eretz
Israel on which we were brought up. To the
extent that an understanding of the bond with
Europe existed, it was intuitive, instinctive. The
immediate Israeli environment was infected with
a toxic, paralysing, moronic, violent banality,
compared to which even the second wave of
UK punk, the one with the skinheads, mohicans
and studded belts, was gentle and refined in
comparison. There was a slightly less seminal
audio tape cassette than the one released by
Nosei Hamigba'at, which was released a short
time later; the one my band released; the one
of a kind but not unique political punk band
Nun Mem. It includes a spoken word segue
describing the impossibility of being a punk in
Israel; it is because Israel is one gigantic military
barracks and no matter how sneering and antiestablishment you think you are, there's always
some reservist who will run you over in his Jeep.
The fantastic element, the bubble created
around Tel Aviv's Pinguin Club (est. 1982),
connected via a cultural-mental wormhole to
London, New York and Berlin, is by now fairly
known, familiar and discussed retrospectively
more and more in contemporary Israeli cultural
discourse. But the sense in which it demands to
put the term escapism in double quotation marks
warrants emphasising since, again, the first
didn't know they were the first; that is to say, the
creation of a bubble where it wasn't previously
possible, a place which was previously too
monolithic, where no one could previously even
imagine such a thing possible, was a political
act. Not in the direct, analytical, articulated,
linear, Maxist sense, but as an aesthetic; a

‘Everything
we did was
motivated by
hatred towards
what comes out
of every utopia:
decadence,
banality, cruelty,
homogeny,
heartbreak.’
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hallucination. And that is precisely why that act
left a deeper mark; an act that, as opposed to
political upheavals, forever lives on in the soul
of whoever took part in it. Peace Now can't 'go
back' to its heyday circa 1982. Matzpen can't
'go back' to 1972. And an ex-Pinguin clubber
can't go back because s/he's still there. The
Pinguinist isn't stuck in the past. The past is
stuck in him, and s/he carries it in the present,
thus nullifying linear time. The most intangible
victory is the most concrete. Accordingly, the
political radicalism of the few musicians in the
local underground of the eighties who used its
language could also be interpreted as part of
the bubble since it is a radicalism of gestures, of
terminology, of aesthetic signifiers, and, again,
not of an organised, structured world view;
ideology as style, as ornament, as a dandyist
ritual of resistance, never a 'serious' political
programme which would agree to touch reality
with a barge pole.

N
‘My heart's in
the west yet I
am in the east.
We all felt it,
but only Nosei
Hamigba'at said
it explicitly. ’
50
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osei Hamigba'at were neither this
nor that. This is why they're unique,
important and influential. With
their rickety-majestic post-punk and
'enigmatic' lyrics, they constituted
the only band in the Israeli
underground who faced reality, that
heart of darkness of radioactive
banality. Thanks to this courage
(or alternately the incapability to
hold it in), no heirs rose for almost
a decade, and when successors
appeared it was by then already deep inside
a period where the abyss is visible to all and
addressing it dwells well within a 'post' position,
and opposing the damage done stems from an
awareness of being here, being local and native.
Nosei Hamigba'at stood in between the straits
and it drove them to insanity. Their musical
'there' drove onwards their textual 'here', which
in turn took what really happens in its outmost
brutal nakedness and pushed it back into the
sound: wounded/wounding, hated/hateful,
totally exposed to the ravages of the outside,
tearing out pieces of shrapnel stuck in one's body
and using them to build a musical body of work
of the kind which attempts to operate like those
metal blades they fix in parking lot exits: leave
us alone. Don't come in. Those who are in never
came in, they were there in the first place. Nosei
Hamigba'at articulated that acknowledgement
for them.
A wide cultural consensus exists around
Ohad Fishof being a genius lyricist who invented
nineties Hebrew. But why did I put the word
enigmatic above in quotation marks? Because it
is by now a cliché to call his lyrics that. Because
it's not true. We might have not been aware
of it in real time, but we sure did know what
he was talking about. It could be that we were
afraid to admit that to ourselves, because it was

too horrific. Personally, for example, I found
preaching for the transformation of the Middle
East into an anarcho-pacifist federation easier
than “staring the post office clerk in the eye”.
Here's where geography comes into it. In Tel
Aviv, a young modernist fantasy, it was easier to
build a musical, cultural bubble. In Jerusalem,
you stand no chance imagining you are 'there'.
As a western secular, the landscape against
which you rise in overthrowing hatred includes
both “the new building next to City Hall” and
God. Suffocation is intimate, immediate and
total. So much so that “on a clear day you can
see nothing”. So much so, that “it's time to have
acid burn straight to the brain”. So much so
that “London, Paris, Versailles, are all names of
places we'll never reach”. What we have left is to
perform “live in Beit Shemesh”, “between mud
and swampland”. The violence of wretchedness.
My heart's in the west yet I am in the east. We all
felt it, but only Nosei Hamigba'at said it explicitly.
And that is because they were Jerusalemites,
and because they were Ohad Fishof, Ishai Adar,
Tamir Albert and Alon Cohen.
So, no, the lyrics weren't enigmatic. They
constituted fragments of reality in an alienated
journey into the heart of darkness. Music
writer Kobi Or once said that “the scratched
skies of a postcard” is a beautiful line that says
nothing. What do you mean?! It's one of Nosei
Hamigba'at's clearest lines. It is the undiluted
articulation of their position facing Israeliness.
The postcard as a flattened, beautified narrative
within which the skies are scratched, both
symbolically and physically. To scratch out the
skies in the postcard out of sheer hatred. Or, to
notice that they're scratched and to scream in
horror; a theatrical, noble, beautiful nightmare,
a nightmare that provides space to contain the
tribe of the lost, the malfunctioning products, the
litmus test exposing the disintegrating ethos.
Of course, not everything is of outmost
national importance. One can also discuss
the attitude, expressed in the cassette's lyrics,
towards relationships as something normative
people do, who seduce women then fuck them
until they die. But only just. “You're a slut,
you're beautiful, you're a slut”. “The girl I want
to love is also the girl I want to kill” — one must
not forget, the weight of importance discussed
notwithstanding, that we're talking about a
group of high school boys, geeky geniuses who
prepare the class queen's homework for her,
knowing it will never get her heart yet accepting
the exploitative hierarchy because it's better than
nothing. At seventeen, girls too are something
strutting out there, taken for granted to an extent
that can drive a boy crazy. Nevertheless, and I
apologise in advance for what I'm going to say
now: “You're a slut, you're beautiful, you're a
slut”; “The girl I want to love is also the girl I
want to kill” also alludes to the State of Israel.
Apologies.
The more this tackling of the nightmarish
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n 1990, when I sang for an anarcho-punk
band and served as an activist in various
loony far-left groups I started myself
because the already existing loony far
left wasn't sufficiently loony and lefty for
my taste, I was handing out revolutionary
leaflets one night in the entrance of a
venue prior to a Duralex Sedlex gig. Nosei
Hamigba'at were all sitting outside the
venue, and they refused to even take a
leaflet off my hands. Neither myself nor
they understood that my activism was
an aesthetic gesture which mentioned Israel
yet hovered above London. I was certain I
saw reality exactly the way it is, that I knew
what's broken, what needs to be fixed and what
exactly is the way to get there. I thought Nosei
Hamigba'at were too vague because they weren't
politically committed, and considered their
music a directionless cacophony (as opposed to
punk's focused racket), that is to say, even the
carrier wave of their irritatingly elusive message
wasn't sufficiently communicative. I thought
I was being communicative, hahahaha. Nosei
Hamigba'at, on their side, were correct in their
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refusal to take my leaflet because they recognise
an aspect of reality's aggression in me, another
one who knows the truth and what's best for
them.
Two years ago, Fishof enacted a slow walking
performance in solidarity with Israel's protest
movement who pitched its sea of tents in Tel
Aviv's Rotschild Boulevard, and appeared
in a public statement supporting Da'am, a
radical left political party running for general
elections. I'm not trying to imply that his turn to
politics somehow closes a circle with the leaflet
incident of 1990, because the only thing Fishof
understood back then which was true was that I
knew nothing. Therefore, now, when he knows
who to support and who to vote for and expresses
it openly, it is not a knowledge of the absolute
“this is the rock of our existence” variety. His
willingness to be openly political represents
a maturity and calmness which allows one to
commit to something which addresses reality
without going bonkers. However, that specific
hook-up (to radicals like Da'am) testifies to the
fact that the broken, dizzy, delirious rage — the
Nosei Hamigba'at stream of consciousness,
dismantling pieces of Israeli reality, constructing
randomly grotesque sculpted slabs out of them
and impaling them on the poles of a carousel
only screwed-up kids are willing to ride — didn't
vanish. To the extent that it is now articulated
and moulded into something that might actually
help someone, it remains in the margins of
discourse, even if it is a real-politique discourse.
In a contemporary dance piece Fishof recently
performed alongside Noa Zuk, there's a moment
when he leans forward and displays a frozen,
hilarious and unsettling smile; Twin Peaks' Evil
Bob meets a morning talk show host. Ever since
Nosei Hamigba'at's early music videos and noncommunicative appearances in TV interview,
Fishof did not expose his teeth like that. There's
apparent maturity, but no change of skin.
This culmination of maturity, acceptance,
realisation that someone did understand
something after all, the survival of the anger
and the continuing, violent death throes of that
which caused that anger, have brought about
the decision to reissue that first album. Could
they bring themselves to also walk on stage and
walk through the reality that such an act entails
— all that banality — and through that establish
intimacy with the riders of the twisted carousel?
Because they're still spinning and they deserve
to be rewarded, no matter how many idiots will
smile like alligators in the background. Nah, I'm
kidding. They should never play live again. — JQ
*Quoted sentences of poetic nature are all
translations of lines from Nosei Hamigba'at songs.

music

outside became intense, the more transient it
had to be. One can't live like this without falling
apart. A radioactive state of mind is unstable,
therefore Nosei Hamigba'at disappeared,
because they had to. The success they met in
the early nineties was for them proof of failure,
that they'd turned into scratched skies on a teen
magazine's pinup. Attempts to stabilise following
the band's demise included a realisation by two
band members that the spiritual void can be
filled, if you're honest with yourself, precisely by
religion, which has stood there like an elephant
in the room, waiting for you for thousands of
years while you suffocated in the depleting
oxygen supply of a pathetically fragile 200
years of enlightenment, industrial revolution,
secularism and democracy. It happened to
Cohen and Albert, not before Albert gave Nosei
Hamigba'at's success another spin with his
cynical club pop side project Jinjiot (Redheads).
The work of several ex members (some from
the second album incarnation of the band) as
backing band for Israeli pop icon Tzvika Pik
dwells in a similar frame of mind of getting lost
in pop, combined with post-modern, contextual
perspective and true love.
Fishof and Adar did Next Comes Nothing,
which took Nosei Hamigba'at's music and logic
to a terminal singularity point. Later on, Adar
turned into “Oush”, playing abstract electronica
and composing film soundtracks. Fishof
disarmed himself of his spitting hatred and
entered a twenty-year-long meditation which
included collaborating with sound artist Uri
Katzenstein, entering the worlds of performance
art and dance, and relocating to London, the city
he thought he'd never reach.

Avi Pitchon is a writer, curator and artist
working in London and Tel Aviv. His book on
the Israeli counterculture of the 1980s is out
in Israel and Germany.
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WESKER’S
DREAM

T H E AT R E

Ryan Craig watches
Daniel Kanaber’s
new play Shiver at
the Watford Palace
Theatre and reflects
on what it means to be
a Jewish playwright

theatre

D
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uring the interval of Daniel
Kanaber’s new play Shiver at the
Watford Palace, I ran into Jack
Bradley, estimable ex-literary
manager of the National Theatre,
who joked that he wasn’t surprised
to find me at a play about a shivah
in North West London. I’ve written
a couple of plays about the British
Jewish experience in the twentyfirst century and, for better or
worse, it’s what I’m known for, if
I’m known at all in the British theatre.
I’m compelled to start a play because I have
some nagging voices in my head. These voices
are angry or they have a story to tell or they feel
deeply conflicted about something. And because
my theme is often the struggle between family,
community and individual identity, the voices
in my head are the voices of the people I grew up
listening to. A lot of those people are Jews.
The thing is, and I’m not understating it
when I say that writing a play about Jewishness
is a fraught business. It’s not that it’s hard to
get people in through the doors; indeed, when
my play The Holy Rosenbergs (2011) went on
sale at the National Theatre the first tranche
of tickets was devoured at great speed. A play
about the death of an IDF pilot born to a family
of kosher caterers from Edgware certainly has a
constituency. But it’s a disputatious constituency
and it comes to the theatre, rightly I think, to

pick holes, to judge, to get riled, to argue with
each other and sometimes to argue with me.
But even if in those first few weeks of its run the
play looked like it was preaching to the choir, a
choir made up predominantly of Jews is hardly
a harmonious one. Indeed a feisty aunt of mine
came to an early Saturday matinee and said
afterwards “I knew half the audience and half of
them I wasn’t speaking to”.
It’s also true that Jewish audiences are fiercely
loyal, quick off the mark and highly engaged,
but no playwright worth their salt writes for
one group of people. As Rosenbergs settled into
its run, audiences became increasingly mixed.
They laughed in different places and the feeling
of hundreds of laser-like eyes burning onto the
stage eased a little. The play still caused friction
and disagreement, but it began to breathe
when it played to the broader demographic it
was intended for. Despite concentrating on
the rituals and codes of a North London Jewish
family, my intention was to examine the concept
of family itself. To ask what happens when those
most closely related are polarised by the most
intransigent political issues. I understand how
lucky I am to be living at a time and place where I
can write about these things without fear of legal
sanction, so why am I still not happy?
Perhaps it’s because there’s still a feeling
that work that emerges from an immigrant
community is not yet considered mainstream in
this country, that it must stay confined to being
a niche interest. I believe this thinking is out of
date in the modern world. I believe such plays
can redefine what it is to be British.
When you grow up in a community, you
understand how to write about it, you feel it
from the inside and from that you can write
authentically about the human condition.
Tennessee Williams wrote that he wanted to give
the audience “knowledge of things that I feel I
may know better than you, because my world is
different from yours”, and it’s my belief that you
reach the universal through the specific. I find
the British theatre, however, stubbornly resistant
to this idea when it comes to Jewish characters.
Indeed, early in his memoir about the doomed
Broadway production of his play Shylock (1976),
Arnold Wesker has a dream where he meets
American literary titans Neil Simon, Arthur
Miller and Saul Bellow and tells them how lucky
they are to be Jews born in the U.S. When I read
that passage I had to stop and take a breath, it
chimed with me so strongly.
Wesker wrote Shylock after seeing Olivier
play a shrugging, hunching, oi-va-voi-ing
caricature in The Merchant of Venice and was
moved to redress the balance. His Shylock is
erudite, generous of spirit and deeply humane,
but the play struggled to find a home in the UK
in spite of Wesker being at the height of his fame
and power. His subsequent diaries, The Birth of
Shylock and The Death of Zero Mostel, constitute a
brilliant evocation of the joy and pain of a life in
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the theatre, but it’s also a howl in the dark from
a writer who persistently and overtly tackled the
Jewish experience in his plays, and often in the
face of suspicion and hostility from the British
theatrical establishment.
Still, writers continue to mine this rich
seam, the latest of whom is Daniel Kanaber.
His play is set in a stifling bedroom somewhere
in North London during a one-night shivah (it
is Yom Kippur the next day so the usual seven
days mourning period has had to be cut short).
Mordecai is communing with a nervy trainee
Rabbi, trying to reconnect to the faith which his
late wife became devoted to in her last days. It’s
when his estranged son Ben arrives that the play
catches fire. Ben has a secular British life. He
has married out and left his roots behind and at
first he even displays a lightly mocking derision
of the orthodoxy to which his father is suddenly,
and spuriously he thinks, trying to cling to. The
ensuing struggle between father and son with
opposing positions is sinewy and fascinating and
it gives the play a stifling, charged quality.
Like many 'Jewish Plays', Shiver is set just
to the side of the main action. The gathering
is happening downstairs, but the play is taking
place in an upstairs bedroom, in a space where
people go to reflect, to be intimate, to confront
each other with deeply buried resentments: to
dredge up the past and reveal their anxieties
about the future. Kenneth Tynan famously
said of Wesker that he was the kind of Jewish
writer who thought internationally and felt
domestically. Kanaber gives us something less
overtly political, but he is still asking profound
and universal questions. Does religion have a
place in our lives? How can we live together when
we differ so fundamentally? Are we naturally
tribal or should our first duty be toward the whole
human race? Do we even have a choice in the
matter? This Talmudic disputation is an attempt
to find clarity and the framework on which the
play is built.

B
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ut what of its Britishness? Kanaber
hails from British and American
Jews, but it’s the British side he’s
drawn to write about here. Since
he grew up in North London, the
milieu is familiar to him, but I
think there is a deeper reason. My
guess is the American relatives feel
less conflicted about their Jewish
identities than the British ones.
America is an immigrant nation,
comfortable with being defined by
the art of all its different communities. Things
are different here. Britain has deep cultural
history and still has a misguided conception of
itself as a reserved and emotionally restrained
nation, something which is wholly un-Jewish.
Further, the British Jewish community itself is
full of contradictions. It feels tolerated and free
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yet is constantly self-censoring; it aches to be
part of the establishment, but can’t supress its
rebellious temperament.
These contradictions give British-Jewish
plays a unique intensity. Indeed, Wesker’s best
writing comes from his characters’ rage in the
face of incredible odds, combined with the
freedom to shout about their passionate political
engagement. Just look at Sarah Khan’s fiery
speech justifying her communism in Chicken
Soup With Barley (1958), or Beatie Bryant’s cry of
emancipation in Roots (1959). There’s a spirited
scrappiness to Wesker’s voice that differs from
the ethnic ease of a Miller or a Roth. The sense of

Ilan Goodman and David Horovitch
in Shiver at the Watford Palace Theatre
— IMAGE COURTESY OF MANUEL HARLAN
being a David with his sling-shot gives BritishJewish plays a certain charge, but I also believe
they can play an important part in illuminating
where we are as a nation because of it: the
outsider speaking from the inside.
Still, it’s impossible not to feel conflicted as
a writer of British-Jewish plays. I don’t want to
be confined to one world, yet within that world
there is an infinite complexity to explore and as
Britain begins to redefine itself through its own
rich cultural diverseness, I doubt I’m done with
this particular subject. In fact, I was recently
asked by Purni Morell of the Unicorn Theatre to
write my own response to The Merchant of Venice
for a teenage audience. My reaction was this;
“I’m annoyed that you asked me, but I would
have been furious if you’d asked someone else”.
These are the contradictions we live with. — JQ
Ryan Craig’s plays include ‘The Holy Rosenbergs’,
'What We Did To Weisntein', 'The Glass Room',
'Happy Savages' and 'Our Class'. He was Writerin-Residence at the Royal National Theatre Studio
in 2012, has written for television, film, radio and
theatre, and in 2005 he received a Fringe First and
a nomination for Most Promising Playwright at the
Evening Standard Awards.
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.900361 © Ryan Craig 2014

‘Kenneth Tynan
famously said
of Wesker that
he was the kind
of Jewish writer
who thought
internationally
and felt
domestically.’
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THE WOLF
THAT DIDN'T
HOWL

film

Jennifer Davis puzzles
over the absence of
reference to Jews in
the film The Wolf Of
Wall Street and how
it contrasts with their
ubiquity in Jordan
Belfort’s book of the
same name.
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J

ordan Belfort is Jewish. The real life
Jordan Belfort, that is. The Jordan
Belfort who is portrayed by Leonardo
di Caprio in the movie, The Wolf of Wall
Street, is not. At least, there is nothing
in the movie that would lead those
without prior knowledge of the real
Belfort to assume that he is. Perhaps
his Jewishness is unimportant to the
real life Jordan Belfort, whose heady
and criminal days at the helm of a
New York brokerage firm in the 1990s
are the subject of this movie. But to claim so
would be wrong. Belfort’s book, The Wolf of Wall
Street, on which the movie is based, is replete
with references to Jews and to Jewishness,
including his own. Near the end of the book,
about to be brought down by the Securities

and Exchange Commission, Belfort tells his
lawyer that not long ago he was "a nice Jewish
boy from a nice Jewish family" who now can’t
walk into a restaurant without people looking at
him "funny". The Wolf of Wall Street, the book,
is in large measure a story of that personal
transformation.
OK, we might be tempted to think, so his
Jewishness is important to Belfort personally.
But perhaps it is not particularly relevant to the
events which led to his rise and downfall and
which are charted in the movie. However, that
too would seem an unfounded supposition,
based on what can be gathered from the
book. Almost all of Belfort’s most important
collaborators, not only at his brokerage firm,
Stratton Oakshott, but also at its related
enterprises, were themselves Jewish. And
again that would not appear to be a matter of
happenstance. But more of that later.
I cannot pretend to know why Martin Scorsese
chose not to portray Belfort’s Jewishness,
while he was willing to make movies featuring
explicitly Italian (Goodfellas) and Boston Irish
(The Departed) criminal underworlds. But it is
possible to suggest why, in making a movie about
Belfort, a person might choose to suppress both
Belfort’s own Jewishness and that of the context
in which he operated. One obvious reason would
be that to portray Belfort and his milieu as
explicitly Jewish would be to feed all of the most
obvious negative Jewish stereotypes. After all,
this movie is about the greed and cunning of its
leading characters: for antisemites, archetypal
Jewish characteristics. The real possibility that
such a movie might stir up antisemitism can be
attested to not just by canvassing the predictable
racist reactions to Belfort and his crew, and
these are indeed present on the Web, but rather
by looking at the reactions of some Jewish
commentators. Thus we find Malina Saval, in the
Israeli newspaper Haaretz, noting the movie’s
failure to acknowledge Belfort’s Jewishness, but
concluding that given the lack of any redemptive
features in Belfort’s character, Scorsese "has
done us a favor". Similarly, Don Perigut in the
Australian Jewish News, while similarly noting
that in the movie Belfort is not explicitly
identified as Jewish, nonetheless suggests that
the movie "holds some uncomfortable questions
for Jews".
Furthermore, it is not just the obvious
stereotypical Jewish characteristics of Belfort
himself, which if he were portrayed as a Jew
might stoke up antisemitism, but also the fact
that his behaviour would fall firmly within a
wider and age-old discourse about corrupt
Jewish financiers: a discourse which has only
recently been given a boost by the Bernie
Maddoff scandal. Once again, the widespread
antisemitic interpretation of Madoff ’s activities
is underscored by the reaction of some Jews to
his disgrace. Thus The New York Times, at the
time of the scandal, describes Jews as reacting
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a first generation Jewish immigrant, selfproclaimed Zionist, acolyte of modernism and
controversialist, Samuel Roth, who published
unauthorised excerpts from Joyce’s Ulysses.
Roth’s actions were met with international
condemnation. He was excoriated by the press,
‘respectable’ publishers, literary critics and
authors. While the mainstream publishing
houses took advantage of a lack of regulation
to profit from the system of trade courtesy,
marginal characters such as Roth who were
often described as “pirates” were disqualified,
sometimes by religion, sometimes by class and
often by some combination of the two, from
joining the existing establishment cabal. (That
said, some of the mainstream publishers were
of course Jewish). Certainly, Roth’s Jewishness
did not pass unnoticed by his critics, including
and perhaps not surprisingly, his erstwhile
collaborator, Ezra Pound.

film

with both "shame" and a sense of betrayal to
Madoff, whom they viewed as seeming "to
exemplify the worst antisemitic stereotypes of
the thieving Jewish banker". And, indeed, it is
notable that the only obviously self-identifying
Jew in the movie (he wears a Star of David) is one
who subverts the usual Jewish stereotypes. He
is a childhood friend of Belfort’s and a drugdealing muscle man who is not directly involved
in the financial dealings portrayed in the movie.
Then again, in bringing The Wolf of Wall
Street to the screen, the intention might be to
make a movie about the universal greed and
misbehaviour of banks and brokerage firms
in the run up to the financial crash. To make
Belfort explicitly Jewish runs the risk, we might
conclude, of undermining a wish to portray him
as merely one representative of the generality
of financial miscreants of our time. But is
not the apparent difficulty in using a Jew to
represent a wider social group itself a function
of antisemitism? In other words, by portraying
Belfort as a Jew it would be almost certain that,
for many, his actions would be interpreted
as arising from his Jewishness and not from
other factors such as the failure of neo-liberal
economics or the price to be paid by a society
consumed by materialist values. Far better then
to render his religious background indeterminate
in order to make such general points.
But it could also be argued that one might
make a movie which does put the Jewishness
of Belfort and his associates at centre stage
precisely in order to make these wider points.
One might want to show that, far from being
the ‘Wolf of Wall Street’, what Belfort’s own
biography and those of his associates suggest
is that they were marginalised from the real
Wall Street through a combination of religion
and also class: class because, of course, some
of the real Wall Street’s key players are Jewish.
Stratton Oakshott itself was located not in New
York City but on Long Island, as were a number
of other infamous ‘boiler rooms’. The exclusion
of Belfort, his friends and his employees from
the Wall Street establishment tells us something
not just about why Belfort and Stratton Oakshott
came a cropper, but also why equally greedy Wall
Street firms who undoubtedly ruined at least as
many investors, albeit within the law, did not.
An episode from history might be illustrative
of this point. In his splendid book, Without
Copyrights, Robert Spoo describes the system
of trade courtesy which regulated the US
publishing industry for much of the twentieth
century, a time when books by foreign authors
first published abroad did not attract copyright
protection. The established publishing houses
would allow each other to publish such books,
without competing amongst themselves and
usually with the agreement of the foreign
authors, for whom some remuneration
was undoubtedly better than none. Into
the cosy arrangement, in the 1930s, came

T
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he fate of Roth suggests another and
perhaps more interesting way in
which the Jewishness of Belfort and
his cohorts might be made central to
the story of the Wolf of Wall Street.
Here too we can characterise the
Wall Street establishment as making
massive profits in the late twentieth
and early twenty-first century, in
large measure because of a lack
of credible regulation. Like Roth,
Belfort (who worked briefly on Wall
Street but was laid off during the 1990s crash)
and perhaps more importantly his associates
were establishment outsiders. This was not lost
on Belfort who throughout his books alludes to
WASPs and the numerous ways in which they
exclude people like him. Placed on the margins,
it is not surprising that these same people when
establishing their own institutions would rely
(like Wall Street itself ) on their own particular
ties of kinship and friendship. Stratton Oakshott
was founded on the commonalities of kinship
and class among the descendants of Jewish
immigrants, many of whom grew up together
in the same New York neighbourhood. Nor is it
entirely unexpected that Stratton Oakshott was
one of the first to be shot down by regulators,
while many of the establishment Wall Street
firms escaped the economic crash unscathed.
There is a strong argument that, whatever
Scorsese’s intentions, by failing to portray the
outsider status of Belfort and his associates, both
in terms of religion and class, the movie lets the
Wall Street establishment off the hook. — JQ
Jennifer Davis is a legal scholar specialising
in intellectual property and a historian
of modern Britain with a particular interest
in crime and poverty. She is a Fellow of
Wolfson College, Cambridge.
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.900364 © Jennifer Davis 2014

‘Belfort's
brokerage
firm was
founded on the
commonalities
of kinship and
class among the
descendants
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immigrants’
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IN THE
MARGINS

S
by JJ Abrams and Doug Dorst

Last year an intriguing new ‘book’ came
out which was conceived by the filmmaker J.J. Abrams, creator of the rebooted
Star Trek movies, Super 8, TV’s Lost
and helming the new Disney Star Wars
franchise. The book, entitled, S. was
actually written by the accomplished
author, Doug Dorst, and is a multi-layered
piece of art and writing. Break the seal of
the fancy book sleeve and you hold a worn
tome, called Ship of Theseus by V.M. Straka,
complete with a library sticker “813.54 STR
1949”. Inside you discover a dark novel
with pedantic translator’s footnotes as well
as handwritten comments scrawled in the
margins by two readers in conversation
and random inserts including postcards,
newspaper clippings and, my favourite,
a hand drawn map on a fictional coffee
house’s napkin. The style, fonts and
general artistic execution are stunning.
This is a novel in 3D, a multilayered
interlinked work that intrigues the reader
and begs to be swallowed whole.

LITERATURE

palgrave macmillan • 2013

The new affair that cinema has with 3D is
an attempt to draw the viewer more fully
into the story. Giving more dimension
is meant to envelope the viewer in an
unforgettable experience that will, the
producers hope, make us come back again
and again. But many, including me, prefer
a less frenetic 2D view that focuses more
on story than effects. Notable exceptions
have been ‘Hugo’ and the recent ‘Gravity’,
for which the directors understand and
use 3D as a magical tool that enhances the
material rather than as a pretentious toy.

Review by Raphael Zarum
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When I show it to my Shabbat guests,
many remark on its apparent similarity
to the Talmud. It’s the different
commentaries and interconnections
around a central text that sparks the
connection. But are they really similar?
In the end, I think not and the reasons
expose much about both.

B O O KS
The Hebrew Bible, our Tanach, canonised as our ‘Holy
Scripture’ (Kitvei Kodesh) was meant to be the last (written)
word on the Divine word. The many explanations that
accompanied it were only to be passed on orally. But fear of
losing this precious knowledge led to its late-second-century
redaction, as the Mishnah again meant the last word. But
further elaboration was needed and so the Gemara, as well
as collections of midrashic material, were committed to
parchment — another attempt at the last word. But this was
not to be. Today, the Talmud has over a thousand years of
commentaries fitted snugly around it, creating different
tessellations on every page, not to mention the overflowing
further notes and comments conserved at the end of each
tractate, the ‘boys in the back’ as many yeshiva students
affectionately call them. And the Talmudic library keeps
expanding with no sign of waning. “The Talmud is, and
always will be, unfinished”, said Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz.

What makes Talmud study so thrilling is that
you can join a real millennial-old open-ended
conversation. In contrast, S is contrived. It is
the product of just two minds so the multiple
voices ring false. Being in a detective story
is only better than reading one if it avoids
artificiality. The end must be truly unknown
otherwise it feels more like a dramatic ploy than
a live experience. The Talmud is literature in 3D
because of its genuine richness and diversity,
whereas S just pretends to be.

“Turn it over and over, for everything is in it” says
the Mishnah (Avot 5:25) about Torah study. The
sheer range of voices on the Talmudic page makes
me want to do just that. However, because the
layers of S are made up, guiding me down a preconceived path that only imitates real discovery,
I did not have the same stamina. In the end, the
only real similarity between this high-concept
work and the Talmud is that they are both — for
opposite reasons — hard to finish.
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Also, the intricate layout of S forces
constant pausing that disrupts the
dramatic pace of the book. This stopping
and starting aids the forensic analysis of
Talmud, but is annoying when trying to
get into a novel. It only served to suspend
my suspension of disbelief.
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ROOM FOR A
JEWISH
DISASTER?

The Room
written and directed by
Tommy Wiseau
The Disaster Artist:
My Life Inside The Room,
the Greatest Bad Movie
Ever Made
by Greg Sestero and Tom Bissell
new york: simon & schuster • 2013

MEMOIRE

Review by Nathan Abrams
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t is a film of non-sequiturs, terribly bad
dialogue, continuity errors, awfully
poor acting, and a host of inexplicable
other decisions. Yet it has spawned a
cult following reminiscent of that which
surrounds The Rocky Horror Picture Show
(1975). This film is The Room, a 2003
movie, conceived, written and directed
by, as well as starring Thomas P. Wiseau,
an individual so odd and extraordinary
that he himself seems to be the product
of a scriptwriter’s imagination. But it is
these very qualities that make The Room so
fascinating.
This obscure film, of which I am sure many
of this publication’s readers have never heard
let alone seen, and which bombed at the box
office when it was released, has, however,
spawned a somewhat curious afterlife. This can
be described as ‘cultic.’ Fan fora obsess over the
meaning of the film and attempt to deconstruct
its discontinuities in a Dan Brownesque, Da
Vinci Code, style, as if they will turn up hidden
meanings. Followers turn up at midnight
screenings, bring artefacts related to the film
with them, engage in participatory rituals and
generally revel in the film’s awfulness. They
may even be treated to an appearance of its
creator in person.
What is more, it is these very qualities as a
film that allow us to explore the very boundaries
of Jewish film criticism itself. This is because
there is nothing explicitly Jewish about the film,
or its creator, whatsoever.
In the past, Jewish film criticism tended to
isolate itself from the mainstream through the
possibly fruitless, yet frustratingly ongoing,
discussion of what constitutes Jewishness
in terms of Jewish film. This was because
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Jewish film critics and scholars alike took it
upon themselves to only analyse and describe
those films in which the Jewishness was on
the surface, that is, where identifiably Jewish
characters appeared or where ‘Jewish’ issues
figured into the plot. As a result, they restricted
themselves to explicit content only, wrongly
assuming that Jewishness was present only
when it appeared directly on screen. In this
way, Jewish film critics and scholars adopted a
very limited definition of Jewishness that was
restricted to visible ethnicity. Furthermore,
this was compounded by often confining
themselves to Jewish practitioners (Woody
Allen being a particular favourite).
An alternative approach, however, and
one which I propose to use here, allows us to
embrace the subsurface, implicit, symbolic,
textually submerged, and conceptual
Jewishness and Judaism that may be floating
beneath the surface in a way that may not
have even been intended by its author. Midrash
(commentary), the kind of formal or informal
elaboration on Jewish scripture, as a form of
commentary, in order to elucidate or elaborate
upon its hidden meanings, provides the perfect
model for such a type of criticism.
The plot of The Room is, on the surface, very
simple (and not at all Jewish). Johnny (Tommy
Wiseau) is a banker seeking a promotion and
living in a condo in San Francisco, where most
of the action takes place, with his fiancée Lisa
(Juliette Danielle). He seemingly has a good
life but one which begins to unravel when Lisa
sleeps with his best friend Mark (Greg Sestero).
Eventually, after a series of subplots and
distractions, none of which make much sense
or give any overall shape to the film — spoiler
alert — Johnny shoots himself.

I
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f, in the midrashic mode, The
Room represents scripture, then its
accompanying oral law is the book, The
Disaster Artist, by Greg Sestero and Tom
Bissell. Sestero was an actor friend of
Tommy’s who appeared in the film as
Mark, as well as filling the role of its
non-existent line producer. The first line
in his book presents us with the movie’s
midrashic possibilities, “Imagine a movie
so incomprehensible that you find yourself
compelled to watch it over and over again.
You become desperate to learn how (if ) on
earth it was conceived: Who made it, and for
what purpose?” Sestero continues, and it is
worth citing him at length:
The Room is–despite its ostensibly simple
plot–perhaps the most casually surreal film ever
made. To put it simply, The Room doesn’t work
in any way films have evolved to work over the
last century of filmmaking. It’s filled with red
herrings, shots of locations that are never visited,
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and entire conversations comprised of non
sequiturs. It is, essentially, one gigantic plot hole.
For many, experiencing The Room is both wildly
exhilarating and supremely dislocating. The film
engenders an obsessive fascination, instantly
luring you into its odd, convoluted world.
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Sestero then informs us that “Tommy
Wiseau intended The Room to be a serious
American drama, a cautionary tale about love
and friendship”. However, as Sestero warns us,
“No one interprets the world the way Tommy
Wiseau does”. This one element alone provides
the proverbial midrashic keys to The Room’s
front door. Although Wiseau “is the key to The
Room’s mystery”, his opaque, elliptical, elusive,
and uncommunicative nature mean that the
real job of interpretation is left up to us, the
viewer.
The first mystery is the movie’s very title.
‘The Room’ gives us no indication of the genre,
content, plot or narrative of the film. In a special
Q&A feature filmed for the DVD release,
Wiseau replies that the title is meant to evoke
a safe place for viewers. It perhaps also refers
to the space in which most of the action takes
place — the front room of Johnny’s apartment
in San Francisco. An alternative suggestion,
however, is that ‘The Room’ of the title is not
an actual, physical space, but a metaphorical
one, referring to the interior space of Johnny’s
head. This would explain the innumerable
discontinuities, inconsistencies and lapses of
logic of the plot; like a dream or memory, it
does not need to make sense. To take just one
example: at one point, it is revealed that Johnny
and Lisa have been together for five years;
later it becomes seven. Which is it? The actual
number is unimportant because the whole
story, and hence its details, are allegorical.
This would also further explain the fakelooking nature of the apartment, resembling
a showroom in a catalogue, rather than a real
lived-in apartment. The DVD rack, for instance,
only holds three DVDs. Dotted around are
framed pictures of spoons. An incongruous fruit
bowl sits on the coffee table. Other ‘exterior’
settings, it turns out, are also completely
mocked up for the film. This includes the
alleyway and the rooftop, both of which were in
reality located in a parking lot. The shots of real
San Francisco, particularly Golden Gate Park,
only serve to emphasise the falsity of these
other locations.
Many of the film’s names have Biblical
resonance. Its lead character, after all, is named
Johnny. Johnny can be read as a synonym for
Jack, which is short for Jacob (Ya’acov), the
Biblical patriarch, whose sons are the ancestors
of the Twelve Tribes of Israel. Jacob is the son
of Isaac, who cheats his brother Esau out of
his birth right by fooling his blind father, but
becomes nonetheless the father of the B’nei
Yisrael (Children of Israel), after his name is
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‘Sestero warns us
“No one interprets
the world the
way Tommy
Wiseau does.
This one element
alone provides
the proverbial
midrashic key to
The Room’s front
door’
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changed from Ya’acov (Jacob) to Yisrael (Israel)
following his struggle with the angel (more on
this later).
There are also Mark, Mike, Peter, and
Steven. Is Johnny then some sort of Christ-like
figure who — again, spoiler alert — is martyred
for our sins? As Sestero relates it, Tommy made
his character “the one spotless human being
amid chaos, lies, and infidelity. Johnny was
perfect. He was a lost innocent, a pure victim”.
Tommy presents Johnny as the undeserving
victim of all around him: “Everybody betrayed
me!” he exclaims in anguish. Certainly,
his death has resonances of the Gospels, in
Johnny’s final cry, “God, forgive me” (although
just exactly what he needs to be forgiven for is
never made clear).
Pictures of spoons are dotted around the
apartment. As a result, spoons have become
a symbol attached to the film, and spoons are
taken by viewers to screenings where they are
thrown in the auditorium. Spoons have Biblical
cultic significance for they are used in Temple
worship.
After the plastic spoon, the American
football is the icon most closely associated
with The Room. Football appears in four of
the film’s scenes in which its male characters
toss a football among themselves. While the
football is clearly meant to stand as a metonym
for America, its appearance four times in
the film invokes the Judaic approach known
as PaRDeS. PaRDeS, an acronym for Peshat
(‘plain’/‘simple’); Remez (‘hint’); Derash (‘to
inquire’/‘seek’); and Sod (‘secret’/‘mystery’),
seeks to penetrate a text through four layers of
seeing. Indeed, the number four punctuates the
film: consider the number of letters in ‘Room’,
or that the film’s credits lists only four separate
music tracks.

M

became American by building and projecting a
kind of fantasy America which Americans then
bought into. Wiseau appears to have done the
same — he projects into Sestero an idealised
version of American youth — and in the film
Wiseau’s character seems to be a romanticised
version of a great all-American guy (especially
in the football scenes). And, as Sestero tells
it, “Johnny’s story was the perfect American
drama — in Tommy’s mind anyway”.
What is more, the wandering and the
obscure origins all buy into Jewish stereotypes.
Furthermore, Wiseau himself suggests that he
is a vampire. Sestero adds that he is possibly
extra-terrestrial. Both images have attached
themselves to Jews over the years from
Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897) through to the
extraordinary book, Les Juifs de l’espace/The Lost
Tribes from Outer Space (1974), by Marc Dem
in which he argues – seriously – that Jews come
from space and will one day return there.
The Room allows us to expand the
possibilities of Jewish film criticism in new,
interesting, and potentially fruitful ways.
Whether you buy my argument with this film, it
should certainly be applied to others. I, for one,
will continue to probe the film’s mysteries and
secrets, not least by attending one of its cultic
screenings. — JQ

¶

aybe the film’s Jewish
resonances reside in Wiseau’s
extraordinary otherness.
Wiseau is certainly an outsider,
a loner, and a wanderer whose
origins appear to be in Eastern
Europe via France, although
no one is entirely certain
because they are never clearly
ascertained or confirmed.
Adding to the mystery is
Wiseau’s refusal to reveal both
his exact name and funding source of the film
and Sestero relates how Thomas P. Wiseau is
a change from his (unknown) original legal
name. If so, he stands as a living metonym of
those early Jewish pioneers who, on arriving in
America, changed their names, and went on
to develop the Hollywood studio system. Like
them, Tommy sees promise in America, a place
where he can make a $6m film, funded entirely
from his own pocket. Jews in early Hollywood

Nathan Abrams is Professor of Film Studies at
Bangor University. He has written widely on
transatlantic Jewish film, history, politics and
popular culture with specific reference to the
United States and the United Kingdom. His
most recent book is The New Jew in Film:
exploring Jewishness and Judaism in Contemporary
Cinema (2012).
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.900360 © Nathan Abrams 2014
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Theatrical Liberalism:
Jews and Popular
Entertainment in America
by Andrea Most
new york university press • 2013

Wonder of Wonders:
A Cultural History
of Fiddler on the Roof
by Alisa Solomon
metropolitan books • 2013
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alking about Jews and Broadway is
nothing new. There is no shortage
of rent-a-pundits happy to wax
lyrical on how a certain melody is
derived from a specific liturgical
motif, or how a certain musical
expounds a range of Biblical
precepts. The recent documentary
Broadway Musicals: A Jewish Legacy
had a little too much of this,
tending to wallow in it’s beloved
subject matter and being a little too
self-congratulatory about the contribution of
‘Jewish genius’.
Theatrical Liberalism, Andrea Most’s second
book on the subject after her 2005 Making
Americans: Jews and the Broadway Musical
successfully avoids this pitfall by taking a
conceptual approach. Her thesis is simple but
persuasive, positing that from the 1920s until
the 1940s, American Jewish writers created
a number of works that sanctify the stage
and the idea of performing. Resisting ideas
of the natural and of authenticity, a series of
‘backstage musicals’ — shows about shows
— declared that the life of performance is
the highest goal of all. In Rodgers and Hart’s
Babes in Arms (1937), putting on a show is the
salvation that will “prevent the kids of Seaport,
Long Island from being sent to a work camp”.
Kern and Hammerstein’s Showboat (1925)
illustrates “the battle between the forces of
protestant anti-theatricality and the more
liberal, freedom loving and tolerant world
of stage actors”. The 1933 film musical Gold
Diggers turns on the possibility that the show
may not be able to go on and is concerned with
individual responsibility to the theatrical family
while the 1927 play The Royal Family features
two actresses searching for love but unwilling
to give up the freedoms offered to them by
their lives in theatre. For all of these, and many
others, theatre is much more than commerce
and far more important than wealth. In the
words of Irving Berlin’s Annie Get Your Gun:
“Even with a turkey that you know will fold /
You may be stranded out in the cold / Still you
wouldn’t change it for a sack of gold / Let’s go
on with the show”.
Jewish writers in this era created a series of
social principles which Most calls ‘Theatrical
Liberalism’: performance is superior to
authenticity and may be more authentic than
reality, it is better to make yourself than be
held back by where you come from, and the
greatest (if not the sacred) responsibility

CULTURAL HISTORY

THE SOUND
OF THE
JEWISH STAGE

In our little town of Broadwaytevka everyone
must keep going on stage until he falls off. Why
do we do it? It's the only way we know! And what
do we believe in? God? Don't be ridiculous! No,
the thing we have faith in, the only thing that
keeps our balance is - THE-AT-RE! (cue opening
number)
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is towards the theatre and the performing
collective. These ideas emerged as Jews, oft
accused of being inauthentic and insubstantial,
turned the accusation on its head by creating
an art form that critiques essentialism and
praises the freedom that performativity allows.
Such ideas have become part of the American
vernacular and are seen as neutral and shared;
Most suggests they form a kind of secularised
Jewishness to which all America has assimilated.
The exposition of this thesis is by far the
strongest section of the book — the rest is really
a series of postscripts exploring later shows that
took the heritage of Theatrical Liberalism as
a backdrop that could be celebrated, ironised
or reacted against. An early contrary stance
was struck by Pal Joey (1940) in which the
eponymous protagonist is a nightclub singer with
dreams of fame and fortune; when these are
shattered he refuses the respite offered to him
by a normal, domestic life, continuing to pursue
his theatrical vision to the point of his demise.
The more famous Laurents/Styne/Sondheim
Gypsy (1959) follows a similarly pessimistic
trajectory, depicting an obsessive mother
forcing her children into a life on the stage in
order to fulfill her own dreams of stardom. But
the outlook of Theatrical Liberalism has never
been entirely rejected. Woody Allen’s Zelig was
released in 1983 but is set in 1928, in the midst
of theatrical liberalism’s golden age. Zelig is the
ultimate personification of Jewish assimilation
— he magically becomes like whoever he is with.
While the unseen narrator speaks of the tragedy
of his condition, Zelig seems perfectly content
in his chameleonism. The authorised voices of
society describe Zelig’s lack of an essential core
as a ‘non-existence’ but it is precisely his gift
for impersonation that leads to his salvation,
enabling him to a fly a plane across the Atlantic
after the pilot passes out. Zelig is in many ways
the ultimate Jew, one who raises “assimilative
performance to such an exquisite art that his
performance becomes naturalised and invisible”.
Most musicals explored Jewish identity
through analogy — by writing gentile characters
who were forced to undergo explorations of
issues of belonging, community and fitting in.
But in 1964 a show burst onto Broadway that was
bold enough to put explicit Jewishness centre
stage. By this point the era of assimilation was
drawing to a close and the ethnic extravaganza
that is Fiddler on the Roof became the longest
Broadway running show to date.
There’s something uncomfortable about
deconstructing such a culturally canonical text
as Fiddler and showing its long and painful
journey to gestation. It’s akin to biblical criticism
— showing how the final form of a familiar
and much loved text is neither inevitable nor
predetermined. Imagine the torturous process
of hammering a musical into shape transposed
to the editing of the Torah: “Look Mr Goldstein,
starting off the story with the Israelites in Egypt

just doesn’t cut it. How are the goyim gonna
identify? And who’s gonna care about this old
guy with a speech impediment? How ’bout we
start with the beginning of the world? Then we
can have a chorus of dancing reptiles!”
The collaboration between playwright Joe
Stein, superstar director Jerome Robbins (née
Rabinowitz) and songwriters Sheldon Harnock
and Jerry Bock was not the first dramatic
adaptation of the Tevye stories. That honour
belongs to Shalom Aleichem himself and a
version of his script became a smash hit of the
Yiddish theatre in 1919, three years after the
author’s death. Other adaptations followed; a
five-hour version at the Soviet Moscow State
Yiddish Theatre (GOSET) in 1939 and a Yiddish
movie version with exteriors filmed in Jericho,
released in the same year. It even attracted the
attention of leading musical theatre writers: in
1949 Rodgers and Hammerstein took out an
option on the stories, but were too busy writing
The King and I to take the project forward. The
first English stage version took place in 1953 as
part of The Word of Shalom Aleichem, at a hotel
theatre rather than a Broadway one. It proved a
surprise hit, praised by Eleanor Roosevelt with
the immortal words “Don’t think because it’s
about Jews you won’t like it”. Its folksiness and
old-country charm were praised as antidote to
what was viewed as the clichéd comedy and
sentiment (shund) of the Yiddish theatre. Most
importantly, though, it was Jewish theatre, in
English.

T

¶

he writers who began work on what
later became Fiddler on the Roof
(rejected titles included ‘A Village
Tale’ and ‘Where Poppa Came
From’) were originally keen to play
down the work’s Jewishness, saying
‘these were characters that happened
to be Jewish’. Later, in promoting
the show, Joe Stein would repeat a
favourite anecdote to demonstrate
the work’s universality: a local
producer in Tokyo had wondered
how Fiddler could have been a hit in America
when it was ‘so Japanese’. Despite this coyness
in admitting the show’s Jewishness, most
of the creative team used the project as an
opportunity to explore their identities. Coming
from secular, assimilated families they worked
hard to rediscover their folk heritage, through
literature, art and song. Director Jerome Robbins
went much further; attending ultra-orthodox
weddings incognito in order to research
Chassidic dance styles. When Zero Mostel came
on board as Tevye, he brought his own identity
meshugas, having moved away from the Yiddish
speaking-observant community he had been
brought up in.
The counterfactuals of Fiddler are particularly
interesting; the Tevye stories initially concluded
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with Tevye leaving for Palestine, but in the wake
of a tsarist persecution in 1911, Aleichem wrote
a new final tale (Lekh Lekho) in which the Tevye
and family are expelled. The original opening
number We’ve Never Missed a Sabbath Yet was
finally replaced when Jerome Robbins demanded
to know what the show was really about. The
idea that it ultimately dealt with the dissolution
of a way of life was the crucial breakthrough
— Tradition, demonstrated in full health at the
opening, came under attack both from within
and without over the course of the narrative.
And the bittersweet original final song — When
Messiah Comes — was jettisoned in favour of the
more straightforwardly emotional Anatevka
— not least because drawing attention to the
differing views of the messiah held by Jews and
Christians threatened the universal appeal the
writers were going for. As Solomons observes,
“this was the one place the show threatened to be
‘too Jewish’”.
In the end, Fiddler on the Roof was just
Jewish enough. It was a hit with gentiles, in
part because it gave a welcoming and inclusive
way in to Jewishness, and it was a hit with Jews
in part because it promoted an Americansanctified Judaism fully acceptable to gentiles.
The characters were visibly Jewish in a way that
few non-orthodox American Jews were — yet
they behaved in ways that could be universally
understood. From now on Jewish religious ritual
would play second fiddle to Jewish theatrical
ritual — on Kol Nidrei, despite condemnations
from Rabbis, the show went on. Producer Harold
Prince put the case pointedly: “Fiddler makes
more friends for the Jews than Yom Kippur
does”. In the manner of Theatrical Liberalism,
Judaism had become performance. And to many
Jews and gentiles, Fiddler on the Roof became
Judaism.

S

created and a book on it’s reception history, Alisa
Solomon decided to write all of them. Most’s
theoretical perspective helps shine a light on
Solomon’s content — it shows why her Fiddler
anecdotes are not only fascinating but also
matter. Musical theatre was a key form through
which Jews worked through their identities:
rejecting an appeal to authenticity that could
never fully include them and a majority religion
that could never be theirs, they built a secular
religion of theatre and film that celebrated the
free play of identity and the constant remaking
of the self.
In the wake of Fiddler, explicitly Jewish
stories have continued to grace the musical
theatre stage. Current Broadway star composer
Jason Robert Brown’s shows include 13, a
coming of age saga featuring a barmitzvah,
and Parade, depicting the lynching of a Jewish
factory manager in Atlanta in 1913. Despite
appearances, Book of Mormon, the current hot
ticket on London’s West End, is no less indebted
to the Judaic theatrical inheritance. Though only
one of the three writers is ethnically Jewish, they
have all fully assimilated the tenets of Jewish
Theatrical Liberalism. The lead character,
blessed with charisma and good looks, fails,
while his geeky and distinctly nebbish comissionary, succeeds. Teaching the actual book
of Mormon proves disastrous while ‘making it
up’ brings unimagined triumph. Performance
continues to trumps authenticity, and the story,
like the show, goes on. — JQ
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olomon’s and Most’s books read well
together — Most is strong on the
theoretical but it is a little po-faced,
while Solomon has fun with the
material but could benefit from a
little more analysis and a little less
anecdote. Taking musicals seriously
is welcome and refreshing, but
for Theatrical Liberalism to open
with a whole chapter on ‘acting’
in the biblical Jacob narratives
and later feature a large section
on performativity in the work of Judith Butler
seems a little too much like seeking brownie
points from literary theorists and the Boyarin
brothers. Wonder of Wonders, in contrast, is
delightfully light, an encyclopedic tome that tells
you everything you wanted to know about Fiddler
on the Roof and quite a lot that you didn’t. A little
overly comprehensive, it feels as if, faced with
the choice between writing a book on Sholem
Aleichem in America, a book on how Fiddler was
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THE 2014
JEWISH
QUARTERLY
WINGATE
PRIZE

J

udging this year’s Jewish Quarterly
Wingate prize has been an exercise
in listening. I’ve been carried
from Guatemala to Paris and from
Jerusalem to Boston, by a polyphony of
Jewish voices. Perhaps this polyphony
is something that we take for granted
in the Jewish world — a sort of cultural
white noise — but it announces itself
with bell-like clarity in the process of
reading through forty-three titles all
published in the same year; it’s not
just the breadth of nationalities in the diaspora
but the synchronicity of the diverse Jewish
experiences that amazes.
Reading forty-three titles from the year
just passed gives the prize great currency.
The long list is the sweep of Jewishness today.
From this, the six most distinctive voices made
it onto our shortlist.

Chair of judges
Rachel Lasserson
reflects on this
year’s shortlist
and winner

Firstly, and definitely loudest, was Shani
Boianjiu’s The People of Forever Are Not Afraid.
No shrinking violet is she. This is a guns blazing,
gloves off, clothes off, howl from the brink of
sanity where most young Israelis (she suggests)
experience life in the IDF. The madness begins
“in the middle of all this nothing” on the
Lebanese border where her three school girl
narrators create wild diversions to entertain and
distract from the abyss of tedium that threatens
to engulf them. At seventeen, “History is almost
over” and the girls have only their military
service to take them outside the suffocating
emptiness of their hometown. Boianjiu’s fictional
narrative is hard wired with realism: “When they
built this town thirty years ago, it was because
people had this brilliant idea that they should
Jewify the Galilee” but “the only thing they
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didn’t think of is that money and houses create
children and that children need buses”. If the
urgent matter of building and protecting the
new nation repeatedly overlooks the needs of its
children, Boianjiu’s narrative is a coming of age
J’Accuse on behalf of those neglected.

With The Summer My Father Died, Yudit
Kiss turns her personal story into a memoir,
although the non-chronological episodic
structure feels at times closer to a novel than
a history. Like Boianjiu and Markovits, Kiss
has produced an astoundingly accomplished
first book that weaves the personal and the
political into a seamless whole. Her father’s
death opens a series of doors into not only
his own tragic past, but the human suffering
locked behind the years of Soviet-oppressed
Eastern Europe. Where Boianjiu accuses,
Kiss accepts; hers is a compassionate eulogy
to a man trapped by history and birth. Saved
from extermination as a Jewish boy, her father
embraces Communism, rising through the
Party as a young man to executive level. His
devotion is religious and, beyond his academic
work, he exists to serve the Party. He dismisses
Judaism as tribal nonsense, and ensures his
daughters have no inkling of their heritage
by erasing traces of family and raising them
within the Party. As she pieces together his
true story, Kiss creates herself a distinctly new,
post-Soviet European Jewish identity, in which
the “absences she had always heard within
herself ” can at last be filled. George Szirtes’
exquisite translation captures the music of
Hungarian in flowing English.
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In a similar J’Accuse vein, Anouk Markovits’
I Am Forbidden is also the first novel of a young
woman writing powerfully autobiographical
fiction. It’s the story of two young sisters growing
up in the ultra orthodox Satmar sect. One is
unable to swallow the extremism and runs
away, the other cleaves to it, sacrificing both
freedom and integrity in its ruthless grip. The
reader is held in a similar grasp by the narrative
itself, which compels as it horrifies, a privileged
window onto a dark and airless world.

By contrast with these exuberant first
books, Edith Pearlman’s Binocular Vision is
a masterclass in authorial craft and control.
Thirty-four exquisite short stories make up this
impressive collection — Pearlman’s UK debut
— published by the excellent Pushkin Press.
So extensive is the range of her stories, and so
marble polished is her language, that one can
almost lose oneself in them. But I think that
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Pearlman is at her finest when close to home, in
the comfort of assimilated Bostonians where she
can penetrate the interior world with only the
tiniest whisper of narrative detail.

is to be congratulated on finding a rhythm
of incantatory prose poetry in his elegant
translation.
Kulka’s Landscapes of the Metropolis of Death
was, we felt, the most perfect book of the six.
The mightiest and the most modest, its literary
innocence belying its indisputable status as
masterpiece. It has been an honour to recognize
this book publicly and to participate in its
journey. — JQ

The world of Ben Marcus’ The Flame Alphabet is a
silent dystopia, where language has turned toxic
and slowly poisons everyone. In dismantling
language itself, Marcus’ ambitious book also
dismantles the parent-child bond, Judaism,
public health and marital relations. Of all the
novels we read, this was the most experimental
and, certainly for myself, the most challenging.

The last of our six shortlisted books — and
the book I left until the very end — was Otto
Dov Kulka’s slender volume Landscapes
of the Metropolis of Death. Bracing myself
for a harrowing journey into Auschwitz, I
found instead that I was immersed within a
dreamscape utterly unfamiliar to me. Kulka had
opened a door into his own private mythological
universe, the place he had built for himself
out of distilled memories of his time in the
family camp at Auschwitz as a ten-year-old
boy. Building and visiting this universe helped
Kulka make some sense of his experience, while
also enabling him to keep it discrete from his
lifelong career as a distinguished historian.
It is neither an account nor a testimony, but
an interior landscape captured and distilled
through poems, images, myths and fragments.
Its logic is not chronology or reason but
poetry, a poetic language that is both ancient
and universal, almost Biblical. Ralph Mandel
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AN ISRAEL THAT
TOWERS OVER
EVERYTHING

Goliath: Life and Loathing
in Greater Israel
by Max Blumenthal
nation books • 2013

I

Review by Joel Schalit

ISRAEL

t was the perfect setup. Nation Books,
the publishing imprint of the venerable
American centre-left newsweekly, The
Nation, had just published one of the most
critical American-authored books on Israel
in years. Tasked (or not) with reviewing
the book for The Nation, columnist Eric
Alterman savaged Goliath and its author,
Max Blumenthal, accusing the journalist of
everything short of antisemitism. Within
hours, Blumenthal and his supporters had
replied, pointing out numerous errors in
Alterman’s criticisms, ranging from his reading
of the book to his knowledge of Israeli history. As
far as public debates go, Blumenthal won.
For observers of American Jewish politics,
the dustup was pro-forma. A middle aged
Jewish journalist was incensed by a younger
American- Jewish journalist’s criticisms of
Israel. As charged, Alterman’s criticisms of the
junior writer’s work were, in effect, a typically
disciplinary act, attempting to put him in line
with community conventions concerning
‘correct’ criticisms of Israel. Blumenthal, for
his part, in responding to Alterman, got to act
out the more knowledgeable, generationallyliberated Jewish critic, pointing out that, for all
intents and purposes, The Nation columnist was
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behind the curve — ideologically and morally.
It was a perfect setup for Blumenthal’s book,
for two reasons. First, it took some of the sting
out of The Nation’s decision to publish Goliath.
Though well known for its centre-left politics,
over the years the newsweekly has had to tread
carefully in matters concerning Israel. While
it is clearly supportive of a two-state solution,
and Palestinian independence, its readership is
very much represented by columnists like Eric
Alterman. Critical of Israeli policy, but not antiZionist in the manner associated with younger
American journalists such as Blumenthal, it had
to let Alterman take the book to task, if only to
sell the book to its older readers.
The fact that The Nation let Alterman
embarrass himself so badly is another story.
Any editor familiar with the book, and Israeli
politics, would have caught his mistakes. They
could only serve to underline the validity of
one of Goliath’s central arguments: that liberal
Zionism, the politics espoused by columnists
like Alterman, and its American standard bearer,
Peter Beinart, is bankrupt. The fact that its
proponents can only make moral arguments
in favour of Zionism — even though they are
supporters of a two-state solution — exposes
the anachronistic and contradictory nature of
their politics. One cannot defend a state that is
both Jewish and democratic. That, for readers of
Blumenthal’s work, is the problem. Hence, the
futility of promoting the idea of a Zionist left,
when Zionism is itself the problem.
For foreign readers, in both Israel and
elsewhere, the debate is instructive. Superficially,
it helps explain the underlying cultural currents
informing President Obama’s differences with
Benjamin Netanyahu over Israel’s failure to
arrive at a resolution to the Palestinian crisis.
America’s commander-in-chief is comfortable
locking horns with his Israeli counterpart
precisely because American-Jewish opinions
about Israel are moving leftwards. Indeed,
in questions concerning the peace process,
intellectuals like Blumenthal and Alterman are
of the same opinion. They may not approve of all
of Obama’s policies, but they would hardly find
themselves objecting to the President securing
a final status agreement between Israel and the
Palestinians. Such a deal would not be perfect for
Blumenthal, but it would still be progress.
On a more basic level, the argument betrays
a continuing breakdown of consensus about
Israel in the American-Jewish community that
is largely disconnected from US foreign policy.
After all, the US underwrote the Occupation
for the last five decades and is not committed
to a one-state solution. Israel remains a vital
ally in the US War on Terror and a base for
projecting American power in the Middle East.
US-Jewish opinions about Israeli policy might be
changing but they have no fundamental impact
or influence on how the US Government views
Israel as a strategic partner. If the Americans
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secure a peace agreement between Israel and the
Palestinians, great. Such an agreement would
better reflect American-Jewish opinion about the
Palestinian question though not, fundamentally,
US foreign policy in the region. That would be
left to another day, and another crisis, if ever
dealt with at all.
This is the significance of Blumenthal’s
book and why it arouses such ire. Goliath
is not so much a reflection of the Obama
Administration’s innovations in Israel policy,
as it is one of American-Jewish discomfort with
Israel’s ongoing conflict with the Palestinians.
The anger is real. To the degree that Goliath
has been successful, it is because the book
captures the American-Jewish zeitgeist. The
Jewish community has been at the forefront of
movements supporting multiculturalism and
equal rights in the US, particularly in regards
to the African-American community. That the
Palestinians would eventually become an object
of their diversity awareness was just a matter of
time. Thank the War on Terror for that.
Hence Blumenthal, and all the JewishPalestinian advocacy that built up to his appeal
following the 1973 war. Goliath is this politics in
the process of becoming more mainstream, at
least insofar as it could receive the imprimatur
of a centre-left publication like The Nation and
be subject to such public controversy. Whether
it eventually helps impact American foreign
policy remains to be seen. At its best, it is simply
a sign of the growing gap between Israeli and
American-Jewish politics.

A
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s a work of Israel reportage, by itself
Goliath is not exactly innovative.
There have been other essenceof-Israel books like this over the
years, especially from likeminded
leftwing journalists (Arthur Neslen’s
Occupied Minds comes to mind).
Arranged around a series of scenes,
of encounters and conversations,
Blumenthal does an excellent job
of talking to Israelis that matter and
taking the country’s temperature
as it moves further to the right, following the
2008-9 war in Gaza. Indeed, he leaves few
stones unturned. Goliath’s narrative is one of a
country inexorably hurling towards its racist and
authoritarian destiny, one which Blumenthal
finds built into the Zionist project itself.
Like his liberal Zionist colleagues in the
US, Blumenthal encounters the contradictions
of Israel’s centre-left political establishment.
Novelists David Grossman and Amos Oz, and
former Meretz chief Haim Oron, are, according
to him, all guilty of the same hypocrisy and moral
shortsightedness. They are avowed peaceniks on
the one hand, but guilty of sanctioning immoral
military violence against the Palestinians on the
other. There is no redemption for these Israelis.
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They are as guilty as the settlers, albeit in more
liberal, intellectual clothing. This is what it
means to live in sin. No Jewish Israeli is without
some responsibility for the Palestinian disaster.
Even when they say they aren’t, they are.
There is a troubling tenor to this critique,
as accurate as its criticisms can be. Though the
Zionist left is as responsible for the dispossession
of the Palestinians as the Zionist right, there
is a sense of stasis to the charge, which makes
it difficult to imagine converting the so-called
sinners to the side of their victims. How
might Israelis emancipate themselves from
their situation, when all they hear is that they
are incapable of being moral? The charge is
analogous to the sorts Jews and anti-Fascists
have been known to make about German
civilization, as though it was the very culture of
Germany that gave birth to the Holocaust, not
just its extremist political formations. Again, true
to a point. But not entirely.
If one were to level a criticism at Goliath,
this is it. Not because there are no elements
of truth to what Blumenthal is saying.
Israel’s establishment Left has never been in
worse shape and it only has itself to blame.
This responsibility is accumulated and it is
ideological. It is not just that Oslo failed. The
issue is that, like the Germans, Israelis will
have to take some responsibility for redeeming
themselves at one point or another, if only
because Israel - in whatever shape it is to take
in the future — will survive. There must and
will be some sort of accounting of what went
wrong, eventually. It is hard to imagine this
sort of reflexivity built into Blumenthal’s liberal
Zionists. Unfortunately, they are still the Israelis
who will most likely represent the change.
That does not mean, however, that
Blumenthal ought to perform the sort of zigzag
that Ari Shavit’s My Promised Land, published
at the same time as Goliath, has been praised
for. Zionism was neither “miraculous”, as
Leon Wieseltier said in his review of Shavit’s
book, nor “culpable”. Zionism is flawed, like all
nationalisms. To continue to mystify it, to feel
the need to frame it in sentimental terms, is to
impose limits on its criticism and debate.
If one wants to gauge what it is that sends
Americans like Eric Alterman screaming, this is
it. They identify too closely with Israel’s 1980s
Left and the Oslo period. The protest movement
that arose against the war in Lebanon and the
feeling, during the 1990s, that Israel was finally
on the right track, helped define a generational
outlook that there would be a positive resolution
to the Arab-Israeli conflict. They do not identify
with the dystopian situation that inspires books
like Goliath today. — JQ
Joel Schalit is the editorial director of Souciant,
and the author of Israel vs. Utopia. He lives and
works in Berlin.
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.900370 © Joel Schalit 2014
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published in hard-back.

BIBLICAL AND
HEBREW STUDIES

The Ark Before Noah: decoding the
story of the flood
Irving Finkel
London: Hodder & Stoughton, 2014
ISBN 9781444757057
£25 352pp

BIOGRAPHY AND
AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Primo Levi : the matter of a life
Berel Lang
New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013. –
ISBN 9780300137231 £18.99 224pp
(Jewish lives)
Rav Kook : mystic in a time of
revolution
Yehudah Mirsky
New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013
(Jewish lives)
ISBN 9780300164244
£18.99 224pp

CURRENT AFFAIRS
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Hanukkah in America : a history
Dianne Ashton
New York: New York University Press,
2013 (Goldstein-Goren Series in American
Jewish History)
ISBN 9780814707395
£19.99 368pp
Unclean lips : obscenity, Jews, and
American culture
Josh Lambert
New York: New York University Press,
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Jewish History)
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£23.99 280pp

GENERAL ARTS:
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REFERENCE, MUSIC

The Jewish year book 2014
edited by Elkan D. Levy and Derek Taylor
London: Valentine Mitchell, 2014
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Jews and the renaissance of synagogue
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Barry Stiefel
London: Pickering & Chatto, 2014
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The phantom holocaust : Soviet cinema
and Jewish catastrophe
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ISBN 9780813561806
£19.72 (pbk) 276pp
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British Jewry since emancipation
Geoffrey Alderman
Buckingham: University of Buckingham
Press, 2014
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£45 500pp
Jewish Immigrants in London, 1880–
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Susan L Tananbaum
London: Pickering & Chatto, 2014
(Perspectives in Economic and Social
History)
ISBN 9781848934429
£60 256pp
Isaac Aboab da Fonseca : Jewish
leadership in the New World
Moisés Orfali
Brighton: Sussex academic Press, 2014
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Editors: Michael Hoberman and Laura
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London: Pickering & Chatto, 2014
ISBN 9781848932425
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The life of Jews in Poland before the
holocaust : a memoir
Ben-Zion Gold
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2013
ISBN 978080327175
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Lithuanian yeshivas of the nineteenth
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learning
Shaul Stampfer. Translated from Hebrew by
Lindsey Taylor-Guthartz.
Oxford: Littman Library, 2014
ISBN 9781874774792
£39.50 416pp
Royal Jews: a thousand years of Jewish
life in and around the Royal County of
Berkshire
Jonathan Romain
Grenfell Publishing, 2013
ISBN 9780957698604
£7.99

HOLOCAUST STUDIES

The ambiguity of virtue : Gertrude van
Tijn and the fate of the Dutch Jews
Bernard Wasserstein
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 2014
ISBN 9780674281387
£20 310pp
Countrymen : the untold story of how
Denmark’s Jews escaped the Nazis, of
the courage of their fellow Danes—and
of the extraordinary role of the SS
Bo Lidegaard
Knopf, 2013
ISBN 9780385350150 £17.60 432pp

The hero of Budapest : the triumph and
tragedy of Raoul Wallenberg
Bengt Jangfeldt
London: I.B. Tauris, 2013
ISBN 9781780766829
£25 352pp

ISRAEL

Like dreamers : the story of the Israeli
paratroopers who reunited Jerusalem
and divided a nation
Yossi Klein Halevi
London: HarperOne, 2013
ISBN 9780060545765
£21.99 606pp
My Promised Land : the triumph
and tragedy of Israel
Ari Shavit
Scribe Publications, 2013
ISBN 9781922070593
£20 464pp
The unlikely settler
Lipika Pelham
London: Other Press, 2014
ISBN 9781590516836
£17.99 352pp

JUDAISM

The Iranian Talmud : reading the Bavli
in its Sasanian context
Shai Secunda
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 2013 (Divinations: Rereading Late
Ancient Religion)
ISBN 9780812245707
£33.95 272pp
The radical American Judaism
of Mordecai M. Kaplan
Mel Scult
Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
2013 ((Modern Jewish Experience)
ISBN 9780253010759
£34 360pp

LITERATURE

Correspondences : a poem
and portraits
Anne Michaels, and
Bernice Eisenstein, illustrator
London: Bloomsbury, 2013
ISBN 9781408836026
£30 128pp
Diasporas of the mind :
Jewish and postcolonial writing
and the nightmare of history
Bryan Cheyette
New Haven: Yale University Press, 2014
ISBN 9780300093186
£30 336pp
Married life
David Vogel. Translated by Dalya Bilu.
London: Scribe, 2013
ISBN 9781922070586
£14.99 512pp

Roth unbound : a writer and his
booksClaudia Roth Pierpont
New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2013
ISBN 9780374280512
£16.25 368pp
The third tablet of the Holy Covenant
Michael Baum
Kibworth Beauchamp, Matador, 2013
ISBN 9781783061587
£8.99 (pbk) 356pp
Two novellas : ‘In the sanatorium’ and
‘Facing the sea’
David Vogel. Translated by Philip Simpson
and Daniel Silverstone
London: Scribe, 2014
ISBN 9781922070494
£8.99 (pbk) 192pp
Viennese romance
David Vogel; translated by Dalya Bilu.
London: Scribe, 2013
ISBN 9781922070388
£14.99 288pp
Writing Jewish : contemporary BritishJewish literature
Ruth Gilbert
Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013
ISBN 9780230275560
£17.99 192pp

YIDDISH AND LADINO

Writing in tongues : translating Yiddish
in the twentieth century
Anita Norich
Seattle: University of Washington Press,
2013 (Samuel and Althea Stroum Lectures
in Jewish Studies)
ISBN 9780295992976
£19.99 182pp

ZIONISM

Hadassah : American women Zionists
and the rebirth of Israel
Mira Katzburg-Yungman. Translated by
Tamar Berkowitz.
Oxford: Littman Library, 2014
ISBN 9781874774839
£35 400pp
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Juan Gelman
Poet
3 May 1930 — 14 January 2014
A peerless voice in contemporary
Spanish, Juan Gelman wrote most
poignantly of his son’s murder during
Argentina’s Dirty War and his twentythree-year search for his grandchild.
On winning Spain’s Cervantes literary
award in 2007 he proclaimed: “The
wounds are not closed. The only
treatment is truth. And then, justice”.
Juan was born in 1930 in Buenos
Aires to Ukrainian parents. He had
his first poem published at eleven,
joined the Communist Youth
Federation at fifteen and worked as a
journalist from 1954. He wrote twenty
poetry volumes, to be translated into
fourteen languages. His influential
Gotán tapped the street argot of '60s
Argentina; other works reflect his
love for Pushkin and Yiddish verse.
After 1975 Gelman was exiled to
Italy, Spain and Mexico. In 1976 a
junta-backed militia kidnapped his
daughter Nora, son Marcelo, and
Marcelo’s wife Maria. Only Nora
survived. Marcelo was tortured,
killed, stuffed in a cement-filled
barrel and dumped in a river, one of
20,000 desapericidos. Gelman traced
his granddaughter to Uruguay in
2000. Tall and soft-spoken, Gelman
received three days of national
mourning in Argentina.

Ariel Sharon
Prime Minister of Israel
28 February 1928 — 6 October 2013

EDITED BY
LAWRENCE JOFFE
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Few Israelis were as venerated and
loathed as Ariel Sharon, the former
prime minister who has died after
an eight-year-long stroke-induced
coma. Tellingly, he titled his 592-page
memoir Warrior. Wounded in the

1948 war, he was pivotal to the Sinai
campaigns of 1956 and 1967. During
1970-71 Sharon had 100 PLO officials
executed in Gaza while relocating
160,000 refugees. In 1973, he arguably
turned the tide of the Yom Kippur War
by trapping the Egyptian Third Army.
Sharon also effectively hoodwinked
Menachem Begin when he expanded
a limited operation against the PLO in
1982 to take on Syria, besiege Beirut
and displace entire communities.
In politics, Sharon was long
considered the settlers’ godfather and
the architect of Greater Israel. The
IDF, meanwhile, remained in Lebanon
until 2000. Two years later, as Prime
Minister, Sharon described fighting
the second Palestinian intifada as
part of Israel’s independence struggle.
Many believe his brazen Temple
Mount visit in September 2000 ignited
the uprising.
Yet Sharon dramatically broke
with rightist cohorts after his
2003 re-election by declaring that
“occupation was terrible for Israel and
the Palestinians”. Having mobilised
Sephardi resentment to bring Likud to
power in 1977, he nearly destroyed his
party by creating another, Kadima, in
November 2005. Sharon had gingerly
accepted the US-led roadmap to a twostate solution in 2003. Soon he began
constructing Israel’s ‘separation
barrier ’. Then in August 2005 he
dismantled Gaza’s twenty-two Jewish
settlements; outposts he himself had
planted to control Palestinians.
Born Ariel Scheinerman in Kfar
Malal to educated Belarusian parents,
Sharon was the scion of a Labourite
moshav family. As a child he was
teased for being chubby and defended
himself with a club. In 1953 Prime
Minister Ben-Gurion named the
then twenty-four-year-old as head
of Unit 101. His commando squad
soon raided Qibya in Jordan, killing
sixty-nine civilians. Condemned as
reckless and insubordinate, Sharon
never became IDF Chief of Staff. He
turned to grand-scale farming near
Sderot, and politics. He was Prime
Minister Rabin’s security advisor in
1975, agriculture minister for Likud
in 1977, and defence minister in 1981.
Israel’s Kahan Commission forbade
him from holding that last post after
he let Christian militias massacre
Palestinians in Sabra and Shatilla
in 1982. Yet he succeeded Benjamin
Netanyahu as Likud leader in 1999,
and in February 2001, amid a wave of
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Alice Herz-Sommer
Pianist, music teacher,
oldest Holocaust survivor
26 July 1903 — 23 February 2014
Alice Herz-Sommer has died at 110, as
the world’s oldest Holocaust survivor
and also a brilliant pianist, raconteur
and educator. “Music is mankind's
greatest miracle”, she told the
Observer. “From the very first note,
one is transported into a higher, other
world, [as] it was when we played or
listened in the ghetto.”
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Shulamit Aloni
Israeli politician

29 November 1928 — 24 January 2014
A champion of peace, Shulamit
Aloni, who has died aged eighty-five,
redefined the Israeli left by introducing
consumer and environmental
concerns and women's and gay rights
onto the national agenda. Passionate,
courageous and headstrong, Aloni
advocated a Palestinian state in the
'70s, when most Israelis derided that
view (though would accept it today).
She also turned a splinter group into
Israel's third strongest party in the
early '90s.

Born Shulamit Adler to a carpenter
father and a seamstress mother in
Tel Aviv in 1929, she was raised in
a secular, socialist household and
in 1948 fought alongside Palmach
commandos in Jerusalem's Old City.
Captured and released by Jordan's
Arab Legion, she taught war refugees
and new immigrants. In 1952 she
married Reuven Aloni and moved
to affluent Kfar Shmaryahu. During
the '60s she represented Mapai in
the Knesset while running a regular
radio show on social issues. After
upbraiding Golda Meir for thwarting
talks with Egypt, she eventually left
Labour in 1974 over its support for
settlements, and founded the Civil
Rights Movement, Ratz. Aloni also
backed Peace Now and appeared
on joint platforms with Palestinians
during the first intifada.
In 1992 she fused Ratz with the
older Mapam Meretz (Energy), which
won an impressive twelve seats
in June elections. Aloni became
Education and Culture Minister, but
was shifted to Communications after
clashing with religious fellow cabinet
members. Largely excluded from the
Oslo peace process, she left formal
politics after Rabin’s assassination in
November 1995. Once she told the UK
playwright David Hare “Now we Jews
are brainwashed to believe we will
always be victims, and victims can do
no wrong”.
A descendant of Polish rabbis,
she gave short shrift to “parasitic”
yeshiva students or “perversionpursuing” religious settlers. Yet she
drew solace from the wellsprings of
Jewish ethics. “Did Israel's prophets
preach tolerance? No, they preached
right-dealing and the eradication
of evil.” Tellingly, Aloni titled her
1997 autobiography I Can Do No
Other. She called Sharon’s post-2001
attacks “murder under the cover of
righteousness”, marched against
settlers who destroyed olive groves,
protested America's “illegal and
frightful war on Iraq”, and visited a
beleaguered Arafat in Ramallah. At
eighty she wrote another book, Israel:
Democracy or Ethnocracy? Despite
failing health she was still speaking
out in 2010. To some a traitor, to
others, the conscience of the nation,
Aloni always demanded humanity in
politics. “People aren't pickle bottles
and you can't stick labels on them”,
she once said.
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.900372 © Lawrence Joffe 2014
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terror, he was resoundingly elected
Prime Minister.
Sharon’s volte-face led former
detractors to wonder if the ‘bulldozer’
turned avuncular statesman could
bring peace. We will never know, as
a massive stroke in January 2006
rendered him insensible to Kadima’s
rise and fall, Hamas’ electoral victory,
a war with Lebanon and two with
Gaza, corruption charges against
his successor Ehud Olmert, and
the return of his younger nemesis,
Netanyahu.
Ever media-savvy, Ariel Sharon
epitomised the fighting sabra.
To many Arabs, he remained the
implacable ‘Butcher of Beirut’.
Diaspora Jewish liberals found him
supremely embarrassing. Even his
latter moderation seemed doggedly
unilateralist. Few deny, though, that at
every step of Israel’s history stood that
gargantuan, enigmatic builder and
destroyer, Ariel Sharon.

Herz-Sommer was born into a
cultured Prague milieu; her mother
was a pupil of Mahler’s while Alice
enjoyed nature rambles with Kafka
before becoming an acclaimed
recitalist. Her career ended when
Nazis overran Bohemia in 1938.
In 1943 she, her husband Leopold
and son Raphael, were deported to
Terezin. She was forced to perform
in concerts which misled the Red
Cross into believing all was well.
In fact, almost all Alice’s fellow
musicians perished and Leopold died
in Dachau in 1945. She weighed sixty
pounds when Terezin was liberated.
Pondering how German culture
could coexist with such depravity she
nonetheless cautioned that “hatred
only breeds hatred”.
Four years after returning to
Prague in 1945, she was reunited with
her twin sister in Israel, and later
taught at the Jerusalem Academy of
Music. Alice settled in a one-room
flat in Belsize Park in 1986, where
she still practiced three hours a day.
The Lady in Number 6 (2013) is the
latest of several German and British
documentaries about her. Life is
a Present, an earlier BBC feature,
expresses her indomitable belief that
optimism can overcome suffering.

Poems by Richard Berengarten

Thirty-Six Just Men
Thirty-six just men at any one time
stalk injustice in the world. When one dies
another is born. Nobody knows where.
If you think there’s no justice, wait
till you hear of one or, if you’re very
lucky, meet one. It ‘furthers’ to seek
out such a man. Your entire life may
be transformed. To be touched by him,
to look in his eyes as he sees into yours
may mean shadows rolling away
at least for a while. But remember you
may not recognise or notice him. He
walks quietly and on most occasions
doesn’t look or act differently from you.
Remember too, whatever he is and has

Stone

Homage to Martin Buber
What if the stone saw you? What if the stone
had eyes in every molecule, to spy
on you? And if it had mouth to cry
and taste, and ears to distinguish tone,
would it engage, or leave you well alone
(this, block uncarved; this, craggy mystery),
or contemplate, admire you, and thereby
honour your being’s difference from its own?
Could we then read each other, stone, anew
within each other’s presence; each unique,
each conscious hitherto and hereunto?
By staring at us then, stone, would you wreak
such havoc by transfixing us, right through,
that we should lose even the power to speak?
From ‘Notness’, forthcoming from
Shearsman Books, Bristol, 2015.

to give you isn’t release from troubles
but your taking on your own life, work
for what you do and claim and are.
From ‘Changing’, forthcoming from
Shearsman Books, Bristol, 2016.

RICHARD BERENGARTEN

Richard Berengarten has published more
than twenty-five books of poetry and
received many awards, including the Jewish
Quarterly-Wingate prize (1992). His latest
collection, Manual, is a sequence of poems
about hands (Shearsman Books, 2014).
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.900349© Richard Berengarten 2014
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